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Abstract
The growth and maintenance of hurricanes is highly dependent upon the exchange
of heat and momentum between the ocean and atmosphere. Because sea spray can
significantly affect this ocean-air exchange, accurate hurricane models need to account for spray effects. We incorporate sea spray into large-eddy simulations (LES)
to explore its role in the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) of hurricanes, allowing
us to assess the validity of and offer improvements to the simple spray parameterizations currently used in hurricane models. We investigate thermodynamic
feedback between spray and surface heat fluxes, and examine the effects of spray
upon the dynamics of the hurricane boundary layer.
Results of preliminary LES, which use a bulk representation of the dominant
range of spray sizes and a simplified diagnostic phase change scheme, indicate
an appreciable amount of spray-air heat transfer—consistent with theory—and
demonstrate a form of spray-induced thermodynamic feedback. The LES model
of the hurricane atmospheric boundary layer (HABL) is adapted to account for
variations in spray generation due to wave-breaking, momentum transfer between
air and spray in both the vertical (liquid loading and stratification) and horizontal (drag), and dissipative heating in an emulsion-like two-phase environment.
These modifications are accompanied by extension of the phase change and spray
generation schemes to account for different droplet sizes, and implementation of
a moving three-dimensional boundary. Collective inclusion of all these pieces of
modeled physics in the LES provides results which offer a better view of the limitations of current spray-flux models, and motivates a simpler and improved alternative model. The refined results of the ‘full’ LES-HABL model are consistent with
early simulations, and underscore the significance of boundary-layer scale thermodynamic balance, spray-induced fluxes, and wind-dependent thermodynamic
feedback.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Hurricanes form, grow, and persist by extracting energy from the ocean through
fluxes of temperature and water vapor. Sea spray can affect these fluxes—commonly
expressed as sensible heat and latent heat fluxes1 —by significantly impacting the
ocean-air exchange mechanisms, and by altering the structure of the hurricane
atmospheric boundary layer (HABL).

Emanuel (1995) showed that hurricanes

are particularly sensitive to the relative magnitudes of momentum and heat fluxes
from the ocean, and that hurricanes may need the additional heat fluxes provided
by spray in order to reach observed intensities (Emanuel, 1988; Emanuel, 2003b).
Sea spray increases direct or sensible ocean-air heat flux through the larger
re-entrant droplets, which lose heat to the ambient air but evaporate only partially, thus providing net addition of thermal energy to the atmosphere. Spray
increases water vapor flux via evaporation, and removes momentum from the air
as it is accelerated to speed by the wind. Evaporation of spray can cause preferential cooling near the HABL bottom, inducing a ‘thermodynamic feedback’ that
further increases ocean-air sensible heat fluxes. The large amount of spray in
hurricane conditions can also stabilize the near-surface HABL through the density stratification it causes. Such stratification tends to smooth the near-ocean
1

Sensible and latent ‘heat’ fluxes are energy fluxes. Temperature flux is translated into ‘sensible heat’ flux by multiplying by the effective heat capacity of the air. Water vapor fluxes are
converted into ‘latent’ heat fluxes through multiplying by the heat of vaporization of water, i.e. by
assuming that all vapor will condense and release the corresponding amount of thermal energy
into the hurricane.
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airflow, which leads to competing effects: reduced ocean-air fluxes, but increased
near-surface winds.
Reliable measurements are very difficult to obtain in the HABL, especially
near the ocean-air interface. Measurements possessing the spatial and temporal
resolution needed for adequate examination of spray and its effects upon the HABL
are yet more difficult. Due to prohibitively scarce data, and because rates of spray
generation depend strongly upon local wind speeds, we must rely on modeling the
HABL in order to investigate the role of sea spray. Further, due to the importance
of the ocean-air interface in spray generation, transport, and the dynamics of the
lower HABL, we must model and simulate the HABL including a reasonable wavy
ocean ‘surface.’

Objectives
Our goal is to understand the effect of sea spray on hurricanes. In particular, we
are interested in the effects of spray on ocean-air fluxes of heat, moisture, and
momentum, as well as the effects spray upon the structure and dynamics of the
HABL. Further, this research evaluates and tests the limits of currently accepted
prescriptions for spray-mediated fluxes, offering improvements and alternatives to
currently accepted parameterizations for spray-induced fluxes of sensible and latent
heat. We also investigate the impact of sea spray upon the exchange coefficients
often used parameterize ocean-air fluxes, discussing the validity and use of these
bulk-flux exchange coefficients in large-scale hurricane simulations.
We attempt to accomplish such investigations in the most realistic environment
possible, integrating a simulated HABL with a model of the nonstationary threedimensional ocean-air interface. We extend large-eddy simulation code descended
from Moeng (1984), Sullivan et al. (1994), and Otte and Wyngaard (2001) to
simulate the atmospheric boundary layer inside a hurricane. The research involves
both modeling and coupling a formidable collection of spray and HABL physics;
thus a good portion of this work consists of modeling zero- or first-order effects.
In time many of the components of this problem can be developed further, along
with refinement of the interplay between different physical phenomena through the
corresponding interactions between pieces of modeled physics.
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This research attempts not only to test and improve current models for fluxes
altered by sea spray, but also to explore the effects of spray within the environment
of the hurricane atmospheric boundary layer. We hope to advance understanding
of spray, its effects, and the interplay between spray and the near-ocean environment in high-wind conditions. From this augmented understanding we recommend
means to model spray and its effects both in high-resolution models as well as in
contemporary large-scale hurricane simulations.

Chapter 2
Review of literature
Modeling the effects of sea spray in the atmospheric boundary layer of a hurricane
requires extension and connection of several areas of atmospheric research, including ocean-air fluxes and dynamics of the interface, the production and behavior of
sea spray, as well as representation of the moist atmosphere over extreme ranges
of liquid water content. We divide the previous research relevant to our problem
accordingly: (1) the role of spray in tropical cyclones, (2) large-eddy simulation
with phase change, (3) the air-sea interface, and (4) production of sea spray and
inclusion of spray in atmospheric simulations. Then we present a brief review of
previous spray modeling work.

2.1

Hurricanes and the role of sea spray

Tropical cyclones grow and are sustained by enthalpy fluxes from the sea; their
intensity is limited primarily by surface friction. Over the past couple of decades
evidence has mounted which indicates that, in addition to ‘direct’ fluxes of sensible
heat and water vapor (latent heat) from the ocean, hurricanes require another
mechanism to attain observed intensities. Emanuel (1986) developed expressions
for hurricane intensity based on consideration of hurricanes as Carnot engines,
relating maximum wind speeds with the form (Emanuel, 2003b)
Vmax

2



Tsfc − Tout
Ck ∗
≈
(k − k)
CD 0
Tout

(2.1)
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where Tsfc is the sea-surface temperature, Tout is the outflow temperature, (k0∗−k) is
the difference in specific enthalpy between air in thermal equilibrium with the ocean

and near-surface air, and (Ck , CD ) are the exchange coefficients for ocean-air transfer of enthalpy and momentum. Both Ck and CD have been determined observationally only for sub-hurricane wind speeds. When extrapolated to winds above 30
ms−1 , these exchange coefficients lead to predictions of hurricane intensity—such as
the maximum wind speeds from Equation (2.1)—which fall short of observations;
numerical experiments similarly underpredict maximum winds (Ooyama, 1969;
Emanuel, 2003b).
For at least a half century sea spray has been suspected to have a significant
effect upon ocean-air heat fluxes (Riehl, 1954; Emanuel, 2003b), and has more
recently been shown to potentially impact air-sea momentum transfer to a substantial degree (Andreas and Emanuel, 2001; Barenblatt et al., 2005). Once a
hurricane has reached tropical-storm strength, its intensity depends almost entirely upon the thermodynamic profiles of the atmospheric boundary layer and
upper ocean (Emanuel, 1999).1 Because of this dependence, and because hurricane intensities are sensitive to the ratio of enthalpy flux to momentum flux
(Emanuel, 1995), sea spray appears to play an important role in the development
and maintenance of tropical cyclones. Another mechanism, dissipative heating
due to internal viscous stresses on the air, can also play a role in cyclogenesis and
intensification (Bister and Emanuel, 1998); however, it may not play a major role
below wind speeds of 50 or 60 ms−1 (Zhang and Altshuler, 1999).

2.2

Large-eddy simulation of the moist atmosphere
with phase change

Large-eddy simulation (LES) has been used for over three decades to model and
investigate the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL), including a growing number of
applications involving moisture in some form. The moist ABL is one type of multiphase flow, whose treatment can be broadly classified in several ways according
to the engineering literature. Modeling approaches can be divided into trajectory
1

as well as its ‘initial’ intensity
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methods, which follow an ensemble of individual droplets and use the statistics of
their calculated behavior to modify the flow; and two-fluid methods, which generally consider liquid water to behave as a continuous bulk fluid superposed on or
interacting with the air. Multiphase theories can be further classified as one-way
or two-way; in the former the motion and state of the water can either affect or be
affected by that of the air, while in the latter the behavior of water and air depend
upon each other.
Wet ABL simulations are generally two-way in their treatment of water. The
simplest diagnose the amount of condensed water based on the atmospheric state,
and the water in turn affects the air temperature (e.g. Moeng, 1986). Most simulations of the wet ABL use the two-fluid approach, due to the computational cost of
calculating the trajectories and statistics of a large number of water droplets over
widely varying local droplet environments in an atmospheric domain. Trajectory
methods have, however, been applied to specific cases involving very small portions of the atmosphere, such as near-sea heat and mass transfer related to spume
and its production (Pattison and Belcher, 1999) and local turbulent transport and
diffusion of spray (Edson and Fairall, 1994; Mestayer et al., 1996). In the two-fluid
approach water is assumed to be part of a continuum, where the mixing ratio or
specific humidity of total water is treated as a conserved scalar and liquid water is
either diagnosed or has its own budget.

2.2.1

Modeling phase change in large-eddy simulations

Because the physical processes that govern condensation and evaporation occur
at scales much smaller than even the viscous dissipation length, phase change in
large-eddy simulations is an unresolved process. Thus, LES can account only for
the averaged effects of phase change. We hereafter denote averaged or ‘resolved’
variables used by LES with a superscript r.
The simplest way to parameterize phase changes in LES is through the commonly used ‘all-or-nothing’ (AoN) scheme. It relies upon a saturation-adjustment
framework, diagnosing the equilibrium value of specific humidity qsr (where the
subscript s corresponds to the popular label ‘saturation’)2 from the resolved pres2

The adjective ‘saturation’ for specific humidity or mixing ratio is somewhat of a misnomer (for
a good argument, see Chapter 5 of Bohren and Albrecht, 1998); we prefer the label equilibrium.
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sure pr and temperature T r , and for each time step ∆t it adjusts the amounts
of liquid water, water vapor, and temperature toward a saturated state. Over a
time interval ∆t all excess vapor in a given grid volume is converted to liquid, or
vice-versa; the amount of condensed or evaporated water is then multiplied by the
enthalpy of vaporization to calculate the corresponding amount of thermal energy
that is added to or subtracted from the grid volume (e.g. Manabe and Wetherald, 1967). The AoN scheme uses the resolved amounts of water vapor and liquid
(or total) water, and assumes that a given grid volume is either uniformly saturated (‘all’) or unsaturated (‘nothing’)—thus it prohibits supersaturation. This
parameterization is simple and does not require a particular choice of temperature
or water variables; it approximately accounts for phase changes in environments
where supersaturation is not exceedingly important to the modeling or where supersaturation effects are otherwise parameterized.
The next family of condensation parameterizations, which follow from Sommeria and Deardorff (1977), includes subfilter-scale turbulence, phase changes,
and partial saturation of individual grid volumes within a saturation-adjustment
framework. These so-called statistical models rely on a “wet” temperature variable θwet which incorporates phase change through a dependence upon liquid water amounts q` , with such models using an assumed form for the joint probability distribution between fluctuations of θwet and q` and another form for the
resolved (grid-averaged) covariance [θwet q` ]r . These statistical parameterizations
estimate the amount of liquid water present in saturated and partially saturated
grid volumes, and in effect are smoothed versions of the AoN method; the amount
of water in a volume can vary continuously with the resolved saturation deficit
(qsr −qvr ), instead of jumping abruptly when qvr exceeds qsr . Bechtold and Siebesma

(1998) generalized and simplified this type of parameterization to include a variety

of joint probability distributions and covariances between θwet and q` , allowing the
scheme to be tuned to specific conditions.
Unlike the AoN and statistical saturation adjustment schemes, models based
on the microphysical droplet growth equations explicitly calculate the rates of
change of water amounts and temperature. The microphysical schemes which
have been used in LES since the 1990’s (e.g. Feingold et al., 1994), however, are
similar in one regard to the AoN and statistical models above—the microphysical
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models use resolved quantities in their growth equations. Like saturation adjustment schemes, most microphysical schemes also neglect the covariances between
subfilter-scale variations in vertical velocity, supersaturation, and local mean drop
size, and thus they do not simulate realistic droplet size distributions (Srivastava,
1989). Khvorostyanov and Curry (1999) derived a kinetic model for stochastic condensation which accounts for microscale variations in supersaturation, assuming
locally isotropic turbulence; it gives asymptotic forms for the subfilter covariances
mentioned above, which may then be applied in large-eddy simulations.

Wang

et al. (2003) derived budgets of the subfilter fluxes given a droplet size distribution, implementing them in LES to demonstrate the importance of the subfilter
covariance of supersaturation and droplet size variations (through the integral radius)3 in the ensemble-mean liquid water budget. They also showed the need for
nonzero supersaturation, and its limiting effect on the vertical liquid flux via the
effective supersaturation flux. Finally, Liu et al. (2002) developed a method based
on statistical mechanics and began to show how the process of averaging cloud
distributions over a grid volume significantly alters them. Their work underlines
the importance of the dependence of droplet distribultions n(r) upon averaging
scales (and thus grid size), indicating that a formulation of this dependence is necessary to properly implement microphysical models in numerical simulations such
as LES.

2.2.2

Previous applications of large-eddy simulation with
phase change; state of moist-LES research

Large-eddy simulations of the ‘wet’ ABL that resolve inertial-range motions have
historically focused upon marine stratocumulus (Moeng et al., 1996) or other thin
nonprecipitating clouds, due to the computational requirements for simulation of
deep or precipitating clouds. A related complication in LES of deep clouds is the
presence of significant subfilter moisture covariances, such as the subfilter supersaturation flux w 0 S 0 (Wang et al., 2003). Within a saturation-adjustment framework,
most previous research has used AoN or statistical saturation adjustment schemes,
3
R ∞ The integral radius is defined as the first moment of the droplet distribution function n(r),
rn(r)dr.
0
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neglecting subfilter saturation fluxes. Recently microphysical schemes have been
implemented in atmospheric LES with varying results, used for example in the comparative study of LES of trade-wind cumuli done by Stevens et al. (2001). Only
in the last few years have cloud-resolving models for storm and deep-convection
studies begun to have resolutions that allow them to resolve the inertial range of
turbulent fluctuations, ultimately justifying the use of LES subfilter parameterizations (Bryan et al., 2003). While continual advances in available computer capacity
have opened the door for LES of convective and stormy atmospheres, there still
remains the issue of accounting for the effects of filtering or grid-averaging upon
droplet distributions (Liu et al., 2002).

2.3

The air-sea interface

The region where atmosphere and ocean meet is complex and highly variable,
and the term “interface” can be misleading. There is a transition from air—
with little or no liquid water content—to almost ‘airless’ water, as shown in Figure 2.1 (Emanuel, 2003a); this includes locally varying transitions between air
mixed with some spray to regions of water encompassing some bubbles. This
air-sea transition, an emulsion of sorts, tends to have an effective thickness that

Figure 2.1. The ocean-air interface, an emulsion. Spray droplets are ejected upward
and accelerate to the free stream velocity, absorbing momentum from the atmosphere.
From Emanuel (2003).
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increases with wind speed; in a hurricane it extends roughly as high as the largest
waves.
The air and ocean interact by exchanging heat, momentum, and mass. In
hurricane environments the ocean acts as a momentum sink, and on average it
is a source of heat and water mass. On the atmospheric side, momentum and
heat fluxes have been measured in the laboratory and simulated computationally
over a range of conditions, but few measurements have been made in hurricanes.
The ocean-air interface causes large pressure fluctuations in the lower ABL, at
times inducing complex and violent phenomena such as flow separation, and affecting the dynamics and momentum transfer throughout the ABL. The latter
occurs through modified ‘bursting’ events (Papadimitrakis et al., 1988): moving
ocean waves tend to alter the longitudinal streaks of relatively low- and highspeed air, which “establish the preferential conditions for the ejections and sweeps
that dominate the surface stress” (Foster et al., 2006) in the ABL over rough
surfaces. The ocean interface also induces ordered, large-scale motions (Kawamura and Toba, 1988) that reflect features of the ocean surface, with scales on
the order of one kilometer; these could be modeled in both hurricane and largeeddy simulations. More important, perhaps, are the details of the smallest-scale
motions near the interface, which can have leading-order effects (Harris et al.,
1996) on the flow—corresponding to the entire ABL in large-eddy simulations being sensitive to subgrid models near the surface (Khanna and Brasseur, 1997;
Khanna and Brasseur, 1998). Further, the near-surface subgrid turbulence has
a marked influence on the motion of heavy (&100 µm) droplets through inertial
effects (Cai et al., 2006); thus the subgrid models will affect the transport of simulated sea spray, and the presence of waves will further modify spray movement
and spatial distribution.
The pressure or ‘form’ drag due to ocean waves is predominantly caused by
the relatively short wavelengths between 0.1 and 5 m (Makin et al., 1995), so that
2
the sea can be characterized by an effective roughness z0eff ∝ (ueff
∗ ) /g (Belcher

and Hunt, 1998); this also follows the form derived by Charnock (1955) through

dimensional analysis. For an LES resolution on the order of meters, we may then
use a surface roughness to parameterize the form drag of subfilter-scale waves, while
modifying the bottom boundary condition to represent resolvable-scale features of
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the air-ocean interface.

2.3.1

Large-eddy simulations of flow over wavy surfaces

There is a breadth of literature covering the subject of simulations of flow over wavy
surfaces. This includes modeling of wavy boundaries in LES by using coordinate
mapping (Thompson et al., 1974), selectively nested grids (Sullivan et al., 1996),
and immersed boundaries (Mohd-Yusof and Lumley, 1996). Because our LES
uses finite differencing in only the vertical dimension, coordinate transformation
(e.g. Sullivan et al., 2000) is both computationally cumbersome and difficult to
implement. Grid nesting is practical in the vertical, but above a wavy boundary—
whose height extends over multiple grid levels—its utility becomes limited, and
implemention becomes more complex. The immersed or ‘virtual’ boundary (VB)
technique, which involves adding spatially localized forces to the Navier-Stokes
equations to simulate the presence of boundaries, is attractive for the type of flow
and environment we are investigating.
The virtual boundary method originally consisted of an iterative feedback
scheme that used time-integrated local velocities to force a given flow to be at
rest along an immersed ‘surface’ (Goldstein et al., 1993). This technique involves
a flow-dependent iterative tuning process and is too computationally cumbersome
for application to hurricane LES, but its ‘next generation’ has promise: MohdYusof and Lumley (1996) accomplished direct numerical simulations (DNS) with
an immersed boundary by discretizing and directly applying ‘virtual forces’ to the
Navier-Stokes equation—much simpler than the original scheme—and later extended the method to pseudospectral codes (Mohd-Yusof, 1997). This led to a
generalized framework for the application of the method to LES of complex geometries (Fadlun et al., 2000), including staggered-grid simulation of geophysical
flows (Tseng and Ferziger, 2003). Very recently, this technique has been applied to
three-dimensional, fully finite-difference LES of flows over wavy boundaries (Yang
and Balaras, 2006).
Another possibility for modeling a non-planar lower boundary is the adaptation of flow-control techniques that are typically used to reduce drag over wavy
surfaces. In laboratory flows, appropriate perturbation of normal velocity near a
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surface (Choi et al., 1994) can increase or decrease the form drag (effective surface stress) and trigger or suppress flow separation. In principle one can simulate
turbulent flow separation and other effects of flow over waves through modulated
opposition of near-surface normal velocities. In particular the increased drag and
separation characteristic of flow over waves can be simulated, as long as the ‘detection plane’ (first grid level) is far enough from the surface, as shown by the direct
numerical simulations (DNS) of Hammond, Bewley & Moin (1998). Their results,
however, suggest that this technique might require at least the first grid level to
be in the viscous sublayer—implying a resolution too high to be practical in our
application.

2.3.2

Stratification and stability over wavy surfaces

Sullivan, McWilliams & Moeng (2000) investigated the interaction of ocean waves
with the atmosphere through direct numerical simulations (DNS) of turbulent flow
over moving two-dimensional monochromatic waves. They examined wave-induced
pressure variations, form stress (drag), flow patterns, turbulence statistics, and
wave growth in different ranges of the ‘wave age’ c/u∗ (wave speed c relative to
the friction velocity u∗ ). Their results show that relatively slow waves (c/u∗ < 14)
increase the surface stress compared to stationary waves, while faster waves have
the opposite effect on form drag. Their DNS also produce mean velocity profiles
that obey a log-linear form, with the effective surface roughness z0eff increasing
for slower waves, and z0eff approaching typical flat-boundary roughness values for
fast-moving waves.
Sullivan and McWilliams (2002) extended the work of Sullivan, McWilliams &
Moeng (2000) to include the influence and effects of varying atmospheric stability. They found that unstable stratification near the surface causes the ABL to
behave as if it is neutrally stratified over waves of decreased wave age c/u∗ —i.e.,
the form drag increases as if the waves are moving slower. The opposite is found
for stable surface layers, so it is possible that spray-induced stratification in the
hurricane ABL (due to the negative buoyancy of spray or evaporative cooling)
helps maintain low-level winds, despite the drag due to spray. Even without stable
stratification, it is possible that significant amounts of spray can act to reduce tur-
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bulent kinetic energy at smaller scales in the low-level airflow, and have the same
effect as stable stratification. Indeed recent theoretical developments demonstrate
the potential of spray to facilitate higher wind speeds close to the surface, by diminishing shear production of turbulent kinetic energy (Barenblatt et al., 2005).
However, the presence of sufficiently distinct ocean waves—significant horizontal
gradients in density which induce large pressure fluctuations—may override or reduce such an effect. We should note a few caveats in our application: the large
wind speeds involved may prevent the near-surface ABL from deviating significantly from neutral stratification, and the wave ages tend to consistently remain
in a single regime (neglecting swell). Further, it has not been established how
wave-like the HABL air-ocean interface is, versus being an emulsion with smaller
horizontal density gradients as in Figure 2.1.
One more aspect of air-ocean interaction is the phenomenon of wave breaking,
which acts intermittently to enhance ocean-air fluxes of liquid water, heat, and
momentum in a spatially varying manner, in turn affecting the structure of the
ABL. So-called breakers are responsible for about 90% of wave-induced stresses,
according to Melville (1996); we believe sea spray is responsible for a significant
portion of that stress in hurricane-like conditions. Wave-breaking also enhances
mixing in the ocean, having a ‘renewing’ effect on the ocean surface (Melville and
Matusov, 2002). More of this phenomenon will be discussed in the next chapter.

2.4

Sea spray in the atmospheric boundary layer
and in hurricanes

Sea spray forms through a number of different processes at the air-ocean interface,
and is chiefly composed of three types of droplets: film, jet, and spume. Named
after their production mechanisms, film and jet droplets are both formed from
whitecap bubbles through ‘indirect’ processes (Anguelova et al., 1999)4 , via the
bursting of bubble surfaces and from the collapse of bubble cavities, respectively.
The creation of such spray droplets is depicted in Figure 2.2. Film droplets tend
4

In the literature the labeling of spray generation processes as ‘indirect’ or ‘direct’ refers to
the action of the wind with regard to the droplet creation process. For example, wind helps to
cause wave breaking, which leads to bubbles, only indirectly giving rise to jet and film droplets.
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to have radii between 1 and 2.5 µm, while distributions of jet droplets generally
peak around 10 µm (Wu, 1992). Figure 2.2 also depicts spume droplets, which
are directly torn from wave crests by the wind. The spume generation mechanism
yields little spray for low wind speeds, but is significant when the ten-meter wind
speed exceeds 7–11 ms−1 (Andreas et al., 1995). In fact, the foam streaks parallel to
the wind that are visible during high-wind conditions are composed of spume (e.g.
Ross and Cardone, 1974).

Figure 2.2. Depiction of sea spray production (reprinted from Andreas et al., 1995).

Spume droplets are generally larger than jet and film droplets, with spume of
radii r0 ∼ 20 µm being the most common; however, 20 µm droplets are the smallest
spume droplets produced, and significant amounts of spume exist with radii up

to (or beyond) 500 µm—especially at higher wind speeds (Andreas, 2002). In
terms of thermodynamic contributions, jet and film droplets tend to evaporate
fully, and function as a source of water vapor and thus latent heat. The larger
spume droplets lose only a small portion of their mass to evaporation, but transfer
a significant amount of heat to the atmosphere before re-entering the ocean.5
5

Assuming that the ocean is warmer than the air, as is the case (in an average sense, at very
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Figure 2.2 also depicts a second kind of ‘directly’ produced spray, composed
of so-called splash (Koga, 1981) or chop (Monahan et al., 1986) droplets. These
droplets, with radii on the order of hundreds of microns, are created through the
collision of breaking waves with the surface (Andreas et al., 1995), and possibly
also through a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability at the air-water interface (Koga, 1981).
Due to their size and association with (fallen) wave crests, splash droplets “fit
the description of spume,” and might be as abundant as spume (Andreas, 2002);
unfortunately, research on splash droplets is severely lacking. Because of these
factors, and because the generation mechanism for splash droplets is likely to be
less significant at high wind speeds—as in hurricane environments where collisions
of breaking waves with the surface give way to a more emulsion-like ocean-air
transition—we do not directly address splash spray. Instead we assume splash
droplets to be a sort of spume, since splash is implicitly accounted for in the spray
generation functions that we shall discuss in the following sections.

2.4.1

Production of spray droplets and spume

The generation of sea spray has been outlined and summarized by Andreas (2002),
who notes the large amount of uncertainty involved in the measurement and parameterization of spray production. The rate of generation of spray has a wind-speed
dependence of U 2 or greater, and rates of spray generation from the literature differ
by six orders of magnitude or more, even at modest wind speeds. Such gross uncertainty in spray generation estimates is demonstrated by Figure 2.3, which shows
various estimates of the spray generation function for a ten-meter wind speed
of 15 ms−1 . The spray generation function, conventionally denoted by dF/dr0 , is
the rate at which droplets of radius r0 are produced in a unit area of sea surface.
The generation function can be interpreted as the number of droplets dF produced
per droplet radius increment (bin width) dr0 , per second per area of ocean sur
face. The generation function estimates in Figure 2.3 are plotted as 43 πr03 dF/dr0
versus r0 , the volume flux of droplets with radius r0 .

Theoretical work has placed limits on the spray generation function and its
wind-speed dependence, such as air-sea energy flux arguments which predict that
least) in hurricane conditions.
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generation varies with U 3 or u3∗ (Kitaigorodskii, 1983). Considering theoretical
constraints, Andreas (2002) analyzed and reduced different estimates of spray

generation to decrease the uncertainty in spray generation functions to roughly
one-half order of magnitude. Andreas (1998) distilled the multitude of measurements and parameterizations of film, jet, and spume generation into a single form
that depends upon droplet radius
and wind speed, with Andreas and
DeCosmo (2002) extending the generation function for application to
winds greater than 32 ms−1 and Andreas (2003) simplifying it for use
in flux models. These formulations,
however, do not account for the role
of whitecaps in spume production.
Whitecaps are broadly classified
into two types according to their visual appearance.

Stage A white-

caps are those still actively forming near wave crests, with a dense
concentration of bubbles and more
energy release than stage B whitecaps, which are the remnants from
stage A. The so-called droplet spectrum or size distribution for each
type of whitecap is consequently different: stage A gives a broader distribution of droplet sizes, with larger
integrated amplitude. The area of
ocean covered by whitecaps varies
roughly as U 3 , with Stage B white- Figure 2.3. Estimates of the sea spray generacaps covering a much larger fraction tion function in units of volume flux per radius
of ocean surface than stage A (Monahan and O’Muircheartaigh, 1980).

increment, for ten-meter wind speed of 15 ms−1
(reprinted from Andreas, 1998).
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Fairall, Kepert & Holland (1994) modified the Andreas (1992) generation function
to incorporate the different rates and areal coverage of whitecap production, and
the associated wind speed dependence.

2.4.2

Sea spray in simulations of the atmosphere

Starting with Fairall, Kepert & Holland (1994), various research groups have attempted to incorporate sea-spray parameterizations into the modeled atmospheric
boundary layer of numerical hurricane simulations. These simulations use spraygeneration parameterizations descended from Andreas (1992), but do not explicitly
or directly couple them to three-dimensional atmospheric simulations. For example, Meirink and Makin (2001) simply modified the surface heat fluxes in a numerical weather prediction model by adding the spray-induced fluxes given by Fairall
et al. (1994). In much the same manner, Perrie et al. (2005) added the spray flux
forms of Andreas and Emanuel (2001) to bulk surface fluxes in their simulations
of intensifying midlatitude cyclones; however, neither work carried budgets for or
directly caclulated the effects of spray.
Spray and heat fluxes
Physically, the behavior of spray droplets may be summarized in the following
manner: spume and large spray droplets reside in the air long enough to transfer
significant thermal energy to the atmosphere, but re-enter the ocean before they
can lose a significant fraction of their mass to evaporation (Andreas and Emanuel,
2001); jet and film droplets stay in the ABL long enough to evaporate completely.6
In other words, re-entrant spray transfers sensible heat to the atmosphere, while
smaller spray droplets contribute water vapor to the HABL and thus transfer latent heat. The primary thermodynamic feedback path is thought to be the action
of evaporative cooling to increase sensible heat flux, while potentially diminishing
ocean-air flux of latent heat via saturation of near-ocean air. Andreas and DeCosmo (2002) argue the importance of droplet phase-change feedback(s), as well
6

Smaller spray droplets have evaporative time scales that are small enough compared to their
expected residence times that they can evaporate completely, ignoring minor salinity effects; in
reality a fraction of small (say r0 < 20 µm) droplets collide with other droplets or with the surface
before they can fully evaporate.
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as the significance of sensible heat carried by spray.
Two parameterizations for spray-mediated heat and vapor fluxes that are widely
used in hurricane models and other large-scale simulations are those stemming from
the work of Fairall, Kepert & Holland (1994) and Andreas and DeCosmo (1999),
respectively. We hereafter refer to these as fkh94 and ad99. Instead of using a
separate variable to represent liquid spray amounts, both schemes indirectly treat
spray by integrating the effect of spray generation over all droplet sizes into winddependent forms for spray-induced fluxes of sensible and latent heat, including
terms for thermodynamic feedback. Examples of the use of such schemes—again,
in simulations which do not directly model spray—include the fkh94 parameterization incorporated into a slab-symmetric hurricane model by Fairall, Kepert &
Holland (1994), and implementation of the ad99 parameterization by Andreas and
Emanuel (2001) in the simple balanced axisymmetric model of Emanuel (1995).
An attempt has been made to compare the ad99 and fkh94 parameterizations in
a three-dimensional nested-mesh hurricane model (Wang, Kepert & Holland, 2001);
however, the resolution used (5 km) was too coarse to determine or compare the
effects of the two spray flux prescriptions upon the HABL.
As a major goal of our LES work is to test, compare, and offer an alternatives
to these two currently accepted spray-flux parameterizations, we now relate the
details of the fkh94 and ad99 models. Both parameterizations build upon basic
bulk forms for surface-to-air fluxes of temperature and water vapor, adding spray
contributions to bulk fluxes of sensible and latent heat. The standard bulk forms
for the fluxes of sensible and latent heat are (Liu et al., 1979)
HS = ρa cp CT U (T0 −T )
HL = ρa Lv CE U (qv0 −qv ),

(2.2)

and have units of energy;7 their sum is the enthalpy flux HK . Here T and qv are the
temperature and water vapor specific humidity of the air, T0 is the temperature
of the ocean surface, qv0 is the ‘surface value’ of humidity,8 ρa and cp are the the
7

The fluxes (2.2) are energy fluxes, but are referred to in the literature as ‘heat’ fluxes.
Often lacking explicit documentation in the meteorological literature, the so-called surface
value of specific humidity is usually taken to be the specific humidity q s (T0 ) that corresponds to a
liquid-vapor equilibrium (‘saturation’) at a temperature T0 equal to the sea surface temperature.
8
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density and specific heat capacity of the air into which the flux acts, and Lv is the
enthalpy of vaporization of water at temperature T0 . The constants CT and CE
in (2.2) are the exchange coefficients for sensible and latent heat flux, positive
numbers of order 10−3 which are also used for prescribing fluxes of temperature
and water vapor. Since HS +HL = HK , the sum of CT and CE is taken to be the
enthalpy exchange coefficient Ck , which appeared earlier in the expression (2.1) for
maximum winds.
The current general form of the fkh94 heat flux parameterization (Kepert
et al., 1999) uses a single ‘feedback factor’ αF to model both the evaporative vapor
flux and the effect of evaporation upon sensible heat flux. The fkh94 forms for
the spray-induced fluxes of sensible and latent heat are
spr
QS

= ρw c` (T0 − T )γ(h)

Z

4π 3 dF
r
dr0
3 0 dr0

3.41
= CQS U10
γ(h)(T0 −T )

and
spr
QL

= ρa Lv (U10 )2 (qs −qv )γ(h)
5.41
= CQL U10
γ(h)(qs −qv ),
spr

spr 

where the overlines on the spray fluxes QS , QL

Z

(2.3)
4π 3 dF
r
dr0
3 0 dr0

indicate the integrated effect of

all droplet sizes, and the fluxes are expressed in units of enthalpy (thermal energy)
flux as in (2.2). Since 43 πr03 dF/dr0 is the volume flux of droplets having radius r0 ,
its integral over r0 in (2.3) is taken to include all significantly contributing droplet
sizes (generally from 1 to 500 µm, see e.g. Andreas, 2002) and represents the total
volume flux of all spray from the ocean. The ten-meter mean wind speed is denoted

by U10 , and γ(h) ≡ 1+0.087 ln 10hm is a ‘wave-shielding factor’ that models the

blocking effect of individual waves upon advection and spray transport, with a

2
value between roughly 0.95 to 1.2 for wave heights h = 0.015U10
. The constants in

the bulk-form expressions (2.3) for spray-induced sensible and latent heat fluxes are
CQS = 8.2×10−5 J m−3 K−1 (ms−1 )−2.4 and CQL= 4.8×10−5 kg m−3 (ms−1 )−2.4 , the density

and specific heat capacity of liquid water are denoted by c` and ρw , and qs is the socalled saturation specific humidity which is the water vapor amount corresponding
to a vapor-liquid equilibrium state at T0 . The fkh94 parameterization for total
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ocean-air heat fluxes including spray is
spr

spr

HStot = HS + αF QS − αF QL

(2.4)

spr

HLtot = HL + αF QL
where the feedback factor
αF =

HS + HL
spr
spr
HS +HL + QS +QL

(2.5)

is often set to 0.5, but can be allowed to evolve (e.g. Kepert et al., 1999; Gall,
2006). Fairall (2003) has since updated the sensible heat flux of (2.4) to


HStot = ρa cp CT U T0 − T + αF0 (Tw −T )

(2.6)

using the wet-bulb temperature Tw and a modified feedback factor αF0 that despr
spr 
pends upon the spray fluxes QS , QL , where αF0 increases with wind speed in a
more dramatic way than (2.5) but is constrained by a dependence upon dissipative
heating. However, because the literature has not reported much use or results
of (2.6), and since we will not consider it in our analyses.
The ad99 heat flux parameterization also builds on the basic heat fluxes (2.2)
and integrates spray production into the total heat fluxes, but uses three parameters in its accounting for thermodynamic feedback:
spray

HStot = HS + (βAD )QS
HLtot = HL +

spray

− (αAD −γAD )QL

spray
(αAD )QL .

,

(2.7)

In (2.7) the parameter βAD allows for adjustment of sensible (direct) spray-air heat
transfer, the αAD terms model the latent heat flux and associated negative sensible
heat flux due to spray evaporating and cooling the air, while the coefficient γAD
models the effect on sensible heat flux of increases in air-sea temperature difference
due to evaporative cooling. All three constants (αAD , βAD , γAD ) are positive, with
values on the order of 1 (Andreas and DeCosmo, 2002).
Andreas and Emanuel (2001) and Andreas (2003) further simplified the parameterization (2.7) by assuming that droplets with radii of 100µm transfer all of the
spray sensible heat, while droplets of radii of 50µm are responsible for latent heat
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transfer (i.e. spray evaporation and associated cooling). With these assumptions,
the fluxes (2.3) are greatly simplified so that (2.7) becomes
100µm
HStot = HS + ρ` c` (Ts − Teq
)CHS u3∗
"
 50µm 3 #
req
HLtot = HL + ρ` Lv 1 −
CHL u3∗ .
50µm

(2.8)

50µm
Here req
is the radius that droplets of 50µm initial radius have after reaching
100µm
moisture equilibrium with the environment (Andreas, 1992), and Teq
is the

equilibrium temperature in air of spray droplets having initial radius 100µm. The
constants in (2.8) are of the order CHS ∼ 10−6 m−2 s2 and CHL ∼ 10−8 m−2 s2 , empiri-

cally determined (Andreas, 2003) but related to the rate at which the wind does

work on the sea surface to produce spray (Andreas and Emanuel, 2001). It does
seem that one could interpret (CHS , CHL ) as expressions of the effective increase of
ocean surface area due to spray, normalized by u3∗ /U , or alternately consider them

as inverse energy scales characterizing the conversion of wind energy (via u∗ ) to
droplet surface area.
Spray-mediated momentum transfer
The generation and presence of sea spray directly affects the dynamics of the hurricane ABL in various manners. Liquid droplets of varying size move at different
velocities relative to the air, smaller droplets tending to move with the airflow.
Droplets moving with the flow are negatively buoyant, responsible for the ‘liquid loading’ which atmospheric simulations commonly represent through either a
modified virtual potential temperature or through an extra term in the vertical
momentum budget (see, e.g., §6.5 of Bohren and Albrecht, 1998).

The near-surface air transfers horizontal momentum to spray through acceler-

ation of newly produced droplets, as well as through the production of spume—
whereby the wind rips liquid water from the wave crests. This horizontal drag
force due to the deceleration of air by spray has been modeled in several ways.
Most simply, Pielke and Lee (1991) applied conservation of kinetic energy near the
surface to estimate the change in mean wind speed due to the air accelerating a
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given mass of water (per volume) ρ` up to the mean wind speed:
ρ0 u20 = (ρa + ρ` )u2a .

(2.9)

This in effect equates the work done by the large scale pressure gradient to drive
the wind (in the absence of spray, at speed u0 ) with the work done by the pressure
gradient move the spray and air together at speed ua . But in his review of spray
stress, Andreas (2004) dismissed the Pielke and Lee (1991) analysis as not being
representative of a realistic spray environment, citing the findings of Fairall et al.
(1994) that the model (2.9) requires unrealistically large amounts of liquid water
to produce wind profiles in agreement with observations. However, we believe
that the kinetic energy conservation model could be rationalized by considering
the reported amounts of liquid water to include the total mass of water that gains
momentum from the air, some of which effectively remains as part of the interface.
Perhaps (2.9) could be simply tuned in a physically relevant manner to match
observations, e.g., as an estimate of the fraction of total air momentum lost to
water due to spray acceleration. At any rate, a prescription such as (2.9) is directly
applicable to just mean momenta and fluxes, affecting modeled fluxes only through
their bulk forms which depend on the mean wind.
It is also possible to relate air-to-spray momentum flux as an energy sink and
infer its wind-speed dependence through dimensional arguments, as in Andreas
and Emanuel (2001). The spray stress τsp is proportional to the product of the
spray speed usp and influx of liquid specific humidity; since usp ∝ U ∝ u? and the
specific liquid (spray) flux is proportional to the spray generation function, with

dF/dr ∝ u3? in general (Andreas, 1998), the effective stress goes as τsp ∝ u4? . The

air-spray momentum flux may be written as
4π
τsp =
ρw
3

Z

rmax
rmin

usp (r0 )r03

dF
dr0 ,
dr0

(2.10)

and integrated to get an upper bound on τsp (Andreas and Emanuel, 2001). Various
parameterizations have been used to model or estimate the spray velocity for a
given droplet size usp (r0 ) or its average (e.g. Pruppacher and Klett, 1997), usually
ignoring the interaction between droplets. For example, Andreas and Emanuel
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(2001) simplified the droplet equation of motion by assuming a balance between
the radius-dependent specific drag force and droplet acceleration in order to obtain
usp (r0 ); then, doing the integral (2.10) from rmin∼1 µm to rmax∼500 µm and fitting
τsp ∝ u4? to the results, they arrive at the convenient spray-stress parameterization
τsp = 0.062u4∗

(2.11)

where the constant 0.062 has units of m−2 s2 . Realizing that τsp above describes
the stress at ‘the surface,’ Andreas (2004) denotes a surface stress by τsp (0) and
extends (2.11) by assuming the stress varies with height in an exponential manner
common to spray concentration measurements:
τsp (z) = τsp (0)ez ln 0.001/2A1/3

(2.12)

2
is the significant wave height. This can be rewritten as
where A1/3 = 0.015U10m
2

τsp (z) ≈ 0.062 u4∗ e−aτ z/U10
≈ 0.062u4∗ e−gz/(0.21U10 )

(2.13)
2

where aτ is a constant equal to 230 ms−2 or about 23g, allowing the argument of the
exponential to have perhaps a more physical meaningful form; higher winds act to
accelerate more spray to greater heights, against the action of gravity. We note
that such an assignment of height dependence incurs the problem of where and how
to define the distance from the ocean z, although defining an ocean ‘surface’ (and
thus z) can likely be simplified over the emulsion-like air-water transition present
at high wind speeds, through choice of an interfacial air-water mixture reference
density.

Chapter 3
Modeling the hurricane
atmospheric boundary layer with
ocean interaction
Application of large-eddy simulation (LES) to the hurricane atmospheric boundary layer (HABL) demands a combination of theory and techniques from various
fields of research. Accordingly, this section outlines the basis and implementation
of each part of our LES of the hurricane ABL. A good portion of the work involves
the joint implementation and coupling of various theories and parameterizations;
consequently most modeled parts of the problem are zero- and first-order attempts,
which we cast in a way to facilitate future refinement. This section outlines modeling and implementation of water in the LES, phase change schemes, and treatment
of the air-ocean interface, including spray generation. We also discuss the thermodynamic framework of our LES code, addressing issues particular to atmospheric
environments that contain significant amounts of liquid water.
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3.1

Computational basis: Large-eddy simulation

The large-eddy simulation code is built upon the parallelized Fortran90 code of
Otte (see Otte and Wyngaard, 2001), which descended from the programs of
Moeng (1984), Sullivan et al. (1994), and Sullivan et al. (1996). The current
LES routines integrate the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations and prognostic
equations for potential temperature and concentration of a passive scalar, and have
been extended to include specific humidity of water vapor and specific humidity of
one or more species of liquid water.
As a consequence of their limited resolution, all large-eddy (and mesoscale)
simulations compute resolvable-scale fields—in effect the LES routines solve a version of the Navier-Stokes equation that has been low-pass filtered. These resolved
variables, denoted hereafter by superscript r, have no content at scales smaller
than some ‘cutoff’ or filter scale ∆f . In order to define how much of the simulated
fields is resolved, many LES codes explicitly filter each field in Fourier (wavenumber) space, although filtering can also be interpreted or implemented in physical
space (Leonard, 1974)1 . In finite-difference codes that lack an explicit filtering
or averaging operation (e.g., most mesoscale codes), the discretization necessary
to numerically solve equations on a grid with spacing ∆ implicitly defines a filter
function having ∆f & ∆, but such implicit filtering does not completely exclude all
fluctuations at scales smaller than ∆ (Germano, 1992).2
Our LES code is pseudospectral, meaning it calculates horizontal derivatives in
Fourier space but uses finite differences in the vertical direction, in this case with
a second-order vertical advection scheme. The LES employs a sharp-cutoff filter
in horizontal wavenumber space, explicitly setting to zero all fluctuations at horizontal wavenumbers greater than 2π/∆f , thus excluding all horizontal variations
in calculated fields that occur at scales smaller than ∆f . In order to preserve as
1

Leonard (1974)
average over a three-dimensional grid volume
RRR ∞generalized 0filtering as 0a spatial
0
0
0
with uri (xi ) =
u
(x
+
x
)G(x
−
x
)dx
dx
dx
i
i
i
1
2
3 , where G(xi ) is the ‘filter function’ that
i
i
−∞
determines both the spatial weighting and the volume over which the average is taken.
2
The numerical solution of field equations on a grid requires discretization of both the equations and fields; this can be viewed as sampling the fields at particular points in space or averaging
the fields over individual grid volumes, and converting derivatives in the equations into finite differences. Application of the sampling, averaging, or finite difference operation to a field over a
grid spacing ∆ translates to a filter function in Fourier space that can be nonzero at wavenumbers κ > 2π/∆; i.e. the filter does not completely exclude fluctuations at scales smaller than ∆.
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much small-scale field information as possible, the nonlinear terms (e.g. advection)
in the field equations are calculated in an expanded horizontal wavenumber space
using 50% more modes than the number of horizontal grid points (as in Moeng,
1984)3 , allowing the filter cutoff scale to be set to ∆f = ∆; the filter is applied after
all nonlinear terms are calculated.
The LES calculates fields on a vertically staggered grid, with (ur , v r , pr , θr , qvr )
and liquid water variables computed at heights z that are integral multiples of
the vertical grid spacing, and w r at points one-half vertical level ( 21 ∆z) below.
The budget equations of all fields except pressure are integrated in time using a
third-order Runge-Kutta scheme based on Sullivan et al. (1996), with an adaptive
time step ∆t that is minimized so as to not violate the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy
criterion (Courant et al., 1967) for effective numerical stability:
∆t =

CFL#
,
max{uri /∆i }

(3.1)

where CFL# is a constant in the range 0.5–0.75. The pressure field is diagnosed
through casting the Poisson equation in horizontal Fourier (wavenumber) space and
employing a tridiagonal solver in accord with the second-order vertical differencing
scheme used in the LES (details found in Sullivan et al., 1996).

3.1.1

Resolved and subfilter variables

Fluctuations of fields at scales smaller than ∆f are referred to as subfilter-scale
or SFS quantities and are denoted by superscript s (as opposed to subgrid-scale or
SGS variations over scales smaller than the grid spacing ∆)4 , so that a field such
3

The practice of using an extra n/2 modes for a grid having n points (modes) is also called “twothirds de-aliasing,” which refers to keeping only 2/3 of the total modes used. This causes the
discretization operation to mostly affect scales smaller than 2∆f/3. It greatly reduces the unwanted impact of discretization (along with aliasing effects due to high-wavenumber content of
nonlinear terms) upon fluctuations at scales greater than ∆f , and thus allows ∆f to be conveniently set to the grid spacing: ∆f = ∆.
4
In the meteorological literature the term subfilter generally refers to scales smaller than a
prescribed filter scale ∆f , while subgrid connotes variations smaller than the grid scale ∆, which
may (implicitly) be the same as ∆f . In engineering, LES typically have ∆f > ∆, with subgrid
motions occuring at wavenumbers higher than the cutoff associated with discretization (&2π/∆)
and subfilter motions confined to scales smaller than ∆f but larger than ∆ (Zhou et al., 2001).
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as velocity may be decomposed and written as
ui = uri + usi .

(3.2)

Filtering the Navier-Stokes equation
1 ∂p
∂ui
∂ui
= −uj
−
− ν∇2 ui
∂t
∂xj
ρ ∂xi

(3.3)

gives for constant-density flow (∂uj/∂xj = 0) the resolved momentum budget
∂(uri urj )r ∂τijr
1 ∂pr
∂uri
=−
+
−
,
∂t
∂xj
∂xj
ρ ∂xi

(3.4)

where the viscous term (which is significant only at scales smaller than the smallest ∆f permitted by computational constraints) has been filtered out. The righthand side of (3.4) includes the divergence of a kinematic Reynolds stress τijr , which
is the convergence of subfilter momentum flux, defined by


τijr ≡ − (ui uj )r − (uri urj )r

= −(uri usj + usi urj + usi usj )r .

(3.5)

An analogous subfilter flux appears in the budgets of scalars. For a scalar field
q(xi , t) we define the subfilter scalar flux
r
fqj
≡ (quj )r − (q r urj )r

(3.6)

= (q r usj + q s urj + q s usj )r ,

and thus the right-hand side of a resolved scalar budget ∂q r/∂t contains the diver r



gence of a flux fqj
−(q r urj )r , just as the divergence of τijr −(uri urj )r appears in
the budget of uri .

In our LES code, subfilter fluxes are parameterized as the product of a resolved gradient and an eddy diffusivity that depends upon the subfilter turbulent
kinetic energy e (Deardorff, 1980); this is known as a “single-equation eddy viscosity model” in the engineering literature, and is commonly referred to as “1.5-order
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closure” in meteorological modeling and numerical weather prediction.5 The subr
filter momentum flux is modeled through the deviatoric stress (τijr − 31 δij τkk
), which

is the kinematic stress with its isotropic part removed (Lilly, 1967; Wyngaard,
2004):


τijr

τr
− δij kk
3



= Km



∂urj
∂uri
+
∂xj
∂xi



= 2Km Sijr ,

(3.7)

r
where τkk
= 2e and with Sijr denoting the resolved strain-rate. The subfilter scalar

flux is parameterized similarly, through
r
fqj
= −Kq

∂q r
.
∂xj

(3.8)

The eddy diffusivities for momentum (Km ) and scalars (Kq ) are determined following the form of Moeng (1984)
Km = 0.1e1/2 ∆eff

(3.9)

Kq = Km (1 + 2∆eff /∆) ,

(3.10)

where the grid scale ∆ = (∆x·∆y ·∆z)1/3 accounts for the possibility of different
grid spacings in the x-, y-, and z-directions. The effective length scale (mixing

length) is calculated using

∆eff



∆





=

e1/2


 min ∆, 0.76
ωBV

∂θvr /∂z < 0
∂θvr /∂z > 0




(unstable stratification)





(stable stratification) 

(3.11)

and depends upon the static stability, which in the stable case is included through
the Brunt-Väisälä frequency
ωBV =

r

g ∂θvr
.
θ0 ∂z

(3.12)

5
The adaptation of ‘1.5-order closure’ is sometimes mislabeled in meteorological literature
as a ‘level 2.5 scheme’ based on the closure hierarchy of Mellor and Yamada (1974), although
such schemes are intended to be used for ensemble-mean (Reynolds-averaged) modeling, not
large-eddy simulation.
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The buoyancy of water—in both liquid and vapor forms—affects the eddy diffusivities through ∆eff via ωBV , which depends upon water amounts through the virtual
potential temperature θvr :
θvr = θr (1 + 0.61qvr − q`r ).

(3.13)

The eddy diffusivity in (3.10) will also be modified for use with liquid water variables, in order to deal with droplets moving at a different velocity than the wind
and the associated inertial effects. More discussion of virtual temperature, including subfilter issues, follows in Section 3.3.
The eddy diffusivities depend upon the SFS turbulent kinetic energy e, which
the LES code computes by numerically integrating its budget (Deardorff, 1980;
Moeng, 1984)


∂e
∂e
e3/2
∂ r r
g r
∂
∂uri r
Km
− ce
=−
(uj e) + 2Km
Sij + fθv 3 + 2
.
∂t
∂xj
∂xj
θ0
∂xi
∂xi
∆

(3.14)

The first term on the right hand side of (3.14) is resolved advection, while the
remaining terms are parameterizations for shear production, buoyant production,
turbulent transport, and viscous dissipation,6 with the dissipation constant taken
to be ce = 0.93 (Moeng and Wyngaard, 1988). The buoyant production or destruction of subfilter TKE depends on the subfilter vertical flux fθrv 3 of virtual potential
temperature, whose parameterization is discussed in a later section.

3.1.2

Subfilter issues

The subfilter models we have introduced thus far are down-gradient diffusion parameterizations which do not allow ‘backscatter,’ the transfer of subfilter energy
or scalar variance from small to larger scales.
Momentum flux
Mason and Thomson (1992) and Tong et al. (1999) have noted the absence of
backscatter in subfilter stress models. Otte and Wyngaard (2001) addressed the
6

Shear production of SFS TKE, (usi usj )r ∂ui /∂xj (Deardorff, 1980), is parameterized
through (3.7), while the parameterized subfilter turbulent transport term includes so-called pressure transport; specifically, −2Km ∂e/∂xi is a model for(usi e + usi ps /ρ0 )r .
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problem of energy backscatter by implementing the nonlinear constitutive subfilter
stress relation of Kosović (1997) in their LES, from which the current LES code
is descended. The Kosović model adds two nonlinear terms to the subfilter stress
parameterization,

1
r
r r
r
r
(τijr − δij τkk
) = 2Km Sijr + Cnl1 ∆2eff Sik
Skj − δij Smn
Snm
/3
3

r r
r
+ Cnl2 ∆2eff Sik
Ωkj − Ωrik Skj

(3.15)

where the constants used here are Cnl1 = Cnl2 = 0.71 and the resolved rate-of-strain
and rotation tensors are

 r
∂urj
∂ui
r
,
+
Sij ≡
∂xj
∂xi

Ωrij ≡



∂urj
∂uri
−
∂xj
∂xi



.

(3.16)

We employed this model for some runs; however, while such a model generally
improves results, particularly in shear-dominated stably stratified flows (Kosović
and Curry, 2000; Liu et al., 2007), its effects were overrun by other first-order
parameterizations near the domain bottom—as shown in the next chapter.
Scalar flux
The eddy-diffusivity model for scalar flux presented in (3.8) is also unphysical,
disallowing countergradient fluxes, transfer of scalar variance from smaller to larger
scales, and significant horizontal fluxes. Wyngaard (2004) provided a simple rate
equation for scalar fluxes that was improved by Hatlee and Wyngaard (2007), a
convenient and physically realistic model which we implemented for heat fluxes in
the LES of this work. The model implemented is
r
∂fθir
∂f r
fr
∂θr
r ∂ui
= −urj θi − fθj
− (τijr − 23 δij e)
− θi ,
∂t
∂xj
∂xj
∂xj
tsfs

(3.17)

which includes (from left to right) advection of fθir , production due to ‘tilting,’
gradient-production in any direction, and pressure destruction.

The subfilter

pressure-destruction time scale is tsfs = 0.3∆e−1/2 (Hatlee and Wyngaard, 2007).
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3.2

Representation of liquid water and sea spray

We represent liquid water and sea spray with the same variables, in a bulk fashion
as part of a two-fluid continuum—liquid water is treated as a scalar field, with
an aggregate of droplets in each grid volume represented by a field variable that
has been implicitly averaged over the grid volume. The LES routines account for
liquid water by calculating and tracking liquid water specific humidity, q ` = ρ` /ρ.
We use q` rather than the oft-used mixing ratio ρ` /ρa because q` has a limiting
value of 1 in the absence of air, while the mixing ratio is unbounded for vanishing
air content.
While many atmospheric simulations carry equations for total water and diagnose liquid water amounts, our LES code solves equations for both water vapor
and liquid water. Necessitated in part by our desire to model and understand
the thermodynamic feedbacks involved in spray-mediated ocean-air fluxes, this is
done to better represent the two-way thermodynamics and dynamics of air-water
interaction, and is preferable to diagnosing liquid water amounts—particularly due
to prognostic variables being more amenable to direct prescription of spray fluxes.
The q` equation contains advection and transport terms, as well as terms to account for fallout and phase change. Similarly the equation solved by the LES for
water vapor specific humidity qv is like a scalar budget, but with a term that accounts for evaporation or condensation. Together qv and q` satisfy conservation of
total water, with the total liquid water phase change rate and total water vapor
phase change rate being equal and opposite at each grid point.

3.2.1

Phase changes in the large-eddy simulation model

To parameterize phase change in the LES equations for liquid water and water vapor, we begin with a simple diagnostic saturation-adjustment phase change scheme
for initial investigations. In the majority of our HABL simulations we implement
a prognostic, microphysically-based parameterization that is more realistic and
amenable to two-way interaction and potential thermodynamic feedback(s).
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Saturation adjustment scheme
Because of its simplicity and convenience, we used an all-or-nothing (AoN) saturation adjustment scheme to first model phase change. Despite its shortcomings—it
implies a droplet growth rate that depends upon the simulation time step, and does
not allow for supersaturation—one may argue that an AoN scheme will model our
spray environment better than it does clouds. Supersaturation and the associated
turbulent covariances can play important roles in cloud growth (Wang et al., 2003),
but these are minor compared to the effect of large amounts of liquid entering a
shallow portion of nearly-saturated computational domain and subsequently evaporating. The near-ocean environment in a hurricane ABL is more like an emulsion
than a cloud, and condensation effects tend to be secondary.
The AoN scheme diagnoses the specific humidity at equilibrium or ‘saturation,’ qsr ≡ qs (T r ), allowing calculation of the amount of water δq`r changing phase

and the ensuing change in temperature δT r . Because δT r causes qsr to change,
ideally one would repeat the calculation of δq`r and then iterate until T r and qsr are

consistent. Following Sommeria (1976), we implicitly include one iteration in our
expression for the adjustments δq`r and δT r :
δq`r =
with
δT r = δq`r

max{−q`r , (qvr − qsr )}
,
1 + qsr L2v /cp Rv (T r )2

Lv
cp

δqvr = −δq`r

and

(3.18)

(3.19)

where cp is the heat capacity of the air-vapor-liquid mixture. The expression (3.18)
for the ‘adjustment’ adds or removes available liquid water until a grid volume
is saturated, approximately correcting for changes to qsr due to the associated
evaporative cooling or condensational heating.
We also implemented the scheme of Sommeria and Deardorff (1977) within the
prognostic saturation adjustment framework used with the all-or-nothing method.
This statistical scheme relies on a nondimensional saturation deficit
(q r −q r )
Qsd ≡ t s ,
σsd

σsd ≡

q

(qtr −qsr )2
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where qtr = qvr + q`r is the total water specific humidity and the overbar denotes
averaging over the horizontal plane. The expression for liquid water adjustment
becomes

δq`r

φsd (Qsd ) − q`r
=
,
1 + φ0sd qsr L2v /cp Rv (T r )2

(3.20)

where we approximate the Sommeria and Deardorff (1977) error-function form
of φsd with
φsd (Qsd ) =




 0

2

σsd (Qsd + 1.6) /6.4


 σ Q = (q r − q r )
sd sd
t
s

Qsd < −1.6

|Qsd | ≤ 1.6 ,

(3.21)

Qsd > 1.6

and its derivative in (3.20) is

φ0sd =

∂φ
∂φ
=
σ
.
sd
r
∂(qt −qsr )
∂Qsd

In effect (3.20–3.21) condenses all excess vapor when Qsd > 1.6, evaporates all q`r

when Qsd < −1.6, and for |Qsd | ≤ 1.6 a fraction of the available water is either

condensed (Qsd > 0) or evaporated (Qsd < 0). The adjustments δqvr and δT r are
the same form as in (3.19), but employ (3.20) for δq`r .
The Sommeria and Deardorff (1977) scheme also includes a model for the subfilter buoyancy flux due to partial saturation of a grid volume that is consistent with
their phase change parameterization; however, the resulting form for fθrv depends
on qtr and liquid potential temperature θ`r , the latter variable being problematic in
regions of large q`r (discussed in section 3.3).7 Since the subfilter buoyancy flux is
dominated by gradients of relatively dense (negatively buoyant) liquid water, for
the flux fθrv we use the lowest-order subfilter terms in the filtered product (wθv )r .
From (3.13) the vertical flux becomes
r
fθrv 3 ' −θrfqr` 3 + fθ3
+ θrfqrv 3

(3.22)

where the first term on the right—essentially the product of liquid flux and mean
potential temperature—dominates.
7

The Sommeria and Deardorff (1977) scheme relates the subfilter-scale buoyancy flux to the
subfilter fluxes of θ` and total water qt through an assumed Gaussian form for the joint-probability
density function of (θ` , qt ).
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Bulk-microphysics scheme
We also implement a bulk-microphysics model of q`r in the LES code, which not only
permits nonzero S r , but accomodates better subfilter flux parameterizations and
gives the simulated phase change a more physical basis. We begin by modeling
one droplet size range through a ‘characteristic’ (average) droplet radius. We
then extend this to multiple ranges or ‘bins’ q`r (rn ) of liquid water to include the
dependences of evaporation (condensation) rates, spray-air heat transfer, fallout,
and air-liquid momentum transfer upon droplet size.
The rate of phase change may be written as
q̇`CE

=

Z

∞
0

dm(r)
n(r)dr
dt

(3.23)

where n(r)dr is the number of drops per air mass and dm(r)/dt is the rate of
change of mass of a drop with radius r due to condensation or evaporation.
Single-species representation of water droplets
If we model all liquid water as droplets of a single characteristic radius r c that
represents droplets over some range δr around rc , then n(r) = Nc δ(r−rc ); using
1
rN =
N

Z

∞

rn(r)dr ,

N=

0

Z

∞

n(r)dr

(3.24)

0

for the number-mean radius and total number density consequently leads to N = Nc
and rc = rN , so that

4
q` = πrc3 ρw N.
3

The rate of phase change (3.23) then becomes
q̇`CE =
=

3q` dm
4πr3 ρw dt
3GS
q` .
rc2

= 3
rc

q` dr
rc dt

rc

(3.25)
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To obtain (3.25) we have used the droplet growth equation (e.g. see Andreas, 1990;
Pruppacher and Klett, 1997)
dr
GS
=
,
dt
r

(3.26)

where G is8


ρdrop Lv
ρdrop R∗ T
+
G(T, p, r) = fv (r)
0
Dw Mw es (T )
ka0 T



Mw L v
−1
R∗ T

−1

(3.27)

and has units of diffusivity (m2 s−1 ), while S ≡ (qv −qs ) is the excess or deficiency

of vapor relative to saturation. The radius-dependent ventilation factor f v (r) accounts for increased effective airflow around a droplet due to its relative (termi-

nal) velocity. We calculated fv (r) by approximating the Fairall et al. (1994)
p
form (fv = 1+0.25 2rVT (r)/ν) with
p
(3.28)
fv ' 1 + 10r 10/ν .
The approximation (3.28) is accomplished by parameterizing the relative terminal

velocity (fall speed) of a droplet of radius r with
VT (r) =

(r−29 µm)
,
115 µm · m−1 s

(3.29)

which is a fit to experimental data compiled by Pruppacher and Klett (1997)
applicable to droplets having radii greater than ∼ 30 µm; we employ this form
because the vast majority or all of our modeled droplets are larger than this radius.

In (3.25–3.28) the droplet density ρdrop is the density of ocean water, R∗ is the
universal gas constant, T is the air temperature, Mw is the molecular mass of
water (18 g mol−1 ), Lv is the specific enthalpy of vaporization of water, ν is the
kinematic viscosity of air, and es (T ) is the equilibrium vapor pressure around
the droplet. Here ka0 is the thermal conductivity of air and Dw0 is the molecular
diffusivity of water vapor in air, with the primes denoting that ka and Dw are
modified to account for the breakdown of the continuum assumption very close
8

The function G(T, p, r) in (3.26–3.27) depends weakly enough upon temperature and pressure
that typical spatial variations of T and p in the HABL induce negligible fluctuations in dr/dt
through G, compared to fluctuations of S. Thus G is treated as a constant in (3.26), with changes
0
in dr/dt being due to changes in S. The near-droplet molecular diffusivity of water vapor D w
in
the denominator of G also exhibits a weak pressure dependence, but pressure variations in the
HABL are small enough to ignore ∂Dw0 /∂p.
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to droplet surfaces (meaning they also depend weakly upon r; see Pruppacher
and Klett, 1997). We neglect the influences of surface tension and salinity in
deriving (3.26) and (3.27), as these effects are relatively small for the case of sea
spray (Andreas, 1990).
Multiple species of liquid water: droplet size ranges
Through application of the phase change rate (3.23) over discrete radius intervals,
the bulk-microphysics expression (3.25) with radius-dependent parameters (3.27–
3.29) may be generalized for different species (q` )n that correspond to ranges of
droplet sizes δrn having characteristic radii rn (see Appendix A). The simplified
expression is
(q̇`CE )n =


(q` )n 
(q` )n r
S
qv − qs (T ) ≈
(tEC )n
(tEC )n

(3.30)

where the effective evaporation-condensation time scale is
tEC (rn , δrn ) =

rn2 cN (δrn , rn )
.
3G(T r , pr ; rn )

(3.31)

The coefficient cN (δrn , rn ) accounts for the effect of integrating (3.23) and (3.24)
over a finite range of radii (symbolically as the δrn dependence in tEC above) as
well as the integrated effect of the r-dependence in the ventilation factor.9 For
example, using two species with rn of 50 and 200 µm respectively, two different
liquid budget equations are solved; this results in phase change terms with tEC
of ∼40 s and 300 s, respectively. More details of derivations for multiple ranges of
droplet species are contained in Appendix A.

We neglect the variation of [qv − qs (T )] with droplet radius, due to the compu-

tational demands of having to solve an extra equation for near-droplet qv , which
varies in time. This choice is justified by two factors: first, in and near the ocean-air
transition the distinction between ‘local’ droplet environments becomes blurred,
due to the large number densities of spray droplets and collisions and presumably large variability in near-droplet conditions; second, our simulations use time
9

The radial dependence of the ventilation factor fv (r) complicates the integration of (3.23) to
get q̇`CE , as does a finite-width (non-delta function) droplet distribution n(r). The generalization
of phase change rates to the simple form (3.30) for arbitrary (rn , δrn ) is made possible only
through the coefficient cN (δrn , rn ), determined by piecewise numerical and analytic integration
for the drop ranges used in this study (Appendix A).
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steps of about 0.5 s or less, which is several orders of magnitude smaller than the
evaporative time scales of the spray droplets that we are modeling.
Subfilter issues in bulk-microphysics schemes
Since the LES calculates resolved quantities, (3.25) or (3.30) must be filtered for
use in the resolved rate equation for liquid water specific humidity; this reads
r
∂fqrl j q`r S r (q` S)SFS
∂q`r
r ∂q`
= −uj
−
+
+
∂t
∂xj
∂xj
tEC
tEC

(3.32)

with fqrl j being the unresolved or subfilter flux of q` as defined in (3.6). The term
(q` S)SFS = (q`r S s + q`s S r + q`s S s )r
r
= q`r [qvs −qs (θs )] + . . .

includes the subfilter covariances (q` qv )SFS , (q` T )SFS and variance (q` q` )SFS , which
we presently neglect; such terms can be significant in cloud studies and frontal
simulations (Wang et al., 2003), but are too small to merit the increased computational complexity in this study. Other terms due to the microphysics are also
contained in the SFS part of (q` S), but are even smaller and likewise ignored.10
While the bulk-microphysics scheme tends to be more realistic than all-ornothing schemes, the accuracy of (3.32) is limited—aside from the parameterized subfilter terms—due to its dependence upon the resolved saturation surplus S r≡ qvr−qs (T r ) and liquid water specific humidity q`r (see, e.g. Srivastava, 1989).
That is, the bulk-microphysics scheme uses resolved variables in a microscale equa-

tion (3.25) to parameterize the resolved effects of a highly unresolvable process. 11
It would be very useful to estimate the expected error or variability in the phase
change term of (3.32), at least beginning simply with a simple resolution-dependent
10

Upon filtering q` S/tEC , the nonlinear dependence of G(T, p) contained within tEC produces
extra nonlinear terms. But such contributions to (3.32) are ignored, because they are very small
relative to those appearing in (3.32).
11
The dissipation of kinetic energy—another process occurring at scales too small to resolve—
is also parameterized using resolved variables, modeling the (resolved) effects of an unresolvable
phenomenon. However, this is permissible due to Reynolds scaling, which in effect connects the
statistics of resolved and unresolved motions; no such universal scaling exists for phase changes
of atmospheric water.
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phase change rate q̇`r (qvr , θr ; ∆) that possesses a variability which can be considered
as a subfilter component. Indeed Okong’o and Bellan (2004) summarize their use
of “unfiltered” variables in modelling phase change (which they refer to as a ‘filtered source term for chemical potential’) of droplets in mixing layers, by stating
“the error in modelling. . . shows a complex dependence on filter width.”
The variability of droplet concentrations should depend on grid volume as well
as droplet radius (Knyazikhin et al., 2005), and thus so should rates of phase
change; the filter scale-dependence of q̇`r may itself include a dependence upon
droplet size. A model incorporating these dependences could be possible through
use of a framework like the statistical-mechanical one developed by Liu et al.
(2002), who showed droplet-size distributions to be dependent upon the scale of
droplet sampling (averaging) below a certain filter scale. However, such developments need to be tuned to the near-ocean spray-laden environment, and the
development of such parameterizations is beyond our scope.

3.2.2

Spray dynamics and simplified two-phase flow

In order to simulate the return of spray to the ocean and account for the effects
of air-spray momentum transfer upon the wind and ABL structure, the simulated
liquid water is allowed to move at a velocity uliq
i different from the air. The gaseous
mixture of air and water vapor is the carrier fluid, driven in the LES by a largescale pressure gradient ∂PLS/∂x1 and moving with speed uri . The liquid (before
filtering, as q` ) can ‘slip’ with a velocity
vi ≡ uliq
i −ui

(3.33)

relative to the air. The vertical component of slip, modeled under the assumption
that the drops reach terminal velocity, is implemented within the advection scheme
of the LES code. The horizontal slip is parameterized only near the surface, to account for the physical process of the wind transferring its momentum to accelerate
spray.
A full derivation of the momentum budget for a continuum that simultaneously
contains moist air and liquid water produces a two-phase Navier-Stokes equation
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with the buoyant effects of liquid and vapor (see e.g. Bannon, 2002),
duliq
−1 ∂p
dui
+ q` i =
+ (1+qv +q` )gi + ν∇2 ui − q̇` vi .
(1+qv )
dt
dt`
ρ ∂xi

(3.34)

Here d/dt ≡ ∂/∂t + uj ∂/∂xj is the carrier-phase total derivative, gi ≡ −gδi3 is the
acceleration due to gravity, and the full derivative d/dt` is defined to be
d
∂
∂
≡
+ uliq
,
j
dt`
∂t
∂xj
moving with representative ‘average’ droplets. In (3.34) the kinematic viscosity of
the carrier fluid is ν, and q̇` is shorthand notation for ∂q`/∂t.
Liquid loading and fallout
Spray droplets have densities about one thousand times that of air, with the most
populous drops being smaller than 600 µm; typical droplets are at most onetenth to one-half of the size of the smallest turbulent eddies. As a result the
dynamical response times of spray droplets are similar to or shorter than the
smallest turbulent time scales (Andreas, 1990). These factors reduce the equation
of motion for non-interacting droplets to (Lumley, 1976)
duliq
vi
i
= gi − ,
dt`
tD

(3.35)

where tD is the average droplet response time scale for the range of droplet sizes
represented by the liquid water field q`r . Rearranging (3.34) to be the Eulerian
carrier-phase momentum budget,
dui
−1 ∂p
duliq
(1 + qv )
=
+ (1 + qv + q` )gi − q` i − q̇` vi + ν∇2 ui ,
dt
ρ ∂xi
dt`

(3.36)

shows that in the vertical the liquid just adds a sink −q` (g+duliq
3 /dt) to the vertical
momentum equation for the carrier phase. Insertion of the droplet equation of
motion (3.35) into (3.36) then gives the carrier-phase momentum budget




1 ∂p
dui
ql
2
= −
+ (1+qv )gi + vi
− q̇` + ν∇ ui (1+qv )−1 .
dt
ρ ∂xi
tD

(3.37)
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As droplets reach their terminal velocity relative to the airflow, vi = VT δi3 ; then
the familiar liquid loading term q` g for vertical momentum becomes q` VT /tD in the
equation (3.37) for air-vapor motion: in essence a buoyancy force is replaced by
a drag force. We parameterize the vertical spray drag by beginning with a form
for tD , and incorporate this form along with the empirical expression (3.29) for V T
into a model for VT /tD .
Small spray droplets (r . 30 µm) are essentially spherical and have characteristic Reynolds numbers12

Redrop ∼

2ruε (r)
ν

less than 1, and thus they behave according to the so-called Stokes limit of flow
around a sphere. In this regime of Redrop the dynamical response time for a droplet
of radius r is given by the form (Shaw et al., 1998)
tD (r) =

2ρdrop 2
r = aρµ r2 ,
9µ

(3.38)

where aρµ ∼ 1.2×10−5 µm−2 s for typical air viscosity µ and droplet water density ρdrop . Taking the ratio of (3.29) and (3.38) produces
r  
VT
rvt 
vt
1−
' kg` g
tD
r
r

(3.39)

where we define rvt = 29 µm using (3.29) and kg` is a dimensionless constant equal
to about 2.5. But since (3.29) applies to droplets larger than ∼30 µm and be-

cause (3.38) is valid for droplets mostly smaller than 30 µm (i.e. with Redrop . 1),
the expression (3.39) only applies near r ∼ 30 µm.

To account for spume droplets, which may have Redrop ∼100 or more,13 and

because smaller spray droplets should follow the air flow with VT/tD→ g, we modify
the constants in (3.39) to rvt = 15 µm and kg` =4. The adjustment of rvt causes tD

to be overestimated for droplets under 50 µm, but this effect is compensated by the
increase in kg` . With such adjustments the vertical kinematic spray drag VT /tD ,
shown in Figure 3.1, approaches g as r → 30 µm and the liquid loading term is
12

Here uε (r) is the velocity at scales on the order of the droplet diameter 2r, which is small
enough to be in the dissipation range of turbulence so that uε ∼ (2rε)1/3 .
13
In the near-ocean HABL a crude estimate gives dissipation rates ε.1000 m 3 s−3 for friction
velocities u∗ .10 m s−1, giving uε .10 m s−1 and Redrop .100 for r ∼500 µm.
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Figure 3.1. Vertical kinematic drag force (VT /tD ) of liquid upon air, given by (3.39).

recovered: small droplets move with the liquid and “load it down.” On the other
hand, as droplet radius increases, VT/tD decreases and the droplets move more
independently of the fluid. In reality large droplets are non-spherical and have
more complex equations of motion than (3.35), with dynamic effects described
by more than a single response time tD (e.g. Shaw, 2003). However, spume in
effect can have a limited tD and nonzero VT /tD , potentially exerting significant
aggregate downward force upon the air; we are limited to a first attempt to model
this crudely through the parameterization (3.39) with adjusted constants.
Considering the above expressions for vertical liquid-induced drag (liquid loading) that depend on droplets falling, the resolved budget for liquid water specific
humidity is rewritten in a simplified form that includes fallout:
∂fqrl j q`r S r
∂q`r
∂q r
∂q r
= −urj ` −
+
+ VT δj3 ` .
∂t
∂xj
∂xj
tEC
∂x3

(3.40)

Again tEC ≡ 3cN rn2 /G is the effective evaporative time scale for q`r associated with

characteristic droplets of radius rn , and S r ≡ qvr −qs (θr ) is the resolved saturation

excess (or deficit). Subfilter covariances of S and q` are neglected in (3.40), because
we assume these terms are relatively more significant in frontal updrafts and cloud
simulations than in near-ocean high-q` environments (see Wang et al., 2003, for
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further exploration); such subfilter terms would likely smooth gradients in q `r ,
whose local spatial variations are already limited or reduced by reliance upon a
resolved bulk microphysics phase change scheme (discussed in an earlier section).
Acceleration of spray by the air; horizontal spray drag
While it is possible to represent air-to-spray momentum flux with an extra surface
stress, as in the Andreas (2004) formulation
τsp ≈ (0.062 m−2 s2 ) × u4∗ e−z/tτ sp U10 ,

(2.12)

it is not clear how well such a prescription applies in simulations that resolve
surface waves. Uncertainty and ambiguity in defining both u∗ and the distance z
from the ‘surface’ can cause large variations in τsp calculated using (2.12). Since
the carrier-phase momentum budget (3.37) includes the effect of a liquid phase
with slip and the LES solves a budget equation (3.40) for the mass fraction of
each liquid water species, the LES computes the transfer of momentum from wind
to spray by parameterizing the velocity of spray in the grid level above simulated
wave crests.14
Assuming sufficiently large spray droplets—such as those which we will represent over ranges of radii from 30–500 µm—initially move with the ocean wave
velocity ci and are accelerated by a nearly constant wind uri for a duration tres
before re-entering the ocean, then the simplified droplet equation of motion (3.35)
can be solved to approximate the velocity of a characteristic droplet as it re-enters
the ocean:
uliq
i

= e

−t/tD



1
ci +
tD

Z

t
0

0
uri et /tD dt0



' uri − (uri −ci )e−t/tD

(3.41)

where ci ≡ cw ϕi is the surface wave velocity and ϕi is the direction cosine corre-

sponding to the angle between the direction of wave propagation and the streamwise (mean wind) direction. The horizontal drag force in the carrier-phase mo-

mentum budget is then modeled by the average liquid-induced deceleration of the
14

In LES runs without waves, the grid level above the flat, rough ‘surface’ is used.
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wind
qr
vi `
tD

Z

−1
=
tres
'

tres
0

liq
r dui
q`
dt`

ur −ci
−q`r i
tres tD

= −q`r

Z

tres

−q`r
'
tres

Z

tres
0

∂uliq
i
∂t

0

e−t /tD dt0

(3.42)

0


uri −ci
1 − e−tres/tD
tres

i = 1, 2 .

Following Andreas (1990) we begin with a residence time tres based on the average
time taken for spray droplets to fall from their production sites to the the ocean-air
interface, assuming they are moving downward at terminal velocity VT and that on
average (over all x, y) the vertical velocity ur3 is zero. The falling distance is taken
to be the significant wave-height A1/3 , estimated through the mean wind at 10 m.
We modify the oft-used U102 form of A1/3 (Kinsman, 1965; Andreas and DeCosmo,
2002) to have a reasonable upper bound at high wind speeds:
A1/3 =

2
A0 U10
1 + (U10 /UA )2

(3.43)

where A0 = 0.015 m−1 s2 (as in Andreas, 1990) and the constant used to modify the
classic form of A1/3 is just UA = 65 ms−1 . The residence time (3.42) then becomes
tA90
res =

A1/3
VT

(3.44)

where we again use the empirically-fit form for the terminal velocity,
(r−29 µm)
.
(3.29)
115 µm · m−1 s
Calculating the droplet residence time with (3.44) and effective response time
VT =

through (3.38) gives tres /tD  1 for droplets of r . 500 µm, while larger spume

has tD and tres on the order of a few seconds; this is shown in Figure 3.2. Such

relatively large tres would mean spray exerts negligible drag upon the wind, in
light of spume production falling off as r −8 or at best as r −5 (Makin, 1998). In
the 200–500µm range—of interest because spume of this size carries the bulk of
sensible spray-air heat flux—the residence time according to (3.44) is around 10–20
seconds, on par with the residence time derived by Kepert and Fairall (1999) that
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Figure 3.2. Droplet residence time (solid) and dynamic response time (dashed) for a
significant wave height A1/3 =30 m.

depends upon the spray generation rate and domain-total spray amount integrated
ZZ
over all droplet sizes:
n(r)dr dz
KF99
Z
∼
tres
.
(3.45)
dF
dr
dr
But the Kepert-Fairall formulation (3.45) depends upon estimates of droplet spectra n(r), which are based on measurements taken at heights large enough to introduce a bias away from spume and towards smaller droplets. Indeed even the
most recent attempts have provided evidence for the difficulty of measuring nearsurface spray distributions, particularly in getting sufficient data for larger (spume)
droplets and higher wind speeds (Fairall et al., 2004).
Due to the problems just discussed, and because little is known of the initial
movement of spume upon its creation (e.g. possible ejection velocity distributions),
we introduce an alternate formulation for the residence time that assumes tres to
be roughly the time taken for a newly formed spume droplet (just torn from a
wave crest) to collide with the next ‘wave’ downwind. That is,
tres ∼

λsfc /2
λsfc
∼
U0 − c w
U|z1 − cw

(3.46)
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where λsfc is the dominant ocean wavelength and U0 ∼ 12 (cw + U|z1 ) is the mean
wind speed at average crest level, approximated using the wind U|z1 at the first
grid-level above the crests. The spray-drag parameterization (3.42) then becomes
v1 q`r
(cw − U |z1 )2
' q`r
exp
tD
λsfc

!

λsfc aρµ r2
c w − U | z1

(3.47)

for droplets of radius r, where from (3.38) the constant aρµ is 1.2×10−5 µm−2 s and

the waves are aligned with the lowest-level mean (streamwise) wind U |z1 .

Whether using (3.46) or the Andreas (1990) estimate for tres , the kinematic

spray drag given by (3.42) does not depend directly upon the spray generation rate,
although it does depend on q`r and U . If the horizontal air-to-droplet momentum
transfer is constrained to the first grid level above the surface, another option for
parameterizing spray-induced deceleration of the mean wind in terms of the spray
generation rate is to model vi q̇` in the carrier-phase momentum budget (3.37), and
ignore the vi q` /tD term. Since spray generation is parameterized in terms of a
flux (wq` )rsfc from the surface (section 3.4.1), and the LES code already ‘generates’
spray at the first level by adding the flux divergence (wq` )rsfc /∆z to the q`r budget
at the first level, a second model for the spray sink in the carrier-phase momentum
budget is
−(v1 q̇`r ) = (cw −U1 )

(wq` )rsfc
(1+qv ).
∆z

(3.48)

where the (1 + qv ) is included to simplify the parameterization by cancelling the
coefficient (1+qv )−1 of vi q̇`r in the momentum budget. Use of the form (3.48) for
spray drag will be discussed along with the form (3.47) in the next chapter.
In summary, we have reduced the complex stochastic problem of finding the
grid-averaged aggregate drag imposed on the wind due to re-entrant spray, through
three simplifications: [1] using a time average to represent an ensemble average,
[2] crudely specifying a residence (averaging) time which itself is essentially a population average over many droplets, and [3] ignoring interactions between droplets,
such as collisions or coalescence. We have ignored the “large variations in times
spent for initially identical droplets” reported in the spray trajectory study of Pattison and Belcher (1999), because the modeling of stochastic spray drag is currently
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beyond the scope of our work.
Subfilter issues
Filtering the liquid water slip terms in the carrier phase momentum budget (3.37)
is no more an issue than the limitations of the parameterizations for fallout and
drag, with vi , tD , and (wq` )rsfc ∝ dF/dr prescribed as constants for a given species

of liquid water (droplet size). The subfilter fluxes of q` , however, cannot be ignored
and may be parameterized in various ways. Wang et al. (2003) derived a budget
for (wq` )SFS including different turbulent production mechanisms, but for computational simplicity we start by extending the standard downgradient flux scheme
instead, using an eddy diffusivity that is modified to account for inertial effects of
droplet movements.
The time-dependent effects of particle inertia and trajectory crossing upon
turbulent particle transport were first characterized byMeek and Jones (1973). The
asymptotic limits of their results have been independently translated into turbulent
Schmidt numbers—and by extension into eddy diffusivities—for use in turbulent
boundary-layer models (Mostafa and Mongia, 1987) over a range of applications in
engineering and outdoor flows, with the particle-phase eddy diffusivity generally
taking a form15

K 0 = K(1 + vT2 /u2s )−1/2

based on the carrier-phase eddy diffusivity K, the particle terminal velocity V T
and a turbulent velocity fluctuation scale us . In essence, by relating the spectra
of vertical velocity fluctuations of droplets and air, the variance of droplet velocity
fluctuations can be derived (Lumley, 1976) and subsequently translated into a
modified eddy diffusivity (e.g. Edson and Fairall, 1994). Assuming the droplets
fall with relative velocity VT , the diffusivity for subfilter liquid flux is related to
the no-slip scalar diffusivity Kq (used for water vapor, temperature, etc.) by
K q` = K q



V2
1 + α T2
σu

−1/2

(3.49)

where α is a constant of order one. In our LES we adopt the Lumley (1976) value
15

The Rouault et al. (1991) model for dispersion of evaporating droplets is an exception to
this form.
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of α = 94 , and for σu2 we use the variance of velocity fluctuations. The modified
diffusivity form (3.49) could be applicable in the horizontal for situations where
(large) droplets do not move with the air (whereby the slip velocity replaces the
terminal velocity VT ), but we use it only in the vertical, and deal with the horizontal
slip of liquid water through the previously described spray-drag formulations.

3.3

Thermodynamic framework

Most atmospheric simulations that deal with liquid water employ some form of
“moist” potential temperature, θwet , that simplifies calculations by incorporating
the effects of condensation or evaporation. The variable θwet is usually based on
an entropy conservation equation and acts as a surrogate variable for entropy, and
is often labeled ‘conserved’ as a result; it is generally of the form
θwet = e
where s is specific entropy.

R

ds/cp

,

One commonly overlooked aspect of such variables can cause problems, however: θwet is defined to vary with liquid water amounts based on the assumption
that fluctuations in water content are due to phase changes, but θwet is usually
a nonlinear function of temperature and water content. Thus when the temperature variable is filtered, subfilter covariances arise in its rate equation—SFS terms
which can be significant in environments having large variations of liquid water
r
content. Consequently θwet
may vary due to water content fluctuations arising

from processes other than phase change, and it does not satisfy entropy conservar
tion. In order to extract temperature T r from θwet
, the subfilter covariances must

be modeled.
Indeed, due to the SFS “θwet problem,” we abandoned the two moist temperature variables initially considered for our hurricane LES (Appendix B). First, the
liquid-ice potential temperature (Emanuel, 1994; Bryan and Fritsch, 2004) used
in some newer high-resolution meteorological models has a (q` , T ) dependence of
the form
θil ∝ T e−Lv q` /cp T ,

(3.50)
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which gives rise to multiple subfilter terms upon filtering;16 these terms would
require their own parameterizations or budgets in the near-ocean HABL. Another
commonly used potential temperature variable is the (linearized) liquid potential
temperature of Betts (1973), defined as
θ`in



q ` Lv
≡θ 1−
cp T



.

(3.51)

Because it is linear in q` , θ`in does not appear to vary spuriously when q` fluctuates without phase change: it ‘mixes’ like q` , or diffuses in a manner consistent
with diffusion of q` . In particular, when subfilter fluxes of θ` and q` are both
modeled through eddy diffusivities, the resultant changes in q`r due to subfilter
r
flux (‘mixing’) do not cause artificial changes in θ`in
. Further, filtering or aver-

aging the nonlinear component q` Tθ ' q` /p of (3.51) contributes negligible subfilter
r
covariances to θ`in
, because significant dynamically-induced fluctuations in p and

variations in q` tend to be poorly correlated. However, taking the time derivative
of θ`in creates extra product terms involving q` which do not appear in the entropy
r
equation (Appendix B). Producing and solving a θ`in
budget entails filtering the

extra products, which gives rise to yet more subfilter covariances requiring their
own, new models.

3.3.1

Temperature variables for a simulated environment
with large variations of liquid water amount

As we have indicated, in a heavily spray-laden environment it is desirable to use
a simple temperature variable that does not depend nonlinearly upon q` and T .
More generally, due to large gradients of q` near the surface, it is desirable to
use a temperature variable that depends only weakly upon q` . Entropy itself is a
candidate for the LES thermodynamic variable, but it introduces the additional
computational burden of diagnosing filtered temperature and pressure (Ooyama,
2001), as well as more subfilter issues in the diagnosis. For the LES code we have
16

For example, filtering the right-hand side of (3.50) produces
h
ir
h
i
r
r
s
s
r
θil
∝ T e−Lv q` /cp T = T r e−Lv q` /cp T + e−Lv q` /cp T + other terms;

in the HABL, the term containing (q`s /T s ) can exceed its resolved counterpart.
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chosen a simple potential temperature variable that is ‘moist’ only in that it is
defined using the heat capacity and gas constant of the air-water vapor mixture:
θm = T



p
p0

−Rm /cpm

,

(3.52)

with
Rm = Rd + qv Rv (1−)

and

cpm = (1−qv −q` )cpd + qv cpv

where (cpd , cpv ) are the heat capacities and (Rd , Rv ) are the gas constants of dry air
and water vapor, respectively. Though θm depends weakly on q` through cpm , the
dependence is negligible since ∂θm /∂q` < 0.005K per g/kg liquid water variation.
The derivation of θm (detailed in Appendix B) begins with the second law
of thermodynamics, conservation of entropy. Neglecting the ‘advective’ effect of
liquid slip so that dqv/dt = −dq` /dt, and neglecting the temerature-dependence of

liquid heat capacity c` , the statement of entropy conservation for a mixture of air,
water vapor, and liquid (spray) is
d
d
ds
= cpm ln T − Rm ln p
dt
dt
dt

 
 
Lv
TL
e
dq`
d
−
− c` ln
− Rv ln
+ q` c` ln TL
T
T
es
dt
dt

(3.53)

where TL is the liquid temperature and e is the vapor pressure. The moist potential
temperature θm defined by (3.52) is a solution of (3.53) if one neglects the subsaturation (e/es ) term and liquid water cooling (d lnTL ) term, given that q̇` ln(TL/T )
vanishes because the temperature equilibration time scale of droplets is much
smaller that their evaporative time scale. We do neglect these terms, but at the
first grid level we parameterize the last term on the right-hand side of (3.53) to
account for spray entering and heating the air (section 3.4.1). The LES otherwise
treats the air and liquid as having the same temperature, and neglects subsaturated
phase change because Rv ln(e/es )  Lv/T for all but unrealistically dry (RH< 10−6 )
air.
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3.3.2

Dissipative heating

Bister and Emanuel (1998) demonstrated that the heating effects of viscous dissipation can have a significant impact on the growth of tropical cyclones. This
“dissipative heating” arises through the conversion of the energy of air motions
to internal energy, through frictional stresses at the smallest turbulent scales (on
the order of the Kolmogorov microscale, η ∼1 mm). The dissipative heating cal-

culated in hurricane and storm studies has been based on either the estimated
surface stress in the form of u∗ (Businger and Businger, 2001; Fairall, 2003), or
on drag coefficients with low-level mean or ABL-average velocities (e.g. Bister and
Emanuel, 1998).
Large-eddy simulation allows for a more direct and likely more accurate estimation of dissipative heating because it calculates the dissipation rate through (Lilly,
1967)
air = ce

e3/2
,
∆

(3.54)

where the local subfilter turbulent kinetic energy e is determined through the
prognostic budget equation (3.14) and we use the Moeng and Wyngaard (1988)
value of ce = 0.93 for the dissipation constant. Without spray, the heating rate per
unit mass due to the rate of dissipation of the air’s kinetic energy is
r
cpm θ̇,air
' air

r
θm
.
Tr

Spray-induced dissipation
As spray droplets act as drag-producing elements within the near-ocean air flow (sections 2.4.2 and 3.2.2), they give rise to wake motions at scales much smaller than
the grid spacing or filter scale ∆. This process acts as a “short-circuit” of the
classical turbulent energy cascade, increasing the transfer of turbulent kinetic energy from resolved to subfilter scales (Raupach and Shaw, 1982), which leads to
increased rates of viscous dissipation and thus more dissipative heating. Motivated
by a demonstration of the significance of enhanced energy dissipation due to drag
elements (e.g. leaves) in simulated forest canopies (Shaw and Patton, 2003), we
attempt to account for enhanced dissipation due to sea spray in the HABL. Because the rate of viscous dissipation both affects and is determined by the largest
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eddies in turbulent flow, the balance between shear production, wake production,
and dissipation must be accomodated by the model for subfilter momentum flux
and subfilter TKE (Su et al., 1998).17 But such an accomodation requires better
measurements of the modeled flow (HABL) than are currently available, so we
parameterize only the thermodynamic effect of spray-induced dissipation, and do
not include L in the calculations of eddy diffusivities or subfilter turbulent kinetic
energy e.
The “extra” wake-induced dissipation due to particles in a turbulent flow can be
derived from the work performed by the flow against particle drag, and for particles
with dynamic response time tD this dissipation generally takes the form (Fessler
and Eaton, 1999)

L ∼ q `

2ep
tD

where ep is the energy characteristic of particle-induced wake motions, typically
taken to be e in LES of atmospheric flows with drag elements (Patton et al., 1998;
Fitzmaurice et al., 2004). Since spray droplets are orders of magnitude smaller
than both ABL drag element (leaf) scales (Shaw and Patton, 2003) and the filter
scale ∆, for each droplet species (q`r )n with characteristic radius rn we use the
droplets’ terminal velocity VT (rn ) in L (as 2ep = VT2 ), parameterizing the total
spray-induced dissipation rate with18
L =

X

(L )n

where

(L )n = (q`r )n

n

VT (rn )2
.
tD (rn )

(3.55)

The total spray dissipation given by (3.55) is limited to the first grid level above
wave crests—in line with the parameterized horizontal spray drag—and can conceivably reach values 50–75% of air calculated with (3.54), due to large amounts
of spume production (rc = 200 µm) at high winds.
17

Su et al. (1998) address the issue directly by adjusting the eddy diffusivity coefficient from
the accepted Moeng and Wyngaard (1988) value of ck = 0.1 to a value consistent with a balance
between the shear production, wake production, and dissipation of subfilter TKE.
18
Using e to calculate L in the HABL produces spray dissipation rates L which often greatly
exceed the free-air dissipation rate (3.54), due to the presence of waves increasing e and because
the droplet wake scales are much smaller than ∆, which is the scale (roughly) associated with e.
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Limiting effect of spray and ocean on dissipative heating
The inclusion of liquid water in the simulated flow also introduces another ‘sink’
for the thermal energy generated by viscous dissipation, as it is transferred to both
air and water. Since the time scales for temperature equilibration of spray droplets
tend to be on the order of or smaller than the LES time step, we assume that the
dissipative heating rate of liquid and air are approximately the same, in order to
derive a total rate of dissipative heating of the air-water mixture:
θ̇εr

∂θr
≡
∂t



air + L
'
(1−q`r )cpm + q`r ceff
`



r
θm
Tr



.

(3.56)

The heat capacity c` of liquid water has been modified to ceff
` in (3.56) to account
for several factors. The first is preferential dissipative heating of water, due to
locally enhanced shear (Shaw, 2003) and because the activity of droplets’ individual
boundary layers (Burton and Eaton, 2005) increases the probability of intermittent
dissipation events near the droplets. To model this effect we begin with an estimate
of the surface area per volume of droplets represented by a specific humidity q`r
and characteristic radius rc . Then adopting the Tennekes (1968) construction
that regions of dissipative activity are concentrated in ‘tubes’ of diameter η and
length λ (the Taylor microscale)19 that are distributed one tube per volume λ3 ,
estimating the ratio of dissipative tubes’ area to droplet surface area (per volume)
leads to an expression for the increase in effective liquid heat capacity, detailed in
Appendix C:


r 3/4
ceff
` ∼ c` 1 + Dε q` ∆ /rc ,

where the constant Dε is equal to 5×10−5 m1/4 . For multiple liquid species (q` )n

and corresponding rn this is conveniently expressed as
"

ceff
` = c` 1 +

∆
5m

3/4 X
n

(q`r )n
(rn /200 µm)

#

.

(3.57)

Dissipative heating can also enhance evaporation of droplets, which is augmented by the preferential aspect just discussed, but this is a negligible effect.
1/3

The Taylor microscale is defined by  ∼ νu2 (λ)/λ2 , leading to λ = ηRe1/4 ∼ zi η 2/3 ; in terms
1/3
1/3
of LES subfilter quantities, λ ∼ ν 1/2 −1/6 zi ∼ ν 1/2 e−1/4 ∆1/6 zi where zi is the PBL depth.
19
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That is, if the dissipation-related rate of evaporation q˙ is due to changes in θ r
caused by dissipative heating, then based on q̇`CE (3.25) the rate of energy ‘loss’ to
evaporation

Lv q̇ε ∼ −q`r θ̇ε qs

∆t
L2v
r
2
Rv (T ) tCE

is much smaller than the dissipation-induced rate of increase of internal energy of
the air-water mixture q`r θ̇εr c` .
Another important effect that necessitates modification of c` in the dissipative
heating parameterization (3.56) is the presence of the ocean. Preliminary tests
at wind speeds approaching hurricane levels in the LES showed an ‘overheating’
of the HABL when using ceff
` = c` in (3.56), due to large values of SFS turbulent
kinetic energy—even in cases without a wavy lower boundary. We derive a simple model to account for the increased liquid water surface area Asfc available at
grid points adjacent to the ocean-air interface, based on the subfilter-scale roughness z0 of this so-called ‘surface.’ Crudely gauging a number density of spherical
roughness elements that occupy every other horizontal area z02 (i.e. like a ‘checkerboard’) over an effective vertical extent δz sfc , the effective roughness ‘area’ in a
grid volume ∆V = ∆x∆y∆z above the surface is
Asfc ∼

∆x
4πz02
2z0
∼

∆y δz sfc
π/2
∼
2z0 2z0
∆z

π ∆V
2 ∆z



δz sfc
z0



∆x∆y∆z

(3.58)

for δz sfc ∼ ∆z.

Our parameterization for the extra liquid heat capacity due to the ocean operates
under the assumption that water ‘droplets’ having average sizes comparable to
the roughness length z0 are distributed over a layer δz sfc as thick as the vertical
grid spacing ∆z. The effective liquid water capacity in the expression (3.56) for
dissipation-induced heating rate consequently has an amount π2 c` /∆z added to it,
so the effective liquid heat capacity becomes
ceff
` = c`

"

#
r
X
(q
)
`
n
ε2
`
1 + (∆/`ε1 )3/4
+
δ(z −z1 ) .
r
/rε
∆z
n
n

(3.59)

In (3.59) we define `ε1 ≡ 5 m, `ε2 ≡ 1.6 m, and rε ≡ 200 µm for ease of presentation,

and the δ-function ensures that the last term is nonzero only at z = z1 .
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r
The budget for θm
now consists of resolved advection, subfilter flux divergence,

a phase change term, and viscous heating due both to the air and liquid:
r
r
∂θm
−∂(uri θ`r ) ∂fθm i
Lv θm
q̇`CE + θ̇εr .
=
−
−
r
∂t
∂xi
∂xi
cpm T

3.4

(3.60)

The lower boundary and fluxes into the simulated domain

A primary goal of this research is to investigate the role of sea spray on the hurricane boundary layer, so the LES should model at least the zero-order effects of a
wavy or nonuniform boundary. The boundary will affect the ABL dynamics and
spray behavior, as well as the interaction between spray and the atmosphere. A
subsequent aim is to evaluate the surface exchange coefficients of heat, momentum,
and water vapor, as affected by the presence of waves.

3.4.1

Sea spray generation and liquid influx

In addition to investigating the effects of spray over waves upon surface exchange
coefficients, we also aim to evaluate and improve currently used models for spraymediated fluxes. The LES code employs a wind speed-dependent spray generation
function (following from Andreas, 2002) to prescribe a liquid surface flux (wq ` )sfc ,
upon which spray-to-air sensible heat transfer depends; this differs from current
models for spray-mediated fluxes (section 2.4.2), which do not treat liquid water
or phase changes of spray directly but which prescribe spray-induced heat fluxes
in bulk.
The spray generation function dF/dr0 has units of number of drops per second
per area, per radius increment dr0 . In order to use it to prescribe a surface flux of
specific humidity (wq` )sfc , the generation function must expressed as a (specific)
density-weighted volume flux, in terms of q`r :
(wq` )sfc

ρw /ρa
=
r
1 + qv (1−qvr )−1 + q`r (1−q`r )−1



4 3
πr
3 0

Z

r0max
r0min

dF
dr0 .
dr0

(3.61)

In the above expression, ρw is the density of water and ρa = ρa (pr1 , T1r ) is the density
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of dry air at the temperature T1r and pressure pr1 just above the air-sea interface, be
it modeled as rough and flat or modeled as waves with position-dependent ‘surface’
heights.
We begin with the Fairall et al. (1994) spray generation function, which is a
modification of the Andreas (1992) function that accounts for spume production by
incorporating the wind speed dependence associated with the fraction WB of sea
surface covered by stage B whitecaps (the widespread remnants of stage A ‘breaking’ whitecaps, see Chapter 2). The radius dependence or ‘shape’ of the generation
function is assumed to be independent of wind speed; this is accomplished by further assuming that the shape of the Andreas spray generation function (dFA92 /dr0 ),
when evaluated at a 10-meter wind speed U10 of 11 ms−1 , is representative of all
wind speeds (Fairall et al., 1994). In particular,
dF
WB (U10 )
dFA92
=
·
dr0
WB (11 ms−1 ) dr0

11ms−1

=



U10m
11ms−1

3.41

dFA92
dr0

11ms−1

(3.62)

where the fractional area covered by stage B whitecaps is
WB (U10 ) = 3.84×10−6 U103.41

(3.63)

and the constant has units of m−3.41 s3.41 (Monahan and O’Muircheartaigh, 1980).20
Use of U10 =11 ms−1 amounts to the assumption that the U10 -dependence of whitecap
area is dominant over the windspeed-dependence of the spray generation function’s
shape (radius distribution).
In the literature, spray generation functions are given in terms of the equilibrated droplet radius at a reference humidity of 80%, denoted by dF/dr80 . Prescribing the spray flux requires the spray generation rate in terms of the radius
of the droplets as they are produced, r0 . Andreas (2002) summarizes the form
20

The exponent of 3.41 on U10 in (3.63) follows from Monahan and O’Muircheartaigh (1980)
and Fairall et al. (1994), implying three significant figures in the prescription for W B ; however, it
could have been taken to be 3.4, with a 3–5% difference resulting in WB (for U10 ∼30–80m s−1 )—
a change that is much smaller than the uncertainty in the ‘accepted’ forms of dF/dr 0 . I.e., the
exponents in (3.62) and (3.63) should not be taken to imply an uncertainty in the whitecap
fraction or spray generation function which merits the use of three significant figures.
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dFA92/dr80 and explains the conversion r80 = 0.518r00.976 , which leads to
dFA92
1 dFA92
dFA92
= 0.506r00.024
∼
.
dr0
dr80
2 dr80
Using the above relation the spray generation function can be recast into a useful
form,

dFA92
dr0


3 −1


 (9.96×10 )r0
=
(2.22×107 )r0−2.76


 (1.71×1019 )r−7.83
0

r0 = 30 − 80 µm

(3.64)

r0 = 80 − 220 µm

r0 = 220 − 500 µm.

For a characteristic droplet of radius 200 µm representative of a 200 µm range,
putting (3.64) into (3.62) leads to
dF
dr0

3.41
= 0.00278U10
.
200 µm

Expressed as a flux of q`r , the corresponding spray generation rate is
(wq` )sfc

200µm

ρw
= eff
ρa
'

Z

rmax
0
rmin
0

ρw 4
dF
4 3 dF
πr0
dr0 ' eff πrc3 δrc
3
dr0
ρa 3
dr0

ρa
(1.8×10−8 m−3.41 s3.41 ) · U103.41
ρeff
a

200 µm

(3.65)

r
r −1
r
r −1
where ρeff
a ≡ ρa [1 + qv (1−qv ) + q` (1−q` ) ] as in (3.61). The flux (3.65) is incor-

porated into the LES as the subfilter flux of q` from the surface, resulting in a

contribution (wq` )sfc ∆z to the q`r budget at the grid level just above the modeled

surface.

Formulation in terms of friction velocity
The 10-meter mean wind speed U10 is not well defined over waves due to the nature
of the air-ocean interface, particularly in hurricane conditions. Further, the drag
relation between U10 and u∗ is not well known in hurricane environments. Due to
these factors, and because large-scale pressure gradients dP/dx are responsible for
the kinematic surface stress u2∗ , the friction velocity u∗ could be considered as “a
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more fundamental variable” (Andreas and Emanuel, 2001) than U10 and more of a
basic parameter of the whole ABL flow; thus the windspeed-dependent component
of spray generation rates (and other parameterizations) is also expressed in terms
of u∗ . Through use of the neutral-stability logarithmic velocity profile
U10 =


u∗
ln 10 m/z0
k

(3.66)

and Charnock roughness length (Wu, 1980)

z0 = 0.0185u2∗ /g ,

(3.67)

the wind-dependent part of dF/dr0 —the fractional areal coverage of ocean surface
by stage B whitecaps—becomes
WB (u∗ ) ' 0.126u2.7
∗ .

(3.68)

Using (3.68) in (3.62), the spray generation rate and spray influx for the singlespecies case considered above can be expressed (Andreas, 2003) as21
dF
dr0

200 µm

≈ 94u2.7
∗

(3.69)

and
(wq` )sfc

200 µm

eff
≈ 6.3×10−4 u2.7
∗ (ρa /ρa ).

(3.70)

Similar expressions are derived for multiple species by integrating (3.61) over
droplet ranges that correspond, for example, to the smaller (50 µm) droplets that
will end up carrying the majority of latent spray heat flux.

3.4.2

Heat transfer between spray and air

Because the time scale over which a spray droplet comes into temperature equilibrium with the air is three orders of magnitude smaller than the time scale for spray
evaporation, the heating and evaporation processes are effectively decoupled (An21
The constant of 94 in expression (3.69) has units of m−4.7 s1.7 , giving dF/dr0 the proper
dimensions. Similarly, in (3.70) the constant is 6.3×10−4 m−1.7 s1.7 .
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dreas, 1990). Thus the evaporation and sensible heating processes are modeled
separately.
The transfer of heat from spray to air is calculated and imposed at the first
grid level according to the spray generation rate, via the surface spray flux; the
calculation uses the assumption that the thermal time scale is much smaller than
the residence time. The amount of heating ∆θ spr at the first grid level due to sensible heating by entrant spray is calculated and prescribed as a subfilter potential
temperature flux:
∆θspr
(wθ)sspr
c` (wq` )sfc
=
=
(T0 − Tev ),
∆t
∆z
ctot ∆z

(3.71)

where c` and ctot are the heat capacities of liquid water and the spray-laden moist
air mixture, and T0 is the ocean surface temperature. An evaporating spray droplet
has a temperature slightly different than the wet-bulb temperature (Andreas,
1995), denoted in (3.71) by Tev . The LES uses a computation-saving simplification
of the Andreas (1996) approximation22 to Tev ,
Tev '

T1r

+

2βe
(T1r )2



+ 
' T1r +

1 + Tβer (αe0 −1)ey
1


αe γe − 12 (αe0 )2 − 1 ey

2βe
(T1r )2

1 + Tβer (αe0 −1)ey
1


αe γe − 12 (α0 )2 − 1 ey

(3.72)
!2

y

−

2βe
(T1r )2

1/2

βe (RH − e )
 
αe γe − 21 (αe0 )2 − 1) ey

7.097(T1r )3 /es (T1r ) + T1r (αe0 −1)
307.5γe /T1r − (αe0 )2 − 2
"
#1/2
2
7.097(T1r )3 /es (T1r ) + T1r (αe0 −1)
(T1r )2 (1 − RHe−y )
+
+
.
307.5γe /Tr1 − (αe0 )2 − 2
153.8γe − (α0 )2 /2 − 1

The constants y, αe and βe in (3.72) are defined (Appendix C) as in Andreas (1996),
with y taking into account salinity and curvature effects, and γe =

2T r −32.18 K
.
T r −32.18 K

The resolved temperature of the grid volume into which the spray is ‘injected’ is
22

The Andreas (1996) Tev is itself an improvement upon the Kepert (1995) ‘fix’ of the Andreas
(1995) approximation for Tev , which was derived to save computational time by approximating
the full microphysical model of Andreas (1990).
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denoted T1r , and the saturation vapor pressure is calculated with (Buck, 1981)

es (T ) = (611.21 Pa) 1.0007+3.46×10−8 p0 e17.502(T −273.15 K)/(T−32.18 K) .

(3.73)

The form (3.73) is also used in the phase-change calculations presented in section 3.2. The effective change in temperature per time step due to newly generated
r
spray, given by (3.71), is converted into a change in θm
for use in (3.60) through

the resolved version of (3.52).

3.4.3

Buoyancy and stability considerations

In order to calculate the fluxes of heat and vapor from the surface, the LES code
iteratively applies Monin-Obukhov similarity using the virtual temperature flux,
which in turn depends on the liquid surface flux. In effect the code calculates
the exchange coefficients for an environment having neutral stability, modifies the
coefficients for stability effects (including those due to liquid), then calculates the
vertical flux of field variables from the surface at each grid point.
The surface flux of horizontal momentum, or stress, is calculated using the
Moeng (1984) formulation
h

i


r
(ui w)sfc
= CD Uh −Usfc uri − Ui 1 + urh −Usfc Ui |1 −Ui |sfc

(3.74)

and thus varies in the horizontal. In (3.74) CD is the exchange coefficient for
momentum, otherwise known as the drag coefficient; Ui |sfc is the longitudinal (i=1)
p
or lateral (i=2) component of the surface velocity, urh ≡ (ur1 )2 +(ur2 )2 1 is the
resolved wind speed, with subscript 1 (|1 ) denoting evaluation at the grid level just
above the boundary, h ixy indicates an average over the horizontal extent of the

domain, Uh ≡ hurh ixy , Ui ≡ huri ixy , and the speed of the boundary is denoted by Usfc .

Similarly the surface flux of a scalar such as water vapor is calculated with
r
(wq)sfc

h

= Cq Uh −Usfc



q1r −hq1r ixy



+

urh −Usfc



hq1r ixy −q sfc

i

,

(3.75)

where q1r is the scalar mass fraction (specific humidity) at a given point on the first
grid level and Cq is the scalar exchange coefficient.
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The calculation of all surface fluxes is dependent upon the relationship between
virtual temperature flux and spray influx, since the stability is diagnosed from the
virtual potential temperature flux. The virtual potential temperature is
θv = θ(1 + 0.61qv − α` q` )

(3.76)

and thus the resolved virtual potential temperature
r
θvr ' θm
(1 + 0.61qvr − α` q`r )

(3.77)

depends upon the amount of spray. The relative amount that the liquid flux (spray
generation minus fallout) is contributing to the virtual temperature flux—and
thus to the exchange coefficient—must be prescribed. In other words, how much
‘loading’ is to be assumed between the surface and first grid level? The amount of
loading relative to ‘full’ liquid loading is represented by the parameter α` , which
is 1 when the spray moves with air. The LES uses the same fraction of g as the
model for vertical liquid drag used for the liquid-loading (section 3.2.2),
α` =

VT /tD
.
g

(3.78)

The virtual potential temperature flux from ocean to air is calculated after modifying the LES exchange coefficient Ch to account for stability effects; this is done
using the traditional bulk-flux form instead of a localized Moeng (1984) form such
as (3.74 or 3.75), so horizontal variations in total surface heat flux are due to spray.
The surface flux of θv is

(wθv )rsfc = (wθv )sfc xy = Ch θv|sfc −hθvr |1 ixy (Uh −U sfc ) ,

(3.79)

where the LES exchange coefficient for direct sea-air heat flux follows from MoninObukhov [M-O] similarity theory,
Ch = 

k 2 /0.74

;
ln(z1/z0 )−ψm ln(z1/z0 )−ψh

(3.80)
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that is, the LES calculates
(wθv )sfc


−ku∗ θv |1 − θv |sfc
= −u∗ θ∗ =
0.74 ln(z1/z0 )−ψh

(3.81)

where the vonKármán constant k is taken to be 0.4, z0 is the roughness length,
and the friction velocity u∗ is
u∗ =

k(Uh −Usfc )
.
ln(z1/z0 )−ψm

(3.82)

Also following M-O theory, the momentum exchange (drag) coefficient is calculated
by
CD = 

k2
ln(z1/z0 )−ψm

2 .

(3.83)

The stability-dependent similarity functions ψm and ψh for momentum and heat
flux, respectively, are calculated using the Businger forms (Panofsky and Dutton,
1984)
 h
i
 ln 1+X 2 1+X 2 − 2 tan−1 X − π 
2
2
2
ψm =
 −4.7z1 /LMO



 2 ln 1 + 1 p1 − 9z /L
1
MO
2
2
ψh =
 −4.7z1 /LMO

z1 /LMO < 0
z1 /LMO ≥ 0

z1 /LMO < 0

z1 /LMO ≥ 0

(3.84)

(3.85)

where X ≡ (1−15z1/LMO )1/4 , the vertical mid-point of the first grid cell is z1 = ∆z/2,

the Monin-Obukhov length is

LMO =

−u3∗ /k
,
(wθv )sfc (g/Θ1 )

(3.86)

and Θ1 ≡ hθr ixy . Because LMO depends upon the friction velocity and surface

virtual potential temperature flux, the LES uses an iterative scheme to converge
upon and calculate u∗ and (wθv )sfc .

To find the surface θ-flux the expression (3.76) for θv is multiplied by w and
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then filtered, giving
r
(wθv )r ' (wθ)r + Θ0 [0.61(wqv )r − α` (wq` )sfc
]

(3.87)

where Θ0 is the ocean temperature. Third-moment terms such as (wq` θ)r may be
of importance in moist convection and cloud studies, but are neglected here due to
their relative smallness. The surface potential temperature flux or ‘plain’ sensible
heat flux is then


(wθ)sfc = (wθv )sfc − Θ 0.61(wqv )sfc − α` (wq` )sfc .

(3.88)

Because θvr is a function of qvr and q`r , calculation of the potential temperature
flux (3.81) requires surface values of vapor and liquid specific humidities that are
consistent with the flux calculation framework; i.e. for prescribed scalar fluxes an
appropriate surface value of the scalar must be calculated, and vice-versa. This is
the case for q`r , whose effective surface value is
 

q`r |1 θmr |1 θsfc + (wq` )sfc CH (ur1 −usfc ).

In other words the presence of liquid water changes the exchange coefficients by
modifying LMO , which in turn affects u∗ and surface scalar fluxes through the
similarity functions ψm and ψh .

3.5

Dynamical model of the ocean-air interface

The chaotic ocean surface affects the hurricane ABL, so the surface or its dynamical effects (or both) should be modeled. Because it is unrealistic in the presence of
resolvable-scale waves to simulate the effects of an ocean boundary by using a flat
surface, the ocean-air interface is directly modeled in the LES. A first attempt was
made to simulate the boundary using an immersed boundary technique (Fadlun
et al., 2000). This was chosen to capture the dynamic effects of big waves, provide a more realistic basis for injecting spray at multiple levels, and to facilitate
prescription of horizontal variations in spray fluxes based on whitecap fraction estimates (Melville and Matusov, 2002). The effects of subfilter-scale features of the
ocean surface are represented by a roughness length based on the Charnock form
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(Wu, 1980)
z0 = 0.0185

u2∗
.
g

(3.67)

The virtual or immersed boundary technique involves prescribing the resolved
velocity at boundary points exactly—the LES ‘sees’ the boundary as places of fixed
velocity. As shown in the previous subsection, the LES employs a drag-type law to
calculate fluxes from a flat surface, assuming profiles which obey Monin-Obukhov
similarity. This ‘meteorological boundary condition,’ as it is sometimes called, is
chosen because current resolution limitations prohibit the use of a no-slip condition
in the LES; over the simulated boundary, however, the similarity prescription must
be modified for application (Tseng and Ferziger, 2003).

3.5.1

Three-dimensional water-air transition

With the PETSc virtual boundary implementation, ensuring computational stability required further modification of the LES numerics to an extent that would
have likely cost several more months time.23 Thus a simpler approach was taken
to simulate the presence of the ocean. The method for simulating the air-sea interface is an adaptation of the drag prescriptions used in large-eddy simulations
of forests and windbreaks, such as those of Patton et al. (1998). They simulate
the presence of both windbreaks and vegetation—through which air can flow—by
adding a simple drag term in the streamwise momentum budget, essentially of the
same form as the vertical spray-drag term VT q r/tD in the carrier-phase momentum
23

The virtual boundary technique was implemented in the LES code, including necessary
rewriting of the pressure solver in grid-point (physical) coordinates, and adapting the code to
implement the Portable Extensible Toolkit for Scientific computing (PETSc). The use of PETSc
allowed for relatively smooth extension of the reworked Poisson solver and associated interacting
subroutines to run in parallel on computer clusters with MPI (message-passing interface) capability. Unfortunately such an extensive change in the LES code gave rise to computational stability
issues, to an extent that terminally degraded the technique’s utility in the spray-HABL application, per resources (time) available. Thus the virtual boundary method has been temporarily
shelved, despite its generally being less time-consuming and more cost-effective than schemes
such as coordinate transformation. The stability issues arose primarily in the adaptation of the
pseudospectral pressure solver to three-dimensional grid-space while keeping the remainder of the
code in pseudospectral form, and in consistently applying a boundary-following log-law condition
in the new ‘quasi-pseudospectral’ LES framework. In particular, so-called ‘odd-even’ decoupling
of the pressure and horizontal velocity variables arises because ur and pr are colocated in the
grid scheme. The decoupling leads to nonlinear instabilities (Zdanski et al., 2003) which must be
overcome by further modification of the code (e.g. Dormy, 1999).
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budget (3.37). Patton et al. (1998) also account for skin friction due to leaves, but
we are concerned here with merely simulating the effect of the upper ocean upon
the ABL, and do not adopt that part of their drag prescription. Such a method is
consistent with the ‘flow-through’ character of the upper parts of ocean waves and
emulsion-like nature of the near-ocean HABL, especially considering the spume
production mechanism and high wind speeds in a hurricane ABL.
Whereas the forest-canopy work translates empirically determined leaf densities
and leaf drag coefficients into effective drag time scales and smooths the drag force
of a thin fence or windbreak over several grid points in order to avoid aliasing
errors in pseudospectral LES, in our spray-HABL code we prescribe a spatially
varying force that depends upon the local velocity. Monochromatic waves of a
given wavelength λ and height zwave are modeled with a kinematic drag-like force
Fsfc (x, z) = Hsfc (x)V sfc (x, z)

ci − uri
,
aF ∆t

(3.89)

where ∆t is the current time step, ci is the xi component of phase speed (cw ) of
the surface waves (used also in section 3.2.2), and aF is a constant chosen to be 2.
The surface wave speed over ocean of a given depth docean is (Salby, 1995)


g
cw =
tanh (k sfc docean )
k sfc

1/2

,

(3.90)

with the surface wavenumber defined as k sfc = 2π/λsfc . In (3.89) the horizontal
variation of effective resistive deceleration is
Hsfc (x) = 1 − 0.4 cos4 (k sfc x) ,

(3.91)

while the z-dependent part
h

4

V sfc (x, z) = 1− 0.9 (z/hwave ) cos (k sfc x)

i

1

e− 2 (z/hwave )

4

(3.92)

models the amount of air flow ‘through’ the simulated wave, depending on how
deep into the waves a given grid point (x, z) is situated. Contours of the fractional (normalized) simulated ‘ocean resistance’ H sfc V sfc are shown in Figure 3.3.
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Together (3.91) and (3.92) give the shape of the waves, which are described by
zsfc ' hwave



2 sin2 (k sfc x)
1 + sin4 (k sfc x)



(3.93)

and shown by the dashed line in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3. Contours of normalized surface forcing H sfc (x)V sfc (x, z) for one wave of a
monochromatic ocean-air interface (solid lines). Dashed line shows
the effective shape

2
of simulated ‘surface’ given by (3.93), z sfc /hwave ' 2 sin (k sfc x) [1 + sin4 (k sfc x)].

The model (3.89) avoids the pressure-velocity decoupling problem, and is relatively simple to implement as another term on the right-hand side of the NavierStokes equations. The pressure effects due to the simulated waves are also accounted for, since the LES code (Sullivan et al., 1996) includes such forcing terms
of the momentum budget in the pressure solution by effectively feeding them into
the Poisson solver.
The coefficients (0.4,0.9) and exponents in (3.91–3.92) and the parameter aF ∼ 2

in (3.89) were chosen through a trial and error in order to obtain wave shapes which
satisfy several criteria:

1) the waves have mild enough gradients in x to avoid

aliasing or problems with the horizontally spectral Poisson solver; 2) are physically
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reasonable for a simple model of the ocean interface; and 3) progressively force
the carrier phase to move more with the ocean for grid points deeper under the
interface. Because the LES employs periodic boundary conditions, the code adjusts
the input wavelength (if necessary) to the nearest value λsfc in order to fit an integer
number of wavelengths across the domain length Lx . Further, following the findings
of Arnal and Friedrich (1993) for LES of overturning flow past a backward-facing
step with lateral periodic boundary conditions, the domain width Ly is chosen to
be greater than 8hwave so as to keep the boundary conditions from interfering with
potential turnover or reattachment of flow.

3.5.2

Fluxes across the modeled wavy interface

Simulating the ocean-air transition with an immersed prescription such as (3.89)
requires appropriate spatial application of the surface fluxes. Since the surface
model inhibits motion in—and thus transport from—grid cells which the LES
treats as being underwater, it is crucial that the fluxes of temperature, air, and
liquid water are fluxes into the domain above the simulated waves. The issue of
applying Monin-Obukhov similarity (3.81–3.86) must also be addressed, as well as
how to calculate the friction velocity or surface stress.
The LES calculation of scalar fluxes from the wavy surface begins by assuming
an emulsion-like air-sea interface, calculating scalar fluxes with a horizontal-mean
form like (3.79),
(wq)sfc = Cq qsfc −q1r

xy


hurh |1 ixy − cw .

(3.94)

The differences in scalar and wind fluctuations in (3.94) are taken between the
vertical levels above and containing the wave crests, and averaged in the horizontal.
The coefficient Cq is the same as Ch defined in (3.80), but u∗ must be defined over
the simulated surface to calculate the flux coefficients.
Because of computational cost, the code uses one of two simple methods for
prescribing the surface stress. The first is to extend the emulsion assumption so
that the surface stress follows a form like (3.94),


(ui w)sfc = CD ci −

uri|1 xy



hurh |1 ixy −ci



.

(3.95)
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Over simulated waves, using a local (without the horizontal averaging) version
of (3.95) increases computational cost, but is not much better than computing the
local stresses parallel to the waves at individual (x, y, z) just above the waves. We
implemented a local scheme that calculated wave-parallel stresses, but ultimately
rejected the scheme due to computational cost.
The other method we used for surface stress computation is replacement of the
surface-similarity (M-O) conditions of section 3.4.3 with the subfilter stresses of the
eddy-diffusivity (Smagorinsky) model, modified for liquid-induced stratification
changes. Such a scheme, which seems to ignore surface drag laws, treats the
effective surface stress as subfilter stresses between grid points where the carrier
fluid is retarded by the surface prescription, and points external to the prescription.
Such a method may be defensible due not only to its computational robustness but
also due to the unknown effective drag coefficients in a region dominated by spray—
consisting essentially of a “third fluid” (Lighthill, 1999)—as well as the questionable
applicability of similarity theory there. In addition, there is the nontrivial question
of defining roughness lengths or a discrete, definite interface along the waves. In
this second method the friction velocity is calculated as before, but is not used to
apply a stress divergence in the momentum budgets at the first grid level above the
wave crests, as done previously with the first method. The surface fluxes prescribed
by (3.94) are added to their respective scalar budgets as vertical divergences, i.e.
divided by ∆z.

3.5.3

Spume production and whitecaps

In addition to simulating waves, the LES code has been modified to prescribe
spume influx at wave crests, as well as the associated heat transfer. For multiplespecies spray simulations, the influx of all q`r corresponding to spume are concentrated at the crests based on the number of surface waves Nλ = Lx /λ:
dFspume
Nx dF
=
dr0
Nλ dr0

(3.96)

where Nx = Lx/∆x is the number of modes (grid points) in the x-direction of the
simulation domain. Since the generation function (3.62) is effectively averaged to
prescribe spray generation across the entire area of the lower boundary based on
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the the fractional areal coverage of stage B whitecaps, the generation function for
spume should be modified (Fairall et al., 1994) to
WB (U10 ) dF
dFspume
=
dr0
WA (U10 ) dr0
where
3.2
WA = (3.16×10−7 )U10
.

(3.97)

is the fractional areal coverage of actively breaking stage A whitecaps (Monahan
and O’Muircheartaigh, 1980)24 But because the domain has Nx discrete points in
the streamwise direction (as opposed to being a continuum), the spray generation
function is modified to
dFspume
dr0


Nx



Nλ
dF
=
×
dr0 
1


.
WA

Nλ > WA Nx
(3.98)
Nλ < WA Nx

For the case WA > Nλ /Nx , the spume influx is prescribed over a number of
points WA Nx − Nλ in addition to the Nλ wave crest points. The ‘extra’ points
are next to the crests in the downwind direction and distributed with the maxi-

mum possible spacing (e.g. Lx /2 when WA Nx = Nλ +2); for WA Nx > 2Nλ the influx
is also added at the next points downwind from the crests, and so on.

24

The constant in the definition (3.97) of WA has units of (m/s)−3.2, and U10 is in m s−1 .

Chapter 4
Exploration of the hurricane
atmospheric boundary layer
through large-eddy simulation
model components
This chapter presents first results of model development and testing, including examination of the effects of spray upon stability and surface exchange coefficients;
use of a single droplet size range with wind-dependent spray generation and either bulk microphysics or saturation-adjustment phase change schemes; spray-air
heat and momentum fluxes; spray drag based on generation rate; spray fallout;
multiple liquid species representing spume and spray; breaker-induced variation of
local spume generation; dissipative heating and spray-mediated dissipation; and
simulation of a moving wavy boundary.

4.1

Simulating a hurricane atmospheric boundary layer

Before attempting to gauge the effects of sea spray on a hurricane or its ABL,
we need to reasonably simulate a basic HABL without spray in an appropriate
region of the hurricane. Such simulations serve as a basis or as ‘control’ runs for
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Figure 4.1. Simulated domain within a hurricane. Green box shows width and height
of a small (<1 km×1 km) LES domain; length (not shown) is twice the width. (Image
courtesy of NCAR COMET program.)

assessment of the effects of spray, and provide a realistic atmosphere into which
spray will be introduced.

4.1.1

Physical setting and domain-scale physics

A readily simulated portion of the hurricane boundary layer lies outside the eyewall, where rainfall amounts can be small enough to neglect. The LES domain is
situated in a dry band between precipitating bands of deep convection, and has an
area of order 1 km2 and depth of 1 km or less; a sample domain is depicted within
a hurricane in Figure 4.1. The domain follows the hurricane over a period of time
on the order of a day, with the simulated HABL assumed to be quasi-steady over
the course of a few hours or more. The HABL here is near-neutral, capped by
an inversion at a height typically under 1 km, and can be made slightly stable
by subsidence heating or slightly unstable by the ocean-air heat flux. Large-scale
subsidence and horizontal advection of cooler air act to maintain the inversion
and the mean1 potential temperature profile Θ(z), such that Θ(z) can be considered steady. In the mean the velocities are affected by large-scale subsidence, the
divergence of turbulent stresses, and large-scale pressure gradient forces. In an
LES domain whose x-axis is aligned with the azimuthal wind (so that the positive
1

Here the mean is a time average taken over typically one hour or less, common practice
for Θ(z) measured in hurricanes; this mean is a surrogate for the ensemble mean.
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y-direction is toward the eye), the mean velocity budgets reduce to
W

W

∂U
∂uw
1 ∂P
+
= fV −
∂z
∂z
ρ ∂x

1 ∂vw
1 ∂P
U2
∂V
+
= −f U −
−
∂z
ρ ∂z
ρ ∂y
R

(4.1)

(4.2)

where W is the large-scale subsidence and R is the distance of the domain from the
hurricane center (of rotation). For simplicity we now neglect the hurricane-scale
centripetal force U 2/R and cross-domain pressure gradient ∂P/∂y in (4.2), since observations show the lateral (radial) velocity V to be dwarfed by the streamwise (azimuthal) velocity U , and because U 2/R and ∂P/∂y oppose each other; i.e., we do
not assume a gradient wind balance across the relatively narrow LES domain.2
We could prescribe a mean radial (cross-domain) flow, but will instead address
the primary effect of radial flow—the large-scale advection of cool air—by directly
prescribing it in the temperature budget. The Coriolis terms are relatively small
(even without subsidence) because f V h/u2∗  1, and thus there is little turning of

the mean wind over the depth of the simulated ABL.

4.1.2

Initiation of simulation and maintenance of a realistic
HABL

Simulation of a given ABL requires ‘spinning up’ the large-eddy computations from
an initial state. The Navier-Stokes and scalar equations are given initial conditions,
including small random perturbations to the velocity3 and temperature fields at the
lowest four grid levels. The resolved equations are then integrated over a sufficient
time such that their solutions are well-behaved, and any undesirable or unphysical
transients due to the system’s response to the initial conditions have died off (for
more details of the spin-up process see, e.g., Otte and Wyngaard, 2001).
Large-eddy simulation of an HABL should ideally produce a reasonable and
Typical hurricane pressure gradients of 1 mb per km (0.1 N m−3 ) compare to accelerations
of ∼0.1 m s−2, on par with winds U ∼ 50 m s−1 and distances R ∼ 20 km. These both dwarf the
Coriolis force f U in (4.2), giving a cyclostrophic-type balance that includes the turbulent stress
divergence (so-called ‘frictional term’ in hurricane literature) ρ−1 ∂vw/∂z.
3
The random perturbations added to the initial velocity field are made to have zero divergence.
2
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steady mean temperature profile Θ(z). With hurricane-like mean winds (in excess
of 50 ms−1 ) and moderate ocean-air sensible heat fluxes (100 Wm−2 or more), the
simulated boundary layer tends to grow far beyond a depth of 1 km. We cap our
ABL with an inversion and also prescribe a domain-scale divergence divLS to prevent the high winds from eroding the inversion, which induces a mean subsidence
W = −divLS × z

(4.3)

that is strongest at the domain top, z = Lz . Scale-separation arguments allow
this prescription (e.g., see Wang et al., 1998), and the subsidence helps maintain
the inversion through W ∂θm /∂z in the potential temperature budget. The prescribed divergence also causes a large-scale horizontal velocity, but this is negligible
compared to the mean winds.
The LES includes a domain-scale radial advection term in the budget of θm to
simulate large-scale radial heat flux from the domain, without which the prescribed
subsidence would overheat the simulated HABL. The advection is given a vertical
profile




θ̇adv0
ln(z/Lz ) 
2
adv
Θ̇ADV (z) =
sin 0.9π 1 +
H(z −zmin
),
Nz
ln 6

(4.4)

where θ̇adv0 is a parameter input to the LES and H(z) is the Heaviside unit step
function. The normalizing factor N−1
z allows the same θ̇adv0 to give identical total
large-scale advection in differently sized domains. Figure 4.2 displays the domainscale temperature advection profile, normalized to have a maximum value of 1.
The asymmetric functional form and constants in (4.4) were chosen to give realistic temperature profiles and also to keep the large-scale advection from affecting the
capping inversion, other than helping maintain it indirectly. The maximum advection is below the inversion, which starts above 0.5Lz , thus mitigating the heating
adv
due to subsidence. The advection tapers off to zero at z = (zmin
− ∆z) = Lz /8,

chosen so that θ̇ADVLS does not directly affect the lower parts of the domain.

To help stabilize computations and reduce production of unphysical perturbations and reflections from the model top, we use a Rayleigh friction (damping) layer
over the Nz/6 highest grid levels. The damping4 varies linearly with z, from 10%
4

The Rayleigh friction is prescribed as a term −kRd (z)ui on the right-hand side of the NavierStokes equation and −kRd (z)θm in the budget of θm , where kRd (z) varies linearly from 0.1 at
the top of the domain to 0 at z = 56 Nz .
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Figure 4.2. Vertical profile of normalized large-scale advection prescribed by (4.4).

at the top grid level to zero at z = 65 Nz . At the top level of the domain a radiation boundary condition enforces continuity (incompressibility) by adjusting the
vertical velocity (and consequently pressure) field. As in an actual HABL, there is
a thermodynamic balance between large-scale advection, subsidence, and surface
heat flux. Additionally it is desired that the simulated HABL possess realistic
surface vapor flux and sustained relative humidities above 80%, with a relatively
dry top; there must be a reasonable balance for water vapor as well. The model assumes zero fluxes of temperature, scalars, velocity, and subfilter energy at the top.
Periodic boundary conditions are used in the horizontal due to the pseudospectral nature of the code, with the LES relying upon the assumption of horizontal
homogeneity of the simulated ABL fields over the extent of the domain, under
the presumption that the boundary conditions will not affect turbulent statistics
calculated over a given horizontal slice of the domain.
Profiles of temperature and relative humidity are displayed in Figure 4.3 for
a simulated HABL that was used as the basis for several of the spray cases presented in section 4.4. The HABL had wind speeds between 50 and 100 ms−1 , and
the profiles in the figure are calculated from fields of the LES after it had run
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Figure 4.3. Profiles of horizontal-mean potential temperature and humidity for a typical
simulation of the hurricane atmospheric boundary layer.

for 1500 simulated seconds. Both the temperature and humidity profiles are reasonably realistic, similar to the profiles of Ortt and Chen (2006) calculated for
hurricanes Katrina and Rita, for example. Our simulations that include spray are
accomplished by restarting a simulated HABL, such as the one whose profiles are
shown in Figure 4.3, and ‘turning up’ spray generation by multiplying the generated spray influx by a linear function of time which rises from 0 to 1 over a time
interval of 3–5 minutes.

4.2

Impact of non-evaporating spray on stability
and momentum

One of the first tests conducted during development of the LES code was an investigation of the stabilizing effect of sea spray. In this preliminary set of tests, spray
was modeled as negatively buoyant, inert (non-evaporating) scalar that moves with
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the air5 and has a surface flux comparable to observations and spray generation
parameterizations. A crude substitute for fallout is implemented whereby the specific humidity of spray at the bottom grid level (qinert |1 ) is used to limit the surface

flux:

(wqinert )sfc = (wqinert )0




hqinert |1 ixy
1−
;
qmax

(4.5)

an upper limit qmax is placed on the average spray content at the first level.
The preliminary inert spray-loading runs were conducted for mean winds of 20,
50, and 100 m s−1 and nominal spray fluxes representative of hurricane conditions
(5 and 20 g kg−1 m s−1 ) with bottom-level nonevaporating spray amounts qinert |1

limited to either 200 or 50 g kg−1 . A 1 km3 cubic domain was represented with
a 802 -mode by 72-level grid, over a flat surface of roughness z0 =1.5 mm. These inert spray tests showed that moderate amounts of spray can stabilize the boundary
layer, reducing the exchange coefficients of heat and momentum, and thus diminishing the sensible surface heat flux. Figure 4.4 presents an example of the effects
surface exchange coefficient evolution
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Figure 4.4. Effects of inert spray for different wind speeds, spray fluxes, and spray
concentration maxima. Spray introduced at 2000 s.
5

For this ‘heavy’ inert scalar the liquid loading fraction is set to α` = 1.
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of spray on the ‘direct’ heat-exchange coefficient Ch , defined by (3.80). The heavy
scalar decreases Ch by reducing the virtual potential temperature flux (3.87),
(wθv )sfc ' (wθ)sfc − Θ(wqinert )sfc ,
which causes the stability functions ψ (3.84–3.85) to become (more) negative.
Similarly, the buildup of the inert spray decreases the virtual potential temperature
in the boundary layer, demonstrated in Figure 4.5. The loading effect of the spray
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Figure 4.5. Evolution of effective θv for inert spray flux case having near-surface
wind U ∼ 50 m s−1 , with nominal inert spray flux (wqinert )0 = 5 g kg−1 m s−1 beginning
at t = 2000 s.

is evident in a dynamic sense as well, noticably suppressing upward motion and
reducing vertical velocity fluctuations overall; this is shown in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6. Cross-sections of resolved vertical velocity. Top: just before inert ‘spray’
flux becomes nonzero. Bottom: 1000 s later, for an inert ‘spray’ flux of 5 g kg−1 m s−1 .
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4.3

Simulations with one liquid water variable
including spray

Having accomplished large-eddy simulations of hurricane atmospheric boundary
layers that possess realistic temperature, wind and humidity profiles (Section
4.1.2), it becomes possible to test the spray impementation within its intended
context. The first spray tests with evaporating liquid water and condensing vapor
were conducted through modest-resolution LES, implementing the models for liquid slip and fallout, spray drag, the spray generation function, sensible spray-air
heat transfer, and both bulk-microphysics and saturation adjustment phase-change
schemes, with the prognostic liquid water variable q`r representing a single range
of spray sizes. This section presents the results of these spray-testing LES runs.
The simulations use a 2 km×2 km×720 m domain with 362 points in (x, y) and
48 points in z, giving resolutions of 56 m and 15 m in the horizontal and vertical
directions, respectively. Driving winds of 100 m s−1 are imposed upon the domain,
which with (3.1) and a CFL number of 0.75 give a time step of 0.5–0.6 seconds.
The roughness length is set to 3 mm, compatible with Charnock’s relation and
near-neutral stability for the 50-60 m s−1 wind speeds present at the bottom level
of the simulations. The surface temperature is θ sfc= 301 K '27.8◦ C, resulting in an

initial air-sea temperature difference of 2 K.

First a control run was performed without spray, employing a large-scale divergence of 5.5×10−4 s−1 ; this equates to an average subsidence velocity of 20 cm s−1 ,
which is on the high end of Wsubs from large-scale hurricane simulations and obser-

vations, but is still reasonable. The prescribed large-scale advective cooling rate
averaged about 13◦ C per hour over the domain, three or four times larger than
typical measured HABL values; this was necessary to maintain a steady simulated HABL with realistic velocity and temperature profiles. The subsidence and
advection occur only above 120 m, and likely do not influence the effects of the
spray. Although we analytically estimated the magnitudes of large-scale advection
and subsidence required to thermodynamically balance the simulated HABL, initially these parameters needed to be adjusted and fine-tuned by hand through an
exhaustive iterative process in order to achieve a steady and realistic simulation.
Droplets of radius of 200 µm are represented here by q`r , with the spray dis-
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tribution function approximated using a bin width of 200 µm. The Fairall-based
spray generation function (3.62) was employed to diagnose (wq` )sfc based on the
15m winds, using its amplitude at 200 µm multiplied by a factor of roughly 3,
because the integrated spray generation (3.69) can be written
Z

500 µm
1 µm

dF
dr0 ≈ 3
dr0

dF
dr0

× 200 µm

200µm

!

due to the limited bin width. The simulations with spray are accomplished by
restarting the control run fields after 500 seconds (i.e. after the HABL had been
spun up appropriately) and linearly ‘ramping up’ the spray generation function to
its full amplitude over a period of 250 seconds in order to avoid shocks to the LES
model.
The cases presented here allow preliminary examination of the effects of large
spume (200µm) droplets on surface fluxes. The averaged bulk microphysical phase
change scheme (3.32) is used to simulate the effects of large spume without smaller
droplets in one set of cases, while the saturation adjustment scheme is used to
simulate a “quickly evaporating spume” in another set of runs. In the latter case,
which we label ‘QS1,’ the liquid water behaves dynamically as 200µm droplets in
bulk, but evaporates over time scales representative of much smaller spray droplets
due to the AoN scheme. Thus the liquid in case QS1 may evaporate quickly after
coming into thermal equilibrium with (“giving its heat to”) the air subsequent to
its generation. The spume case using the microphysical scheme was also repeated
using 5 times the amplitude of the Fairall-based spray generation function. In the
microphysical scheme we ignore the subfilter supersaturation terms, and denote
the runs using this scheme as ‘BM1’ and ‘BM5.’
200 µm droplets with microphysics-based phase change
Figure 4.7 shows results from the BM1 run. The simulated spume reduces the
horizontal-mean surface wind by an average of about 5% (though the plot in the
figure shows transient effects causing the winds to be comparable at times). The
direct surface-air heat exchange coefficient Ch , diagnosed directly with (3.80) from
the Monin-Obukhov length LMO of the first simulated layer, decreased by less
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than 2%. This is because we used vT /τD , which is ∼ g/2 for 200 µm drops, to
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Figure 4.7. Results of case BM1: spray generation function with 200 µm single-species
representation, bulk-averaged microphysics for phase changes.

The direct virtual temperature flux was not significantly altered by spray influx,
which in turn did not greatly affect the stability nor the exchange coefficients; in
contrast the inert spray tests assumed ‘full’ loading (vT /τs = g). Thus the effect
of the reductions in U1 and Ch is small compared to that of the spray-air sensible
heat transfer. The bottom plot of Figure 4.7 shows an increase of ∼75% in total

sensible heat flux, while the effective flux due to evaporative cooling (not shown)
is more than an order of magnitude less; the effective heat exchange coefficient CH

is affected mainly by the spray-air heat transfer, increasing by more than 50%.
A lingering consequence of the evaporation, i.e. thermodynamic feedback, is
found in the plot of air-sea temperature difference (∆T ≡ T0 − T1 ) in Figure 4.7.

Though one might expect the temperature difference to decrease because of the
spray-to-air sensible heat flux, ∆T increases because evaporative cooling dominates
spray-air heat transfer as the spray generation is ‘ramped up’ over the first 250 s.
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Evaporation cools the air, and as spray generation is increased to its nominal
value and the near-surface air becomes more saturated, sensible heating prevails.
But the dominant sensible heating does not completely erase the earlier effects of
evaporation as a new near-surface HABL equilibrium is established. Physically,
this is consistent with the generation of a relatively larger number of small spray
droplets as the wind speed increases to hurricane values over a given region of
ocean, whereby evaporative cooling dominates spray heating the air. In other words
the ramping-up process, whereby the increase in spray influx is parameterized
linearly in time, appears to crudely simulate the effect of a wind-dependent spray
generation distribution that shifts peak generation to smaller radii at smaller wind
speeds. This effect is overcome in case BM5, where five times the spray generation
rate is used and consequent heating of the air by spray soon reduces the air-sea
temperature difference, as shown in Figure 4.8. The figure also indicates that
for five times the spray generation, direct spray-air heating overcomes the decrease
in ∆T in addition to a ∼10% decrease in U1 , as well as a ∼10% decrease in Ch (not
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Figure 4.8. As in Figure 4.7 but for case BM5: 5×spray generation rate.
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run and the spray-air flux is more than double the surface heat flux, while the total
effect of evaporative cooling (effective flux, over the entire HABL) remains much
smaller. The effect of spray drag has doubled for five times the generation rate, but
is thermodynamically a minor effect compared with direct spray-air heat transfer.
Based on the total sensible heat flux including spray-air transfer less evaporative
cooling, the effective exchange coefficient for heat flux is increased by around 40%.
“Quickly evaporating” spume
Even when the rate of evaporative cooling is comparable to the divergence of sensible spray heat flux, which happens in the quickly-evaporating spume case (QS1),
the presence of spume may still increase the total sensible heat flux. Figure 4.9
displays the contributions to total sensible heat flux for the simulated ‘quickly evaporating’ spume droplets, showing that the effective evaporative cooling flux exceeds
the spray-air heat flux, but an augmented surface-air heat flux compensates. The
increased surface-air flux, however, is due to a large air-sea temperature difference,
surface sensible heat fluxes
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Figure 4.9. Effects of ‘quickly evaporating spume’ upon components of sensible heat
flux for case QS1.
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Figure 4.10. Effects of ‘quickly evaporating spume’ upon lowest-level wind, temperature, and sensible heat flux for case QS1.

which is in turn caused by an unphysicially large amount of initial evaporative
cooling before the spray generation reaches full amplitude.
Figure 4.10 shows the results for the quickly evaporating spume case (QS1),
including a surface-to-air temperature difference almost twice as large as in the
sprayless control run. This is a bit more difficult to defend than the feedback effect (established during the initial ‘ramping-up’ of the generation function) present
in case BM1. In the QS1 runs an unrealistic amount of evaporative cooling occurs over the first few seconds after spray is introduced, because the all-or-nothing
scheme leads to evaporation rates that are dictated by the simulation time step
of ∼ 0.5 s. In the BM1 and BM5 cases the evaporative time scale is roughly 300 s,

consistent with our knowledge that the process of droplet mass (evaporative) equilibration occurs much more slowly than droplet-air temperature equilibration. The

results of QS1, however, do give indication of a thermodynamic feedback that may
be sensitive to the phase-change scheme, but which we presume depends on the
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increasing winds during the hurricane intensification process. As such the spray
case demonstrates the necessity of investigating the impact of increasing winds on
the thermodynamic effects of sea spray, as well as the need to model phase change
with a scheme more accurate than the saturation-adjustment AoN method. Further, since the evaporation time scales for smaller droplets can be much shorter
than tEC for spume (but still orders of magnitude longer than the time step), there
is a need to model sea spray with more than one scalar species.

4.4

Simulations with two species of sea spray

Because one range of droplet sizes contributes the bulk of latent spray fluxes
and another dropelet range is responsible for the vast majority of sensible spray
fluxes (Andreas, 2003), we modified the LES code to treat two liquid water species.
Smaller droplets have faster evaporation rates than large spume droplets, while the
short thermal equilibration time scales for all droplets (compared to phase change
time scales) lead to large droplets (spume) being responsible for most sensible
spray-air heat flux. We delineate between small and large droplets at a radius
of 100 µm, with the specific humidity of the smaller species of liquid water hereafter denoted qjr (the j is for ‘jet’) and droplets of radii between 100 and 500 µm
represented by the variable q`r .
For spray droplets of 100–500 µm radii, using (3.61) gives a spray influx of
(wq` )sfc

ρw
= eff
ρa

Z

500µm
100µm

4 3 dF
ρw
πr0
dr0 ' eff 5.4×10−7 u2.7
∗ .
3
dr0
ρa

(4.6)

Droplets with radii in the 1–100 µm range have a species generation rate about a
quarter as large as the q`r generation rate given by (4.6):
(wqj )sfc

ρw
= eff
ρa

Z

100µm
1µm

4 3 dF
ρw
πr0
dr0 ' eff 1.2×10−7 u∗2.7 ,
3
dr0
ρa

(4.7)

where the constants in both (4.6) and (4.7) have units of m−1.7 s1.7 . The rangeaverage rates of evaporation and condensation must also be calculated. For a
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droplet range {rmin , rmax }, using (3.24)–(3.28) produces
q̇

CE

=

Z

rmax
rmin

r
4πρw G(θm
, pr ; r)S r n(r)r dr

' 4πρw G

†

r
(θm
, P )(qvr −qsr )

Z

(4.8)

rmax

fv (r)n(r)r dr,
rmin

.
r
where G† (θrm , P ) ≡ G(θm
, P ; r) fv (r) and the ventilation factor fv (r) is given
by (3.28). The rate of phase change (4.8) is affected by fv (r) differently for q`r

than for qjr ; as shown in Appendix A, ventilation has a minor effect (∼7%) on the
small spray species, but for the large spume fv increases the evaporation rate by
more than a factor of 2. Using the definitions of specific humidity and number density for each species and integrating, the rates of phase change may be expressed
in terms of qjr and q`r (Appendix A):
q̇jCE ≈

r
r
3qjr
r
r (qv −qs )
GS
≈
q
j
rj2
40 s

(4.9)
q̇`CE ≈

0.38q`r
GS r
2
r`

≈

(q r −q r )
q`r v s ,
2350 s

Thus we see that q`r contributes much less to evaporation and latent flux than
does qjr , since q`r does not exceed qjr by a factor of two or three, and is generally
smaller.6
Initial tests and adjustment of domain-scale parameters
As with the single-species BM cases of the previous section using microphysicsbased phase change, the initial LES with two spray variables q`r and qjr were run
using both the nominal value and five times the original spray generation rate.
But in addition to the phase change and generation rate modifications outlined
above, the large-scale parameters were adjusted towards observed values—to the
greatest extent possible through dozens of HABL balancing simulations—in order
6

In simplifying (4.9) to make this point, we have used P = 950 mb and θ = 301.5 K to obtain
the time constants of 40 s and 2350 s. The LES code calculates the actual time scale t CE based
r
on P (z) and T r (θm
) using (3.31), which for HABL conditions causes the constants to vary several
percent from the numerical values on the far-right side of (4.9).
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to represent more realistic conditions.
The large-scale subsidence averaged over the inversion was reduced by 20%
to 16 cm s−1 (maximum of 32 cm s−1 at domain top), and the domain-scale advective
cooling rate was reduced to 10◦ C per hour. These reductions were possible due in
part to adjusting the surface temperature by 0.8 K to a more realistic (common)
value of 301.8 K, which leads to an sea-air temperature difference after spinup
of 1.5 K, or 0.5 K less than in the previous single-species runs. The surface roughness scale z0 was also changed from 3 mm to 0.5 mm in order to reduce the direct
surface exchange coefficients (3.80–3.83) to more commonly accepted values; the
sprayless neutral drag coefficient and the direct sea-air heat exchange coefficient7
were each decreased by 20%, to Cd0 =0.0017 and Ch0 =0.0023, respectively. Otherwise the resolution, domain, driving wind, and other conditions were the same as
the single-bin 200 µm cases of Section 4.3. Results for both the 1× and 5× spray
generation case are presented in Figures 4.11–4.12.
The two-species cases produced results which somewhat parallel the singlespray runs, differing mostly because of the improved large-scale parameters, especially the increased surface temperature. As shown in Figure 4.11, the higher θ sfc
resulted in diminished air-sea temperature difference, which led to a decrease in
the magnitude of sensible heat flux. Because of the smaller spray species and its
shorter evaporative time scale, the two-species runs had more evaporation than
the single-species BM cases, but less than the quickly-evaporating spume; this
makes sense since the evaporation time scale of 40 s for qj is an order of magnitude
smaller than the time scale for 200 µm droplets (300 s) but two orders of magnitude longer than the effective time scale associated with saturation adjustment.
dF
Like the QS1 and BM1 cases, two-species runs that use 1× dr
result in roughly
0

double the sensible heat flux compared to the corresponding sprayless case (again
with adjusted large-scale paramters). However, as in the BM5 case, there is not
much of a change in air-sea temperature difference, and direct spray-air transfer is
responsible for most of the increase in total sensible heat flux.
The contributions of small-droplet evaporation and spume-related sensible heating can put into context by considering the total enthalpy flux (wh)0 from the
7

Here “sprayless,” “neutral,” and “direct” are used to describe the coefficients involved only
in direct surface-to-air transfer (without phase change or spray flux), with neutral stability such
that ψh =ψm =0 in (3.80) and (3.83).
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Figure 4.11. Results for two species of spray, with adjusted large-scale advection Θ̇ADV
and subsidence W . Generation function at both nominal and five times nominal strength.

surface and due to spray. The total enthalpy flux
(wh)tot = cmix
p (wθ)tot + Lv (wqv )tot =

HKtot
ρmix

(4.10)

is comprised of sensible and latent heat fluxes, where cmix
is the heat capacity of
p
the air-vapor-liquid mixture. The total effective potential temperature flux (wθ) tot
is calculated by adding the effective θ-flux of spray-air heat exchange to the surface
flux (wθ)0 . In (4.10) the total effective vapor flux (wqv )tot is found by summing
the spray evaporation over all z, converting the sum to an effective vapor flux,8
and adding this evaporative flux to the surface vapor flux (wqv )0 . The total enthalpy flux is plotted in Figure 4.12, along with the sensible and latent components cmix
p (wθ)tot and Lv (wqv )tot . As seen in the figure, the total enthalpy flux is
increased by about 20% in this case. The gain in total enthalpy flux is mostly
due to the increased sensible heat flux, because both the control run and spray
8

The effective vapor flux due to evaporation is calculated by multiplying the total amount of
spray evaporated in a time step by the ratio ∆z/∆t, where ∆t is the time step.
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Figure 4.12. Total enthalpy fluxes for case of two species of spray with adjusted largescale parameters and original values of spray generation function.

run had a nominal surface latent heat flux set to 720 W m−2 . These values for
total enthalpy flux are actually a bit understated, because only the first level was
considered in the evaporative flux calculation.
Following from the enthalpy calculations we are able to compute the effective
heat exchange coefficients, inverting the bulk flux relations and using the total
latent and sensible fluxes:
CH =

CL = C E =

−(wθ)tot
(U1 − U sfc )(Θ1 − Θ0 )
−(wqv )tot


r
(U1 − U sfc ) hqv |1 ixy − qs (Θ0 )

(4.11)

(4.12)

where Θ1 denotes the average temperature at the first grid level, Θ0 is the prescribed surface temperature, and the surface speed is included for generality, but
is zero in this case over a stationary rough boundary. These exchange coefficients
are shown in Figure 4.13 for both the 1× and 5× spray generation cases, as well
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Figure 4.13. Effective heat exchange coefficients for runs having two species of spray,
with adjusted large-scale parameters. Generation function at nominal and five times
original strength.

as the total effective enthalpy exchange coefficient
CK =

(wh)tot
(U1 − U sfc ) (hh1 ixy − h0 )

(4.13)

cmix
p (wθ)tot + Lv (wqv )tot

.
=
mix
r
cp (Θ1 −Θ0 ) + Lv hqv |1 ixy − qs (Θ0 )
From the figure we can see for the 1× spray generation case that the effective
sensible heat coefficient CH tends toward 0.003, but levels off; this is consistent
with recent observations and calculations (Emanuel and Black, 2005). Meanwhile
the enthalpy coefficient CK increases by about 20%, levelling off around 1.5×10−3 ;
this value would again be larger were the evaporation tracked over the entire ABL,
which is done in later runs with updated and improved LES code. Even when
the spray generation rate is multiplied by a factor of five the effective sensible
and latent heat exchange coefficients are still of order 10−3 , with CK under 0.003.
The effect of increasing winds upon these coefficients will be examined in a later
section.
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Figure 4.14. Horizontal-mean profiles of potential temperature and liquid water specific
humidity for case of two species of spray with adjusted large-scale parameters. Black
and red lines are 500 and 1500 s, respectively, after spray flux initiated. Right hand side:
solid lines are q`r , dotted lines are small-droplet specific humidity qjr .

Another interesting aspect of two-species spray simulation is the persistence
of small spray droplets due to near-saturation of the lower HABL. The saturated
lower levels allow transport of qjr to altitudes approaching the temperature inversion, evidenced by the hqjr ixy profiles in Figure 4.14. As shown in that figure, the
concentrations of lighter spray away from the surface increase over a time scale on

the order of dozens of minutes, possibly ‘stretching’ the thermodynamic feedback
loop over a larger vertical extent by evaporating. This is in contrast to the larger
spume which stays near the surface or leaves the domain due to its larger fall speed,
and which reaches an equilibrium profile within minutes. This phenomenon merits
investigation within the context of increasing winds, and is explored in Chapter 5.
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4.5

Spray-air momentum transfer

The LES code deals with liquid water by solving budgets for specific humidity. The
humidity variables represent populations of droplets of various sizes, droplets which
move at speeds different from the carrier fluid. The resultant air-water momentum
transfer, due to acceleration of new spray by the wind and spray drag (including
liquid loading), is modeled in the horizontal and vertical carrier-phase momentum
budgets by sink terms that depend on liquid specific humidity or its flux.

4.5.1

Liquid loading and vertical spray drag

Variation of the liquid loading fraction α` (3.78) modifies the virtual potential temperature flux by changing the liquid influx contribution to the buoyancy flux into
the lowest grid level of the LES. Through the application of similarity theory (the
so-called meteorological boundary condition) α` can alter the friction velocity and
heat flux, consequently affecting the stability or stratification above the simulated
surface and the exchange coefficients.
The effect of α` upon the exchange coefficients, which happens by way of the
connection between spray generation rate and near-surface stability represented
through the Monin-Obukhov length LMO (3.86), turns out to be minor. Under the
premise that spray slightly stabilizes the high-wind (almost neutral) near-surface
layer of the HABL, the stably stratified versions of the direct surface exchange
coefficients (3.80–3.83) both have similarity functions (3.84–3.85) equal to ψ =
−4.7z1 /LM O , and only weakly depend upon α` through the spray-modified surface

flux of virtual potential temperature (wθv )sfc . For example the direct (surface-toair without spray contributions) heat exchange coefficient (3.80) becomes
Ch =


k 2 0.74

2
ln(z1/z0 ) + 4.7z1 /LMO



k 2 0.74
(wθ)sfc − α` Θ0 (wq` )sfc
≈
1+
,
Θ0 u3∗ /kz1 g
ln2 (z1 /z0 )

by way of a binomial expansion that exploits ln(z1/z0 )  5z1 /LMO for near-neutral

conditions, LES resolutions ∆z = 2z1 ∼2–20 m, and ocean roughnesses z0 ∼1 mm.
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Since Θ0 (wq` )sfc  (wθ)sfc , and for two-species spray generation the total liquid

influx from (4.6) and (4.7) is (wq` )sfc ≈ (0.66 g kg−1 m s−1 )u3∗ , the heat exchange

coefficient is approximately

(0)

Ch ≈ C h

h

1 − 0.019α`

i

(4.14)


(0)
where Ch ≡ k 2 0.74 ln2 (z1/z0 ). Thus we expect variation of α` , which is no larger

than 1, to directly modify the exchange coefficient by only a percent or so.

Figure 4.15 displays results of two cases having α` of 0.5 and 0.05, respectively.
The 642 ×48 runs are done in a (2 km)2 ×720 m domain over a flat rough surface

again having z0 =0.5 mm, with mean winds of 50–99 ms−1 and dF/dr0 calculated

from the wind 10 m above the surface.9 The change in α` helps to induce deviations
in wind speed, near-surface air temperature, and sensible heat flux, but these minor
deviations behave like transients and do not contribute much in a cumulative
50 and 200 micron species, 1x generation function dF/dr(U)
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Figure 4.15. Comparison of results using different liquid loading fractions α` .
9

If necessary, the horizontal mean wind 10 m above a flat surface (or above wave crests) is
calculated by log-law interpolation based on the roughness, and constrained for the case above
waves to direct interpolation between two vertical levels.
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sense. Figure 4.15 shows that for a case where spray loading contributes little
to the surface virtual heat flux (α` =0.05), the near-surface mean wind and air
temperature—and consequently the total sensible heat flux including spray-to-air
heat transfer—follow the results from the α` =0.5 case rather closely.
Liquid loading most directly affects the vertical velocity field, which is presented in Figure 4.16. The figure displays the laterally averaged vertical velocity
fields 1500 s after restart, with the visualization of the fields including a secondorder interpolation scheme that fills in variations between grid points (in effect

Figure 4.16. Cross-sections of vertical velocity field for spray-loading fractions
of α` =0.5 (top) and α` =0.05 (bottom).
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approximating the subfilter vertical velocity).10 In light of the weak dependence
of Ch upon α` predicted by (4.14), we expect the effect of α` upon wr to be subtle.
Indeed Figure 4.16 demonstrates that changing α` by a factor of ten does not have
a large impact upon the velocity field, in contrast to the visible effects of crude
‘inert spray’ (negatively buoyant scalar) in section 4.2. This is primarily due to the
simple inert spray scheme resulting in liquid water amounts an order of magnitude
larger than those predicted using the Andreas-Fairall generation function for two
liquid species (4.6–4.7) in a realistic simulated HABL. But the figure does show
some difference between the vertical velocity fields, with the α` =0.5 and α` =0.05
cases demonstrating that an increase in the surface-flux liquid loading, when modeled through α` , results in slightly broader and more intense vertical motions. This
point is corroborated somewhat by Figure 4.17, which shows vertical profiles of the
second and third moments of w r calculated by averaging over the horizontal plane.
Increased α` result in smaller variances of w r , corresponding roughly perhaps to

z (m)

broader vertical motions. The amount of surface-flux loading α` has an indirect
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Figure 4.17. Second and third moment of vertical velocity field w r , for liquid (spray)
loading fractions α` =0.5 [red], α` =0.05 [blue], and without spray [black].
10

The TV visualization routine in the IDL visualization and analysis platform (Interactive
Data Language, Research Systems, Inc.) employs a two-dimensional nearest-neighbor scheme to
smoothly display a two-dimensional array or image.
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impact on the skewness of vertical velocity, more so above the second or third grid
point; higher α` appears to lead to a narrower distribution of vertical velocity near
the surface, but is related to more frequent intense motions above the surface layer.
The latter effect—and the larger change in skewness of w r for slight loading than
for α` =0.5—seem to indicate that slight damping of vertical motion at the bottom
level through loading can lead to a compensating increase in intense vertical motions just above, while the vertical damping due to more significant loading may
effectively reach higher and offset compensatory sorts of ‘bursts,’ on average.
More importantly, spray runs have smaller variances of w r than the sprayless
control runs, indicative of the suppression of vertical motion by the presence of
liquid—due not to α` , but primarily due to spray drag. Figure 4.17 demonstrates
that at the lowest grid levels, there is more variation in w r without spray, as the
variance (wr )2

xy

near the surface is larger in the sprayless case; spray appears to

smooth the near-surface flow by yet another mechanism.
Vertical momentum transfer and model limitations
Interactions between the two phases implemented in the LES are two-way in the
sense that the liquid specific humidity q`r (x, y, z) directly affects the air velocity uri (x, y, z) through drag, while air motions in turn determine the fluxes and motion of simulated liquid. In reality, three physical mechanisms arise from air-liquid
interaction and act together to affect the vertical velocity of both phases (Bosse
et al., 2006). The slip of relatively dense liquid leads to preferential concentration,
where droplet inertia tends to cause liquid to accumulate in regions of low vorticity and high shear, and ‘preferential sweeping,’ whereby droplets tend to move
toward regions where the carrier-fluid is moving downward (Wang and Maxey,
1993). These two effects can be reproduced in two-phase simulations with merely
one-way interaction.
The bulk implementation of water and limited resolution of the LES can, however, diminish its ability to reproduce the two above effects of multiphase interaction. For example, the cases described earlier in this section do not consistently exhibit coincident regions of low vorticity and high liquid humidity, as
shown in Figure 4.18 for the α` =0.5 case. This is due to the modest resolution (∆ ∼24 m) together with the high-speed flow being simulated over a flat and
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Figure 4.18. Cross-sections of vertical vorticity [color] and total liquid water specific
humidity q` +qj [contours] averaged across domain (over y) for α` =0.5 case. White area
above 500 m is ABL-capping temperature inversion.

relatively smooth surface, which in fact limits the existence of localized regions of
small vorticity (higher resolution cases over waves, presented in later sections, give
more realistic results).
The the third mechanism affecting the vertical velocity of both phases is the
aggregate effect of large liquid (droplet) amounts in contiguous grid volumes, which
collectively increase the local downward velocity of the carrier fluid (Bosse et al.,
2006). A ‘cluster’ of grid volumes with large liquid content can behave analogously
to a bunch of droplets, acting like a large pseudoparticle that has a total fall speed
larger than that of a single droplet (Aliseda et al., 2002) while having the same v T .
Simulation of this mechanism requires two-way interaction of modeled phases, and
our LES can replicate its effects. For the cases shown earlier in this section, such as
the α` =0.5 results in Figure 4.18, the gradient of laterally-averaged liquid specific
humidity is essentially vertical (as is the unaveraged water amount q`r +qjr , to a
good degree). Thus the ‘clustering’ effect amounts to little more than simple liquid
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loading, which, as described earlier, helps supress vertical velocity fluctuations near
the surface.

4.5.2

Horizontal drag

The previous chapter (section 3.2.2) introduced three parameterizations for the
transfer of horizontal momentum from the wind to newly generated spray. The
first two parameterizations model the kinematic drag force exerted by spray upon
the wind at the lowest level of the domain through the term vi q`r/tD in the horizontal
momentum budgets, where
vi


ur −ci
q`r
1 − e−tres/tD
= −q`r i
tD
tres

{i = 1, 2} ;

(3.42)

the droplet residence time is modeled as either a droplet ‘fall time’
tres = A1/3 /vT

(3.44)

or as the time taken for a spume droplet to collide with the next wave crest,

tres = λsfc (U|z1−cw ) .

(3.46)

The third model for horizontal spray drag adds to the carrier-phase momentum
budget a deceleration that is based on the spray generation rate,
−(v1 q̇`r )
(wq` )sfc
= (cw −U1 )
.
(1+qv )
∆z

(3.48)

The three parameterizations for horizontal spray drag were each employed
in 642×48-point HABL simulations using the same input parameters as the set

of runs considered previously: winds of 50–99 ms−1 over a surface with z0 =0.5 mm,

with resolution 31×31×15 m). Figure 4.19 presents results of the three runs, displaying time series of the low-level mean wind, air-sea temperature difference, and
total sensible heat flux from the surface including spray-air heat transfer. The
figure shows that all three drag prescriptions significantly reduce the near-surface
wind, with the A1/3 -based prescription affecting the wind less than the other two
models. Consequently the A1/3 -based model initially affects the lowest-level temperature the least, but the smaller initial reduction in air-sea temperature difference
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50 and 200 micron species, 1x Andreas-Fairall generation function (u*) from flat surface.
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Figure 4.19. Results from simulations using three parameterizations for horizontal
spray drag, (3.42)–(3.48).

leads—after a thermodynamic HABL balance is re-established—to larger air-sea
temperature differences and greater sensible heat fluxes. Use of the other two drag
models, based on (wq` )sfc and λsfc respectively, leads to comparable results for wind
speed, temperature, and heat flux.
Consistent with the previous plots, Figure 4.20 demonstrates that the drag
parameterization based on A1/3 should have a much smaller influence on the LES
than the other two parameterizations. The left-hand graph (Fig. 4.20a) displays
the time evolution of the drag predicted by each spray-air deceleration model,
showing the tres (A1/3 )-based prescription gives the smallest values for spray drag.
These drag values are about one-eighth as large as the drag v1 q̇`r calculated using the spray generation rate, which is in turn about one-fourth as large as the
drag generated by the tres (λsfc )-based parameterization. Considering (3.42), the
relative sizes of the drag for the vi q`r/tD models is not surprising; since the drag
is proportional to vT U q`r/A1/3 ∼ vT q`r/U for the tres (A1/3 ) model, but the drag goes
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as U 2 q`r /λsfc when the residence time is tres (λsfc ), the λsfc -based model gives larger
drag for all wind speeds of interest.11 The A1/3 -based drag is not necessarily always

much smaller than the spray influx-based drag, which goes as (U−cw )(wq` )sfc ∆z;
while A1/3 tends to be several times larger than ∆z for typical LES resolutions, for

greater concentrations of large-droplet species (having bigger vT ) occurring over
waves (whose cw reduces the surface-air velocity difference) the drag parameterization (3.42) based on tres (A1/3 ) can be larger than v1 q̇`r (3.48). But such a situation
may be unlikely, since large values of q`r are improbable when U1 and (wq` )sfc are
not relatively large. A possible situation could be the anamolous (localized) decrease of winds caused by somewhat sudden (or local) weakening of (part of) the
cyclone, but further examination is beyond the scope of the present work.
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Figure 4.20. Kinematic drag force exerted upon the air due to acceleration of spray
at first grid level above level surface. (a) Results of LES spray acceleration parameterizations: solid is model (3.48) based on spray influx, dotted blue line is tres (λsfc )-based
drag, and green dashed line is drag based on tA90
res (A1/3 ). (b) Comparison to divergence of Andreas (2004) spray-stress model (2.12), τsp (z)/∆z. Red is τsp (∆z)/∆z, dashed
line is τsp (z1 )/∆z, and dotted line is U1 (wq` )sfc /z1 .
11

The λsfc -based spray acceleration is smaller than that predicted by the tres (A1/3 ) model for
wind speeds smaller than [(0.015 ms−2 )vT λsfc ]1/3 , which is about 10 ms−1 or less.
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Comparison to existing parameterizations of spray stress
Figure 4.20b presents the effective deceleration predicted by the Andreas (2004)
model for spray stress (2.12), calculated by approximating the stress divergence:
dividing the stress by the vertical depth ∆z over which the stress ‘acts,’ the same
method used by the LES code to calculate surface fluxes.
For the cases shown, which have near-surface total liquid water specific humidities (q`r + qjr ) ∼10–50 g kg−1 and wind-to-surface velocity differences greater

than 50 ms−1 , the drag model based on tres (λsfc ) gives values about 25% smaller
than theAndreas (2004) formulation (2.12) evaluated at the first grid level, τsp (z1 )/∆z.
Given the difficult and somewhat arbitrary nature of defining tres (λsfc ), these two
parameterizations can be considered roughly equivalent in their effect.
The (wq` )sfc -based drag is one-third of τsp (z1 )/∆z, or about half the spray stressdivergence evaluated at ∆z, shown in Figure 4.20b by the coincidence of τsp (∆z)/∆z
and (wq` )sfc U1/z1 . One could argue the use of the Andreas (2004) τsp at ∆z instead of z1 = 21 ∆z (mid-grid), and justify such use by noting the errors involved in
applying similarity and an exponential height profile to derive the z-dependence
of τsp (2.12).
In light of this and the uncertainty involved in our first-order approach to v 1 q̇`r —
such as ignoring the large fluctuations in residence times for similarly sized spray,
dynamics of the spume ‘injection’ process, and droplet collisions—we choose to
use a version of the horizontal spray acceleration parameterization (3.48) in the
remaining simulations. This choice is also made for the sake of physical consistency, since the momentum loss from air accelerating newly-generated spray should
depend on the rate of creation of new spray used by the LES. The dimensional
form of τsp is consistent with the spray generation function used, but is empirically
based on observations and may not be completely consistent with the spray influx
implemented in terms of u∗ or U1 and over waves or flat rough surfaces. Because of


the consistency between τsp (∆z) ∆z and (wq` )sfc U1 z1 , and their predictions falling

between the λsfc -based model for drag and (wq` )sfc U1/∆z, the form (3.48) is used
but with the divergence approximated over a depth z1 :
(cw −U1 )(wq` )sfc
−(v1 q̇`r )
=
,
r
(1+qv )
z1

(4.15)
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which is just (3.48) multiplied by two.

4.6

Dissipative heating

While the mesoscale hurricane simulations of Zhang and Altshuler (1999) suggest
that dissipative heating is minor except at “more extreme wind speeds” in excess
of 60 ms−1 , the LES dissipation based on subfilter energy e leads to a heating
rate θ̇ which is significant at lower wind speeds—especially over waves, which
enhance e. Not only is θ̇ significant, but at LES resolutions it is large enough
near the surface that we must account for the heat capacity of the adjacent ocean,
done with (3.59). For example Figure 4.21 displays the plane-averaged air-sea
temperature difference over a flat boundary for three sprayless simulations, two
including θ̇ and one without dissipative heating. The details of the runs are as
before, but on a coarser 482 ×36 grid (42×42×20 m resolution).
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Figure 4.21. Comparison of results without dissipative heating (black), with simple
dissipative heating (red), and with θ̇ modeled to include ocean heat capacity (blue).
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For the run which includes dissipative heating but ignores the ocean as a heat
sink (i.e. taking ceff
p = c` ), the simulated ABL temperature increases steadily over
time. This is due to the dissipation being continually driven by large subfilter
energy e at the first grid level, which is fed by the substantial shear associated
with high winds. Although the relatively crude resolution of these cases leads to
larger subfilter energy (through the  ∝ ∆−1 dependence), the three runs use a flat
bottom boundary, which results in near-surface dissipation values much smaller
than those calculated over a wavy boundary.
In the other two runs, one without dissipative heating and one with θ̇ modified for the adjacent ocean’s heat capacity, the simulated HABL reaches a thermodynamic balance by 3500 s; this is corroborated by the air-sea temperature
difference plots in Figure 4.21. All three runs produce quasi-steady wind profiles by 3000 s (1500 s after restart), but in the case with dissipative heating, not
accounting for the ocean causes θ̇ (e) to drive the simulated HABL out of thermodynamic balance—such that the lower atmosphere becomes warmer than the ocean
surface within an hour. Thus the model (3.59) for ocean-augmented low-level heat
capacity is employed in the rest of our simulations.

4.7

Inclusion of wavy ocean-air interface

An important part of the LES modifications is the inclusion of a more realistic
lower boundary, since the presence of a three-dimensional surface can have zeroorder effects on temperature, momentum, and water fluxes—as well as potentially
changing the dynamics of the entire ABL.

4.7.1

Spatial variation of spray generation

In order to simulate the effect of breaking waves, the code was modified to concentrate spume generation and the resultant sensible heat transfer in the vicinity
of wave crests, as outlined in section 3.5.3. The effect of concentrating spume production at wave crests was tested both over a flat surface, with (wq` )0 concentrated
where the crests would be, and over waves. The tests produce slightly different outcomes with and without waves, for modest resolution simulations (48×48×64 points
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Figure 4.22. Comparison of total sensible heat fluxes over a flat rough surface, for
cases with spume fluxes concentrated at crests (red), distributed along waves (green),
and case without spray (blue).

over a 2 km×2 km×720 m domain) and wind speeds ranging from 65 ms−1 near the
surface to 100 ms−1 higher up. Results over a flat surface are displayed in Fig-

ure 4.22. Overall, the concentration of spume production at crest points resulted
in a decrease of about 10% in total sensible heat flux. The spatial distribution
of spume did not systematically affect the mean winds, and tended to increase
the air-sea temperature difference by up to a few percent. The small reduction
in heat flux is due to local heating of the air by spray, but this effect is greatly
diminished over wave crests that move within the domain. Over waves moving
at typical swell speeds (cw ∼ 20m s−1 ), such reductions in sensible heat flux (and
air-sea temperature difference) are an order of magnitude smaller.

4.7.2

Fields over simulated interface

As with the other modeled physics in the LES code, the modeled ocean-air transition was thoroughly tested, perhaps more so than any other piece of physics or
parameterization used by the LES. While the simulated ocean boundary has a
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flow-through character and is rather simple, tests have shown it to be able to reproduce dynamic effects of waves, such as the first-order modulation of the vertical
velocity field.
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Figure 4.23. Laterally averaged, unsmoothed vertical velocity field hw r iy (x, z) for test
case over stationary wavy surface (black line, as in Figure 3.3) with hwave = ∆z=15 m,
U =5 m s−1 .

For example, Figure 4.23 shows a snapshot of the resolved vertical velocity
field for a test case having mean winds U =5 ms−1 over stationary waves of wavelength λsfc = 125 m and amplitude hwave equal to the vertical grid spacing. This simple non-hurricane test case uses an 803 -point domain and resolution of 40×40×15 m,

with surface ‘forcing’ applied only at or below the second grid level. The displayed

vertical velocity has been averaged over the domain width Ly (for smoothness and
clarity), and exhibits the wave-induced up-and-down motion one would expect.
For high wind speeds over even marginally resolved waves, the wavy surface
model produces significant, reasonable effects upon the velocity field. Figure 4.24
demonstrates this point, displaying the resolved vertical velocity for a poorly resolved high-wind (U =65–100m s−1 ) case. With just six grid points per wavelength,
a wave height of 45 m, and vertical grid spacing ∆z=20 m, the simulated waves
induce vertical motions that are not unrealistic.
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Figure 4.24. Laterally averaged vertical velocity field for poorly-resolved high-wind
case over waves. Black lines indicate normalized forcing function value of 0.7.

4.7.3

Stress and subfilter momentum flux over waves

The friction velocity may be defined over waves in several manners, with the
complex ocean-air interface—perhaps better labeled as the ocean-air transition—
adding further ambiguity and difficulty to definition of u∗ . Two methods were
implemented in the LES code to treat momentum transfer between air and waves,
with use of either implementation specifiable at run-time through a new input
parameter.
As described in Chapter 3, the first method employed to deal with wave-air
momentum flux is essentially a plane-averaged application of local similarity theory
along waves, a simple implementation that exploits the emulsion-like nature of the
ocean-air transition in high-wind conditions. The stress condition used over a flat
surface is applied at the level of wave crests, to within a constant of order 1 based
on the wave slope hwave /λsfc .
The other method employed to handle subfilter stresses near the wavy interface
allows grid points contiguous to the simulated interface (where the forcing function
is nonzero) to experience subfilter stresses due to the velocity field at the interfacial
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points—as if all points were part of the same fluid. This is coordinated with use
of an eddy diffusivity Km (x, y, z; q`r ) which has been modified to depend upon the
local liquid water specific humidity field q`r , with the diffusivity Km diminished
according to the framework of liquid-induced static stability. The subfilter stress
above the interface is thus obtained by interaction between above-surface grid
points and points within the ocean-air transition, the latter being places where
motion is retarded according to a prescribed wave speed via the interfacial forcing
function (3.89).
The latter method, while implemented and tested extensively, has given results
that are not always consistent. The results are at times incompatible with similarity theory, which is consistent with recent observations (Drennan et al., 2007); but
the M-O incompatibility is inconsistent, and notable in at least one set of tests over
shallow waves where the log-law condition should hold. We deemed the ‘direct’
immersed-subfilter implementation to require more tuning, and is consequently not
used in the runs presented here. The similarity theory over flat rough surfaces is
applied for the cases described here, again rationalized by the emulsion-like nature
of the air-ocean transition at high wind speeds.

Chapter 5
Model results and evaluation
5.1

Large-eddy simulations using the full hurricane atmospheric boundary layer model

Our LES model of the hurricane atmospheric boundary layer now includes:
• realistic large-scale maintenance of the HABL, over a
• moving wavy ocean-air interface;
• generation of multiple species of sea spray;
• treatment of spray-air heat transfer;
• two-way phase change based on microphysics for each droplet species;
• liquid loading (vertical spray drag) and spray “fallout” from the domain;
• air-liquid momentum transfer based on the spray generation rate;
• subfilter fluxes of liquid modified to account for droplet inertia;
• spume generation and associated spray-air heat transfer at wave crests based
on wind-dependent areal coverage of whitecaps;

• enhanced dissipation of kinetic energy and associated dissipative heating due
to droplet accelerations and droplet-scale wakes; and

• local modification of dissipative heating per liquid content and the presence
of the ocean.

This chapter provides results from HABL simulations that use the LES model with
all the above features, herein referred to as the ‘full’ model.
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5.1.1

Simulations of the HABL at modest resolution

Using the full LES model, we conducted simulations to investigate enthalpy fluxes
in the spray-laden HABL, including the wind-dependence of spray-mediated fluxes
and the effects of varying the spray generation rate. We first consider a set of simulations that use the same domain size and modest resolution (64×64×48 points over a
2 km×2 km×720 m domain) as the final cases of the previous chapter, with separate

runs accomplished using 0.2, 1, and 5 times the spray generation function (3.62)

for the surface fluxes of qjr and q`r . Again, the specific humidities qjr and q`r represent mass fractions of 30–200 µm and 200–500 µm droplets, respectively. Driving
winds for these runs ranged from 100 to 150 ms−1 , resulting in streamwise velocities of ∼45–75 ms−1 at the first level (7.5 m) above the simulated ocean-air

transition. The waves comprising the lower interface have amplitude hwave =45 m,
wavelength 250 m, and phase speed of 20 m s−1 (determined by dispersion relation)
in the direction of the mean wind. The runs are restarted at time t = 1500 s from
the same spun-up HABL fields as in the previous chapter, but with nonzero wave
forcing Fsfc (3.89) in the bottom three levels of the domain. Figure 5.1 contains
results from this set of runs, including the plane-averaged wind speed U1 at the
first level above wave crests, air-sea temperature difference ∆T , and total sensible
heat flux HStot . The values shown in all three plots stabilize after 1500 s or less,
the time needed for the simulated HABL to reach a quasi-steady state after the
introduction of wave forcing or initiation of spray generation.
The influence of spray drag is evident in the Figure 5.1 plot of U1 versus time,
with low-level mean winds changing by ±20% when the spray generation rate

is increased or reduced by a factor of five. From the U 3.41 -dependence of the
spray generation rate (3.62) and the form (3.48) used for horizontal drag, one
might expect a proportionality between wind speed relative to the moving boundary (∆U ≡ U1 −cw ) and (dF/dr0 )1/3.41 ; indeed, for three spray runs having a pre-

scribed geostrophic velocity ug =102 m s−1 and generation rates of one-fifth, one,
and five times the nominal rate, along with a sprayless run where ∆U =0, the

lowest-level horizontal-mean wind U1 roughly fits the form

1/3.41
dF/dr0
U1 ≈ U1 ns − 0.3(∆U ) ns ×
dF/dr0 |nom

(5.1)
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Figure 5.1. Low-level plane-averaged wind speed, air-sea temperature difference, and
total sensible heat flux for moderate-resolution cases.

where dF/dr0 |nom is the nominal generation rate and |ns denotes values from corresponding runs without spray. Both the limited number of data points (four)

and the better fit provided by other forms of ∆U (dF/dr0 ) may appear to weaken
support for such a dependence,1 but given the complex nature of the problem,
perhaps (5.1) is not a poor start. For instance, the complicating effects of sprayinduced static stability can be crudely contained in the coefficient given as 0.3
in (5.1), but more data is needed to refine such a relationship.
Several compensating effects are present in the plots of Figure 5.1, some acting
as part of a self-regulating dynamical feedback. Decreasing the strength of the
spray generation function leads to decreased spray drag and larger near-surface
winds, which in turn cause larger spray generation rates. Spray-induced stable
stratification counteracts this self-limiting (negative) feedback, since smaller spray
amounts lead to less stratification, thus ‘rougher’ flow and reduced winds. For diminished spray influx the initial spray-to-air sensible heat transfer is also smaller,
1

h
 .
dF
dF
15 dr
For example, the form ∆U ' (∆U )ns × 1 − 0.12 log dr
0
0

ure 5.1 better than the (dF/dr0 )

1/3.41

nom

i

fits the results of Fig-

form, although this fit only includes runs with spray.
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which induces greater air-sea temperature differences, allowing for more thermodynamic feedback. Despite the larger ∆T present in cases having significantly
reduced spray generation rates, the total sensible heat flux can still be smaller or
comparable to the flux in cases with moderate spray generation. For example, Figure 5.1 shows that the 0.2×dFnom case produces an air-sea temperature difference

20% greater than the 1×dFnom case and a wind speed larger by almost the same
amount, but the factor of five difference in liquid influx causes the two runs to

have similar HStot . Variations in the spray generation rate appear to dominate the
results thermodynamically through direct heat transfer from spray to air, underlining the significance of the wind-speed dependence of spray generation. While
higher winds lead to more spray drag, for near-surface velocities in hurricane conditions the direct effect of spray-air heat transfer upon the enthalpy flux outpaces
the indirect effect of spray drag upon heat fluxes; spray-induced stratification of
the flow can overcome spray drag, but a balance between these two effects and
wave-induced stress is acheived near the emulsion-like ocean-air interface.
Dynamically, spray-induced reduction of the friction velocity tends to outweigh
the effect of horizontal spray drag in the LES streamwise momentum budget:
using (3.82–3.86) to estimate the (linearized) spray contribution to du r1 /dt (through
u2∗ /∆z) and comparing this to the spray-induced deceleration of the air (4.15),

spray-stratification ‘helps’ the lowest-level wind in the LES more than spray drag
.
‘hinders’ it when
3
(5.2)
4.7k ∆U α` gz1 u3∗ ln3 (z1/z0 ) > 1.

This generally satisfied in our LES of the HABL,2 even in the high resolution

runs (z1 ≈ 1.4 m) for the smallest simulated droplets (50 µm) having α` ∼ 0.2;

the resolution dependence here is undesirable, but at low resolutions and higher

winds (smaller ∆U/u3∗ ) where (5.2) appears to not always hold, the effect of the

simulated waves is larger and the prevalence of larger droplets (200 µm, α` ∼0.8)
also helps satisfy (5.2).

As in the two-species case of section 4.4, Figure 5.2 shows that in the case of
nominal spray generation rate there is a balance between surface-to-air sensible
heating and evaporative cooling above the surface, and that evaporative cooling
In our hurricane LES over waves, ∆U ∼15–30 m s−1 and the two-species spray runs have
aggregate α` ∼0.6.
2
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Figure 5.2. Sensible heat flux for nominal spray generation rate over waves, with
mean low-level wind relative to surface of ∆U ≡ (U1 −cw ) ∼60 m s−1 . Evaporative cooling
rates Lv q̇vr are converted into effective sensible heat fluxes as in Section 4.4, by multiplying
the total amount of spray evaporated in each time step ∆t by the factor ∆z/∆t.

over the entire ABL offsets the majority of spray-air heat transfer. Similar to the
runs of the previous chapter, the total latent heat flux exceeds the total sensible
heat flux, despite direct spray-air sensible heating being the largest single contributor to ocean-air enthalpy fluxes. Specifically, HStot is outpaced by the sum
of effective evaporative flux (integrated over the LES domain, light blue line in
Figure 5.2) and surface vapor flux (∼300 W m−2 , not shown).
Figure 5.3 displays the total enthalpy flux (4.10) for all five cases considered
here. While Figure 5.1 indicated that prescribing a larger amplitude for the spray
generation function can limit the air-sea temperature difference and near-surface
thermodynamic feedback which develop, Figure 5.3 shows that the total enthalpy
flux is still increased. When the amplitude of the spray generation function is set
to larger values, the direct spray-air heat transfer increases, but its relative effect
appears to decrease. The effective latent heat flux due to evaporation increases
relative to the sensible heat flux (which is augmented just above the waves by
evaporation-induced feedback), but it does not contribute to the total enthalpy flux
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Figure 5.3. Total enthalpy flux for moderate resolution cases.

because it is equal and opposite to the effective evaporative sensible heat flux. With
increased spray generation (larger dF/dr0 amplitude or stronger winds) the effect
of spray is distributed over more of the simulated HABL, and the thermodynamic
feedback ‘loop’ is stretched vertically so that significant evaporative cooling leads
to enhanced sensible heat transfer over a larger number of vertical levels. This
is shown in part by Figure 5.4, which exhibits a doubling of effective flux due to
evaporation integrated over the ABL when the spray generation rate is increased
by a factor of five. For increased wind speeds or larger spray generation rates,
more spray gets transported to higher altitudes, and a larger fraction of spray
evaporation then takes place above the near-surface layers.
In the three runs that use the ‘original’ spray generation function (1×dF/dr 0 , as

given by eqns. 3.62–3.64), the bottom-level mean winds differ by 15–20% and the
resultant enthalpy fluxes differ by half as much, about 8–10%. The low-level wind
speed is limited by the waves through air-sea momentum transfer, which helps to

put an upper bound upon the enthalpy flux for given values of the constants used
in dF/dr0 . On the other hand, the 5× spray generation case (with U1 ∼ 50 ms−1 )
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Figure 5.4. Effective evaporative flux (black solid and dotted line) and surface flux (red
and blue) of latent heat for moderate resolution cases with original and five times the
nominal spray generation function dF/dr0 .
dF
begins with enthalpy fluxes similar to the 1× dr
high-speed (U1 ∼ 70 ms−1 ) case,
0

but settles to an effective enthalpy flux about 20% larger. Again, increases in HK

appear to be more easily attained through variation of the spray generation rate
than through changes in wind speed; however, the amount of evaporative enthalpy
flux is also limited by the domain-scale fluxes (advection) of water vapor and
liquid. As a result no simple scaling for enthalpy flux is evident, with several
processes interacting and competing to limit or augment HK . The liquid influx is
constrained by empirical uncertainties in the spray generation function, which are
about 1 21 orders of magnitude—thus the use of

1
5

and 5 times the original dF/dr0 .

The case using one-fifth the original spray generation function gives the smallest
enthalpy fluxes of the five cases, due to reduced amounts of both spray-air sensible
heat transfer and evaporation away from the surface. However, the aforementioned
tot
self-regulating and competing feedback mechanisms do limit the difference in HK

between cases; changing dF/dr0 by a factor of 25 results in a less than 50% change
in total enthalpy flux.
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Figure 5.5. Effective exchange coefficients for total heat and enthalpy fluxes, normalized
no spray
no spray
by values (CH
, CK
) from sprayless run.

The relationship between the exchange coefficients, dF/dr0 , and mean wind may
be examined further through Figure 5.5, which displays CH and CK normalized
by their respective values in runs without spray. The figure shows that the case
with weakest spray generation (green line) results in exchange coefficients most
similar to the sprayless case, with CK differing by just a few percent. At the
other extreme, the figure displays the erratic behavior of CH for the run using
five times the nominal spray generation function. In this case there is enough
spray in the ABL that the rate of evaporative cooling can exceed the total rate of
heating of the air by ‘new’ spray and the surface, causing the diagnosed exchange
coefficient CH to become unreasonably small or negative. This is likely due to
not enough vapor being removed from the domain (via the ‘dry’ top condition)
compared to the large amounts being introduced, and serves as another indicator
of the importance of the domain-wide thermodynamic balance of the HABL; a
large-scale horizontal advection of water (vapor and possibly also liquid) could be
prescribed in the LES, but no reliable observations of such quantities yet exist.
The enthalpy exchange coefficient CK is well-behaved because the latent flux is
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equal and opposite to the effective sensible heat flux due to evaporation, leaving
positive vapor and heat fluxes from the surface plus spray-air heat transfer. From
Figures 5.1–5.5 it appears there is at least a linear dependence of CK upon wind
speed, with the relative largeness of CK in the 5× spray case suggesting a higher-

order dependence upon ∆U or U , stemming from the U 3.41 dependence of the spray
generation function.
Drag coefficients are not included in Figure 5.5 because they are the same for all
but the sprayless and reduced generation rate cases, with CD near 1.7×10−3 for the

dF
sprayless case and CD ∼1.3×10−3 in the 0.2× dr
case. For LES runs having higher
0

winds or more spray, the drag coefficient falls to 0.8×10−3 , because the bottom

layers of the simulated ABL contain enough liquid water (>100 g kg−1 ) that these
layers are maximally stable according to the similarity theory implementation in
the LES model.3 Even though spray drag reduces the near-surface wind and can
thus increase the effective drag coefficient, for large enough values of q`r |z1 the effect
of spray-drag upon CD is overcome by the effect of stable stratification due to spray
loading. As mentioned in section 3.4.3, the presence of liquid water changes LMO
and thus alters u∗ , which in turn affects spray generation; moreover, in order to
consistently iterate to a solution for u∗ while using the log-law boundary condition
in a (liquid-laden) negatively buoyant environment (Taylor, 1971), we constrain
the similarity functions (ψm , ψh ) to approach an asymptotic value for increasingly
stable stratification.4 This also serves to keep the calculated drag coefficient (not
including the dynamic effects of simulated waves) from getting unrealistically small.

5.1.2

High-resolution results

Simulations were conducted using 256×96×192 points in a 1×0.5×0.72 km do-

main (a resolution of 3.9×5.2×3.75 m, or ∆ '4.2 m) over waves of height 25 m

and wavelength 125 m, with the surface waves each resolved by 32 points (modes)
in the streamwise direction and seven levels in the vertical. To better match ob-

servations, these runs began with smaller air-sea temperature difference than the
modest-resolution runs. To examine the effects of spray over a range of wind speeds
3

For stable conditions (ζ ≡ −z/LMO > 0) we constrain the similarity functions ψm and ψh to

0.1
a value of −4.7 by defining ζmax = 0.1 ln(z1 /z0 ) and then setting ψ = −4.7ζ 1 + (ζ/ζmax )10 .
4
See Footnote 3, previous page, for stable stratification where z/LMO & 0.1 ln(z1/z0 ).
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within the context of a developing hurricane, the initial winds were lower than in
the earlier runs, but increased over time until the near-surface winds reached a
quasi-steady value dictated by the presence of the water waves; after this the
mean winds were again made to grow by prescribing a time-dependent increase in
the geostrophic wind.
High-resolution, 2 species, 1x dF/dr over 25-m waves
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Figure 5.6. Ten-meter wind speed, air-sea temperature difference, and total sensible
heat flux (including evaporative cooling) for high-resolution case.

Figure 5.6 displays the 10-meter wind, air-sea temperature difference, and total
flux of sensible heat from the ocean including spray-air transfer and evaporative
cooling throughout the domain. Because of the high resolution, small time steps
involved (∼ 0.05 s, due to ∆ ' 4.2 m and Umax∼90 ms−1 in mid-ABL), and an HABL

pseudo-steady state which is already established, thermodynamic equilibration in

the LES only requires a simulated time on the order of 100 seconds.5 The sensible
heat fluxes shown in the bottom plot of the figure are considerably smaller than in
the modest resolution cases, but this is again due to the smaller air-sea temperature
difference, as well as wave-induced limitation of near-surface air velocity.
5

The HABL equilibration time of 100 s for high-resolution (∆ ≈ 4 m) cases is in contrast to the
previously discussed runs, whose limited resolution prolonged the effective HABL thermodynamic
equilibration time by an order of magnitude.
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The mean wind at 10 m is log-interpolated from the third and fourth grid
levels above wave crests, while wind speeds closer to the surface approach the
wave speed cw =17 ms−1 . The air-sea temperature difference initially increases
slightly (.5%) due to spray evaporation and associated cooling, enough to establish
a modest (but part of a vertically distributed) thermodynamic feedback and augment HStot from the surface. The sensible heat flux later increases again through
larger spray-air heat tranfer associated with the ∼40% growth of the wind, with

the established feedback helping to increase HS by way of larger ∆T . From Figure 5.6 we see that for respectable (but not large) air-sea temperature differences
in conditions of a developing hurricane, the generation and presence of sea spray
helps both to maintain a realistic air-sea temperature difference—by altering the
thermodynamic equilibrium of the HABL—and to boost ocean-air sensible heat
flux by an amount large enough (five times for the run in this figure) to potentially
be a ‘deciding factor’ that determines whether a modeled hurricane will intensify
or be able to maintain its strength.
The dynamic impact of the spray appears to be less direct and consequently
smaller than in the runs discussed in the previous sections due to the increased
resolution. In the ∆ ≈ 4 m cases, spray loading alters the near-surface stability over

a thinner layer, and both the vertical and horizontal drag only indirectly affect

the 10 m wind—since a height of 10 m falls between the third and fourth vertical
levels above the ‘top’ of the modeled air-ocean interface. In light of this, at higher
resolutions the effects of air-spray momentum transfer become more dependent
upon the subfilter stress model, since the SFS stress model calculates the vertical
momentum flux due to parameterized spray drag. Future use of the Hatlee and
Wyngaard (2007) model for SFS stress will improve this situation, compared to
the currently-used Smagorinsky-type eddy diffusivity model.
The distribution of spray and its effects on the HABL can be observed further by
considering Figure 5.7. The top half of Figure 5.7 displays a vertical cross-section
of specific humidity of the large (200–500 µm) spume species in the lowest 100 m
of the simulated HABL. The localization of spume to wave crests is evident, with
a slight amount of ‘ringing’ due to localization of the spume production.6 Because
6

The term ‘ringing’ refers to spatial oscillations of a simulated field (one with sharp gradients)
due to manipulations of the field in a Fourier space of limited bandwidth.
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Figure 5.7. Top: Laterally averaged specific humidity of larger (200–500 µm droplet)
spume species. Bottom: Laterally averaged specific humidity of smaller (30–200 µm)
droplet species. From high-resolution (∆ ≈4 m) LES, U10m ∼40 m s−1 .
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it is produced across the waves as well as at the crests, and due to the slower
fall speed associated with it, the specific humidity qj corresponding to droplets
in the 30–200 µm range is not quite so localized, as shown in the bottom plot
of Figure 5.7. The vertical distribution of qjr through the simulated ABL, even
up to the inversion, is what facilitates evaporative cooling away from the surface
and spreads the so-called thermodynamic feedback beyond the lowest level of the
simulation—and affects the total enthalpy and heat exchange coefficients in ways
which are difficult to parameterize in terms of near-surface quantities.
In a previous chapter we mentioned that lower resolutions inhibit reproduction
of some of the small-scale behaviors related to turbulent two phase flow, particularly the accumulation (‘clustering’) of liquid phase in regions of low vorticity
and high shear. Despite the rather crude representation of liquid droplets in the
LES code, some of the clustering phenomenon occurs in our results, as shown
in Figure 5.8. The figure presents the ratio of horizontal vorticity (|ω 1+ ω2 |) to

Figure 5.8. Piece of x-y slice of horizontal vorticity normalized by shear (color), and
contours of small-droplet specific humidity qj , 14 m above wave crests. High-resolution
case with increasing winds, t=700 s.
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shear |∆U1+∆U2 | ∆z for a horizontal slice of the simulated HABL 14 m above
wave crests, with qjr contours superposed upon the vorticity shadings. A number of

high-liquid content regions coincide with low vorticity and high shear, with high-q j
regions tending to be in white areas of the plot—consistent with the inertial ‘bias’
of liquid water species mentioned earlier.

5.2

Evaluation and comparison of contemporary
spray flux schemes

We now compare the LES results for total sensible and latent heat fluxes to those
predicted by the Kepert et al. (1999) and Andreas (2003) parameterizations,
which we label “kfb99” and “a03.” Figure 5.9 displays the latent and sensible
heat fluxes due to spray predicted by the a03 formulation (2.8), and the fluxes
calculated by the LES for the 1× spray generation case of the previous section, i.e.

the U1 ∼60 ms−1 case whose sensible heat components are displayed in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.9. Comparison of spray heat fluxes predicted by LES and by Andreas (2003)
parameterization (2.8). Modest-resolution case, U1 ∼ 60 ms−1 .
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After an HABL equilibrium is re-established, a03 produces enthalpy fluxes in
good agreement with the LES results, despite disparities during initial increases of
velocity and spray generation. Later there are some individual disparities between
the Andreas model and simulation results for each of the latent spray flux and
sensible spray flux, but the total enthalpy flux due to spray is predicted rather
well, with a slight lag on the order of minutes. Limitations of the a03 model are
exposed more in Figure 5.10, which presents enthalpy fluxes for for a case identical
to that presented in Figure 5.9, but with near-surface winds that increase with
time from roughly 50 to 75 ms−1 .
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Figure 5.10. Comparison of spray enthalpy fluxes predicted by LES and by Andreas (2003) parameterization (2.8). Modest resolution case with increasing winds,
U1 ∼50–75 ms−1 .

From Figure 5.10 it is evident that as winds and spray generation increase during the establishment of a new HABL equilibrium, the Andreas (2003) model (2.8)
cannot account for the individual fluxes of spray-induced sensible and latent heat;
it does not track effects upon the ABL away from the surface. It is possible that
a03 does not properly deal with the effect of evaporative cooling (‘missing’ such
an effect away from the surface), a problem which will be exacerbated at higher
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resolutions where significant cooling will occur over a larger number of vertical levels. The latter problem is intrinsic to any parameterization based on near-surface
fields or surface-related variables.
The kfb99 (Kepert, Fairall & Bao, 1999) and Fairall (2003) parameterizations (2.4) and (2.6) behave very similarly to each other. They compare well to
the LES results, as long as the constants in (2.3) are modified to 4CQS and 14 CQL .
Results of using kfb99 with corrected constants are presented in Figure 5.11,
over a time span of 5000 s during which the feedback constant α given by (2.5)
varies between 0.6 and 0.5. The total spray-induced enthalpy flux parameterized
by kfb99 is equal to the direct spray-to air flux (blue line in Figure 5.11), because
the latent contributions to HStot and HLtot cancel each other in the total enthalpy
flux given by the parameterization (2.4).
Using the adjusted constants, the kfb99 model performs much better than the
Andreas model, including the transition-type periods of thermodynamic HABL disequilibrium. This is presumably due to the adaptive feedback factor more closely
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Figure 5.11. Comparison of sensible heat fluxes calculated in the LES and by the
Kepert, Fairall and Bao (1999) parameterization (2.4). Modest-resolution case with
increasing winds, U1 ∼50–75 ms−1 .
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‘tracking’ spray-related effects at the first level, through the dependence of α upon
the total predicted enthalpy flux. The Kepert, Fairall & Bao (1999) parameterization has same problem as the Andreas (2003) model in that it overpredicts Qspr
L
(by 30–40% in the quasi-steady regime after an hour of simulation time), but
kfb99 does extremely well in replicating the behavior of the dominant spray-air
sensible heat flux, to within a few percent. Because spray-air heating tends to
dominate the spray enthalpy flux, KFB99 performs well in predicting the total
enthalpy flux due directly to spray, giving values about 10% different than the
LES results. The Kepert-Fairall type parameterizations (2.4–2.6) tend to perform
more poorly when their feedback factor is held fixed at 0.5, a common practice in
hurricane simulations that use such parameterizations. In this case having a dominant spray-air sensible heat flux, however, Figure 5.11 shows that setting α = 0.5
still gives total spray enthalpy fluxes within 15 or 20% of those computed in the
LES. The moderate-resolution examples shown are representative of the dozens of
similar cases simulated, and are discussed further in Section 5.3 within the context
of attempting to parameterize the exchange coefficients.
High-resolution use
The a03 (Andreas, 2003) and kfb99 (Kepert et al., 1999) paramaterizations for
spray-induced heat fluxes were also used in the high-resolution case discussed in
Section 5.1.2. Figure 5.12 shows the latent, sensible and total heat (enthalpy)
fluxes due to spray in the high-resolution LES, as well as the fluxes predicted by
the kfb99 and a03 parameterizations. The kfb99 model produces a sensible
heat flux within 10% of the LES results, but gives latent fluxes that are on the
order of the sensible flux—less than half of the latent flux caused by spray in the
simulation.
spr

The a03 model (2.8) did not fare as well, overpredicting QL by a factor of three
spr

while giving a sensible spray heat flux that fluctuates around the LES flux QS

within about 40%. The factor of three needed in the Andreas parameterization to
match the LES result is due in large part to the the use of a u? -based parameterization over highly resolved waves, while u? is calculated through a horizontallyaveraged method along the waves.
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Spray-induced enthalpy fluxes, 4m-resolution case over 25m waves
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Figure 5.12. Comparison of enthalpy fluxes calculated using high-resolution LES
(∆ ∼ 4 m), kfb99 parameterization (2.4), and Andreas (2003) model (2.8).
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5.3

New parameterizations for exchange coefficients in hurricane environments

In addition to the analysis of the previous two sections, we used the moderateand high-resolution HABL simulations to formulate a new parameterization for the
total enthalpy exchange coefficient needed by most hurricane models. Moderateresolution simulations including those of section 5.1.1 are first analyzed here in an
effort to create an effective exchange coefficient for total enthalpy flux, based on
quantities available in mesoscale or hurricane simulations. The effective exchange
coefficients are calculated by way of (4.11–4.13) using the total sensible heat and
vapor fluxes, including spray-air heat transfer and evaporation.
Figure 5.13 shows the effective exchange coefficient for total enthalpy flux and
the plane-averaged wind at the first grid level above wave crests (U1 is at a disdF
case with winds
tance 3.5∆z from the domain bottom in these cases) for a 1× dr
0

increasing over time. Two parameterizations for CK are shown in the figure,
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Figure 5.13. Effective enthalpy exchange coefficient CK from moderate-resolution LES
and two new parameterizations CK (∆U, ∆T ).
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the first of which depends simply upon the magnitude of the horizontal-mean
velocity difference between air and surface waves, ∆U ≡ (U1 −cw ). The second
form for CK depends upon both ∆U and the horizontal-mean temperature difference ∆T ≡ T1 −Tsfc ,
CK (∆U, ∆T ) = b1T ∆T + b1u ∆U + b3u (∆U )3.41 .

(5.3)

The rationale for choosing this form is that the spray generation rate has a (∆U ) 3.41
dependence, and the bulk enthalpy flux depends linearly upon the (product of) airsea temperature difference and ∆U . The latter, linear combination of first-order
quantities is used for simplicity, and in an attempt to anticipate thermodynamic
feedback—which tends to give the enthalpy flux and exchange coefficient a component that depends on ∆T but which is not correlated with ∆U . The constants
in (5.3) are obtained through a nonlinear least-squares fit to the temperature,
velocity, and total enthalpy fluxes calculated from the LES, and turn out to be
b1T = −0.0016 K−1 , b1u = −3.1×10−5 m−1 s, and b3u = 2.6×10−9 m−3.41 s3.41 for the case

of Figure 5.13. The figure shows that parameterizing CK as a linear function of
velocity alone is too simple, while the form (5.3) matches reasonably well; however,
the latter form implicitly assumes a nonzero air-sea temperature difference, and
might not perform well in regions of a hurricane where ∆T = 0. We note that
the sprayless (or initial) exchange coefficients shown in Figure 5.13 are slightly
larger than those measured in the CBLAST campaign (Emanuel and Black, 2005).

This difference can be rectified by recognizing that neither z1 nor u? are uniquely
defined, due to the difficulty of defining a sea ‘surface.’ A displacement height zd
on the order of several meters can be adopted and used in the similarity functions log [(z1 −zd )/z0 ] to match the CBLAST data, or the constants in (5.3) reduced

by 2–4%.

The case just shown involves relatively small and well-behaved changes in lowlevel velocities and temperatures. Thus a set of runs almost identical to the previous set was conducted, but with the spray generation function having its nominal (‘full’) value upon restart from the spun-up HABL fields. Additionally, while
both the modified and previous runs are restarted from the same spun-up HABL,
in the modified runs the wind speeds are initially reduced and then increase with
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Figure 5.14. Effective exchange coefficients for heat (top) and total enthalpy (bottom). Parameterized exchange coefficients are red, and magenta line is result of using (b1T , b1u , b3u ) from case of Figure 5.13.

time to higher speeds than in the previous runs. These modifications lead to simulations where the effects of spray should be more directly ‘felt’ by the simulated
HABL as the wind changes. Results of the modified case, which corresponds to
the run of Figure 5.13, are presented in Figure 5.14 and later in Figure 5.16.
Figure 5.14 displays the exchange coefficient for total enthalpy flux, as well as
the effective coefficient of sensible heat exchange that includes the effects of phase
change and spray-air heat transfer. A form CH (∆U, ∆T ) following (5.3) is fit to
the calculated sensible heat coefficient CH , reproducing the shape and magnitude
of CH over time but with a ‘delay’ in predicting changes in slope. Such a delay is
due to phase changes higher up in the ABL, the effects of which require time to
propagate downward and impact ∆T and the total sensible heat flux. The delay
is on the order of a few minutes, which likely corresponds to the effects of phase
change away from the surface propagating downward with a speed on the order
of meters per second (of order u? ), or to large-scale theromodynamic adjustment
of the HABL toward equilibrium, or both. This is demonstrated in Figure 5.15,
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Figure 5.15. Vertical profile of phase change versus time for a moderate-resolution
run. Blue is evaporation (positive), red is condensation (negative); each trace is at a
height ∆z (15 m) from neighboring lines.

which presents the time evolution of the vertical profile of horizontally-averaged
rate of phase change. The figure shows the delayed effects of higher-level (above
∼100–150 m) condensation, which itself is a (delayed) response to the saturation

of the lower ABL by spray, as it is preceded by a marked reduction in evaporation
at lower levels. So Figure 5.15 also gives an indication of the repartitioning of
total ocean-air enthalpy flux between sensible and latent components, as well as
adjustment of the ABL to increased spray content due to growing winds.
When fit to the CK calculated via (4.13), the CK (∆U, ∆T ) of the form (5.3)
exhibits yet better agreement than the CH fit, and with less delay; this is consistent
with effective sensible evaporative enthalpy flux affecting CH , but cancelling out
the effective latent evaporative flux in CK and thus leaving it unaffected. That is,
the numerator of (4.13), the total enthalpy flux, is
(wh)tot = cmix
p (wθ)tot + Lv (wqv )tot
= cmix
[(wθ)sfc +(wθ)spray ] + Lv (wqv )sfc
p
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Figure 5.16. Air-sea temperature difference (top), horizontal-mean wind and relative
humidity at first grid level above wave crests (middle) and total sensible heat flux (bottom) with and without spray; moderate resolution case.

so the enthalpy flux will be not be directly affected by phase changes. The constants in CK (∆U, ∆T ) are similar to the previous run, with b1T = −0.0011 K−1 ,

b1u = −1.4×10−5 m−1 s, and b3u = 3.1×10−9 m−3 s3 .

Another noticable effect is found in the middle plot of Figure 5.16, which com-

pares the lowest-level mean wind with and without spray. Due to the waves and
spray drag, a kind of ‘saturation’ effect limits the maximum wind speeds near the
surface. As the large-scale driving wind is increased, growth of the near-surface
wind diminishes, with the limiting behavior exacerbated by the presence of spray.
There appear to be at least two distinct mechanisms affecting the sensible heat
flux and consequently the enthalpy flux. Consulting Figure 5.16 and comparing the
linear CK (∆U ) and third-order CK (∆U, ∆T ) parameterizations in Figure 5.14, we
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see that changes in enthalpy flux caused by significant deviations in wind speed are
well-represented by CK (∆U ) ∝ ∆U . Using the constants from the previous runs

gave similar magnitude and reproduced the trends of CK , including the initial
rise that the linear CK (∆U ) parameterization misses. This suggests that (5.3)
is capturing two or more general aspects of the behavior of CK , a suggestion
supported by the rather close agreement between the LES results and fit of (5.3)
in Figure 5.14. Overall we find parameterizations without a nonlinear dependence
perform poorly, and that using relative humidity in the parameterization does not
improve predictions.
Theory-based parameterization
From the U -dependent version (3.65) of spray influx, the expression (4.13) for
effective enthalpy exchange coefficient, and the approximation (3.72) used to calculate the so-called evaporation temperature Tev (Andreas, 1996), the anticipated
behavior of CK can be distilled to a form
CK = C h



(wθ)spr
1+
(wθ)0 + Lv (wqv )0 /ctot
p



= Ch +

ctot
p ∆U




2.41
Fspr U10
c` (∆T +KTev )2
m
' Ch + tot
cp + Lv ∆qv/∆T 1−Usfc /U10 m

c (T − Tev )(wq` )0
` 0

∆T + Lv (qs0 − qvr |1 )/ctot
p
(5.4)

where Usfc is the wave speed, Fspr is a spray generation constant, KTev is a constant
with units of K, and ∆qv ≡ qs0 − qvr |1 . Using the theory-based form (5.4) does
not offer much improvement to the fitted parameterization (5.3). Modifying the

constants to Fspr =1.5×10−10 and KTev =1.4 and subtracting an extra constant of

magnitude 0.8Ch from (5.4) produces values of CK that approach the LES results,
as shown in Figure 5.17.
Fitting a yet simpler form
CK = b0 + bT ∆T + bU U103.41
m

(5.5)

dF
dF
to the five cases of the previous section (.2× dr
, 5× dr
...) reinforces the idea of
0
0

two main phenomena, giving promising results. The five different fits of (5.5) not
only give similar constants, in the neighborhood
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Figure 5.17. Effective exchange coefficient for total enthalpy predicted by theory-based
3.41 model (blue).
model (green) and simplified U10

b0 = −0.001 ,

bT = −0.001 K−1

and

bU = 1×10−9 ( m−1 s)3.41 ,

but using these values with (5.5) to fit the earlier runs gave even better agreement than the three-term parameterization (5.3) shown in Figures 5.13–5.14. The
result of using simplified CK (5.5) in the case with increasing winds is shown in
Figure 5.17 (blue line) along with the theory-based prediction (5.4).
Revisiting popular spray-flux parameterizations
The parameterization (5.4) is similar to what one would obtain by putting the Andreas (2003) model into the exchange coefficient expression (4.13) and keeping
lowest-order terms. The simplified model (5.5) appears to have a more appropriate functional form than (5.4), with the U 3.41 dependence appearing to match
LES results better than the U 2.41 dependence of the theory (5.4). The parameterization (5.5) for CK performs rather well, giving results better than the Andreas
(2003) or Kepert et al. (1999) models, while having a similar character: just as Htot
calculated from (2.4) or (2.8) depends separately upon on ∆T and U103.41
m , the simple
model (5.5) also retains distinct dependences upon air-sea temperature difference
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and mean wind.
All the parameterizations inherently suffer from the inability to account for effective fluxes due to phase change away from the lower boundary, reflected in their
spr

inability to predict the spray component of latent heat flux QL or the effective
sensible heat flux exchange coefficient CH —both of which are affected by phase
changes in the mid-HABL. The best way to parameterize spray effects simply in
a lower-resolution large-domain hurricane model appears to be to use a parameterization like kfb99 (Kepert et al., 1999) to calculate the sensible spray-air heat
transfer and total enthalpy fluxes, or a form like (5.5) to calculate CK , and implement a flux of liquid (wq` )0 based on the ‘consensus’ form(s) of spray generation
function—allowing the moist physics of the hurricane code to manage the liquid
once it is in the domain, removing the need to parameterize the latent heat flux.
An alternative to the implementation of (wq` )0 is to modify the parameterization (5.5) to also depend on the mid-level or vertically averaged temperature and
water vapor amount.

5.3.1

High-resolution cases

The enthalpy exchange coefficient for the high-resolution case with increasing winds
is plotted in Figure 5.18, with a fit to CK using (5.5). The constants of (5.5) from
the high-resolution fit were
b0 = −0.002, bT = −0.006 K−1 , and bU = 2.7×10−9 m−3.41 s3.41 ;
these values are two, six, and 2.7 times the constants obtained from the mediumresolution cases. Using the previously calculated constants (b0 , bT , bU ) from the
medium-resolution runs in (5.5) results in a severe underprediction of CK . However, the derivation which provided the less successful form (5.4) for the exchange
coefficients could be taken to suggest a dependence upon vertical resolution. Indeed taking (5.5) for CK —but multiplying the medium-resolution parameters by

the ratio ∆med.res 2∆hi.res ∼2.5—gives an almost identical result (red-orange line)

to the high resolution fit (magenta line), to within an additive constant which

happens to be equal to the medium-resolution constant −b0low.res. ; i.e., using the
simpler form (5.3) with an adjustment for ∆ produces the same results as a fit
of (5.5) to the high-resolution data. This is somewhat arbitrary, though, so we
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Figure 5.18. Effective exchange coefficient for total enthalpy flux, high-resolution run
with increasing winds.

make another attempt to parameterize CK .
As surmised earlier, we find a better fit can be obtained by including a linear
dependence on wind speed,
CK (∆T, U ) = b0 + bT ∆T + b1U U + b3U U 3.41 .

(5.6)

For the high-resolution case this form was fit to the LES results using U from the
first grid level above the simulated interface (i.e. where the interfacial forcing function is nonzero), yielding constants b0 =−0.0078, bT =−0.025 K−1 , b1u =−0.018 m−1 s,
and b3u =10−8 m−3.41 s3.41 and better agreement (green line in Figure 5.18) with the
LES result, including the regime where wind speeds are relatively steady and thermodynamic changes dominate. The sense of the fluctuations in this regime appears
to be predicted by (5.6), but the severity of the jumps in CK —as diagnosed from
the LES—is underpredicted. Using ∆U instead of U and re-fitting (5.6) gives similar predictions (blue line), with better tracking of CK at low winds, but results in
yet more damping or smoothing of predicted variations in CK . This implies that
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perhaps a nonlinear function of (∆T, U ) should be included in (5.6), but such a
modification appears unneccesarily complicated: tests including the product U ∆T
and (∆T )2 in (5.6) did not provide better agreement with the LES results for
either the modest or high-resolution cases. Further, the constants of (5.6) used
for the high-resolution case are within a factor of two to those obtained from fits
to modest-resolution runs (which had one-quarter the vertical resolution and only
one-sixth the ∆eff ).
To avoid resolution issues one might consider the use of the 10 m-wind for U
in (5.6), but this affects the performance of the parameterization. Using U10 in (5.6)
produces CK almost identical to the ‘simple model’ (5.5) (red and magenta lines
in Figure 5.18), but with smaller ‘bumps.’ This is because the ten-meter velocity
fluctuates in a smoother manner than the near-surface velocity, and consequently
does not capture variations in direct spray-air or ocean-air heat transfer which
depend on the lowest-level air velocity. Fitting (5.6) to LES results from different
resolutions using U10 does, however, provide one sensible result or ‘sanity check:’
the constant b0 from the fit tends to be relatively close (within 20% for highresolution simulations) to the direct-transfer (non-spray) coefficient C h , as in the
theoretically based parameterization (5.4).

Chapter 6
Summary and conclusions
As part of an ongoing effort to determine the impact of sea spray on hurricanes
(CBLAST, see Black et al., 2007), we developed a large-eddy simulation (LES)
model for application to the hurricane atmospheric boundary layer (HABL). The
application is focused upon fluxes of enthalpy and momentum between the ocean
and atmosphere, with particular emphasis upon the exchange coefficients used by
hurricane models to calculate these fluxes.
The LES code includes implementation of new domain-scale parameterizations
to establish and maintain a simulated HABL having velocity, temperature, and
humidity fields comparable to observations; realistic wind-dependent generation
and influx of multiple species of spray and spume; spray-air heat transfer along
waves and at wave crests based on wind-dependent areal coverage of whitecaps; a
two-way bulk microphysics phase-change scheme, liquid loading, and fallout based
on droplet sizes; air-spray momentum transfer dependent upon spray generation
rates; subfilter fluxes of liquid modified to account for the effects of droplet inertia;
and dissipative heating with local modification for liquid content and the bordering
ocean, with enhanced dissipation of subfilter kinetic energy due to liquid droplets.
Our large-eddy simulation routines also include a new model for the wavy ocean-air
transition, with multiple implementations of the consequent boundary conditions.
The code facilitates simulation of atmospheric boundary layers outside the eyewall of tropical cyclones, at resolutions much finer than those available to current
hurricane models.
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6.1

Conclusions and discussion

In the development of the full large-eddy simulation model, the process of adapting
and testing different pieces of modeled physics provides insight into the behavior
of spray, giving a better view of what is needed to parameterize spray effects and
simulate the hurricane atmospheric boundary layer. First, in order for LES to
reproduce quasi-steady HABL with realistic temperature, velocity, and humidity
fields, it is necessary to implement large-scale subsidence and radial advection
of heat. For given values of the simulated mean wind and air-sea temperature
difference, a thermodynamic balance is attainable in the LES over a narrow range
of heat advection and subsidence values. Our simulations, which are the first
documented LES of the hurricane atmosphere, maintain a quasi-steady HABL
through prescription of domain-wide (kilometer scale) subsidence and potential
temperature advection, whose magnitudes are comparable to observations.
Evaporation of sea spray can induce a ‘thermodynamic feedback’ in the HABL,
whereby evaporative cooling leads to increased air-sea temperature difference, augmented ocean-air sensible heat flux, and subsequent adjustment of the thermodynamic pseudo-equilibrium of the HABL. Large-eddy simulation tests of the bulk
microphysics scheme with spume, which evaporates slowly compared to smaller
spray droplets and much more slowly than spray in a saturation adjustment framework, demonstrated that the establishment of thermodynamic feedback is sensitive to the phase change scheme, with even small evaporation rates resulting in
augmented heat fluxes through such feedback. These results verified the need to
parameterize phase changes with a scheme superior to the saturation adjustment
framework, such as the bulk microphysics scheme we developed and implemented.
The results also indicate the need to treat smaller spray droplets, which evaporate
more rapidly than spume, travel to higher altitudes, and have a more direct effect
upon the establishment and spatial character of thermodynamic feedback in the
HABL.
Tests of the modeled spray dynamics show that our parameterization of spray
stress, a bulk form for acceleration of droplets that depends on the spray generation
rate, gives similar results to the Andreas (2004) model. The tests also suggest that
spume-induced stable stratification of the near-surface flow has a greater effect
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upon the HABL velocity field than either spray stress or the liquid loading (vertical
drag) due to spray, thus reducing the effective surface drag coefficient CD ; this
parallels the theoretical reductions of CD derived independently by Barenblatt
et al. (2005) and Makin (2005). But the simulated wavy ocean-air interface
limits the stratification-induced reduction of CD , acting with spray drag to increase
air-sea momentum transfer and put an upper limit on near-surface winds (as in
Figure 5.16b for medium-resolution LES), and is consistent with observations that
suggest a leveling off of CD at high wind speeds (Moon et al., 2004). Along with
limits placed upon spray-induced stratification to ensure computational stability,
this acts to mitigate a potentially unphysical near-ocean dynamic feedback—where
increased winds would lead to more spray generation, more flow stability, lower
drag, and yet larger winds.

6.1.1

LES model results

Our full-model large-eddy simulations of the HABL generally produced results
in accord with physical expectations, indicating that sea spray acts to increase
fluxes of sensible heat, water vapor, and total enthalpy from the ocean. As winds
strengthen during hurricane development, the rate of spray generation and amount
of spray present in the lower HABL grow, enhancing ocean-air sensible heat fluxes
through establishment of thermodynamic feedback via bottom-up cooling and saturation of the HABL. The character of the feedback—which arises primarily from
evaporation of smaller (r.100 µm) droplets—changes as growing winds cause more
spray to be pulled into the HABL, to higher altitudes, with the effects of evaporative cooling and subsequent augmentation of sensible heat transfer being progressively spread over a larger vertical extent. The presence of the three-dimensional
ocean-air transition tends to put an upper limit upon increases in total enthalpy
tot
flux HK
by mitigating the impact of thermodynamic feedback; through its de-

stratifying influence upon the near-ocean flow, it acts to keep temperatures in the
lower HABL close to the ocean temperature and limits low-level winds.
Our results indicate that the flux of sensible heat from the ocean to the hurricane ABL—including spray effects—can be parameterized through the collective
dependences of the spray generation rate dF/dr0 and direct ocean-air sensible heat
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flux cp (wθ)0 upon the air-sea speed and temperature differences; HStot can be parameterized as a sum of linear wind speed and ∆T terms, with an additional term
that has a power-law dependence upon the difference between ocean and air velocities. Analysis of LES runs at different resolutions demonstrates that the nonlinear
dependence of spray generation upon wind speed profoundly impacts the ocean-air
sensible heat and vapor fluxes, thus it significantly affects the total enthalpy flux
into the hurricane ABL; however, it has less of a direct influence upon momentum transfer and the effective drag coefficient CD . The stabilizing effect of spray
can reduce CD , but is offset by the influence of the wavy ocean-air transition.
The modest-resolution LES indicate an overall reduction of CD by up to 30% for
winds above 35 ms−1 , but these results are contingent upon application of similarity theory averaged along relatively shallow waves. Perhaps more accurately, the
high-resolution runs indicate the combined effect of spray drag and stabilization to
have a small effect upon the wind (e.g., ten-meter wind speeds of Figure 5.6), being relatively minor influences upon the velocity fields compared to a well-resolved
wavy ocean-air transition.
While the nonlinear nature of spray generation significantly affects ocean-air
enthalpy fluxes, the self-regulating nature of the thermodynamic feedback and compensating dynamic effects of spray (Section 5.1.1) limit the sensitivity of enthalpy
fluxes to the nominal amplitude of the spray generation function dF/dr0 , which has
an uncertainty of about 1.5 orders of magnitude. Varying the magnitude of dF/dr 0
tot
by a factor of 25 resulted in HK
which differed by less than 50%. This is also

due to the dependence of the HABL equilibrium—and thus the thermodynamic
feedback and enthalpy fluxes—upon the large-scale advection of temperature; the
amount of radial advection of warm air from the domain can place limits on how
much of an effect spray can have on the HABL. Fortunately our LES of the HABL
remained numerically stable and physically realistic for a only narrow ranges of
domain-scale advection amplitudes and subsidence, with both ranges consistent
with observations; thus potential sensitivity of the LES results to prescribed largescale HABL quantities is not a major issue.
The nonlinear nature of spray generation does have enough influence upon
the HABL that for a given nominal magnitude of the spray generation function,
the exchange coefficients of effective sensible heat flux (CH ) and total enthalpy
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flux (CK ) both depend upon the low-level wind speed in a nonlinear manner,
as well as depending linearly upon the air-sea temperature difference. In highresolution HABL simulations we found that as ten-meter winds increased from
below 75 mph (34 ms−1 ) to 170 mph (75 ms−1 ), CK increased by up to ∼100%
from recently reported (empirically and observationally determined) values in the

literature. We derived a theoretically-based parameterization and developed an
empirical prescription for CK , both of which are linear in ∆T and U with an
added nonlinear U dependence. The empirically-based form for CK produced total
enthalpy fluxes within 10% of the LES results, and outperformed theKepert, Fairall
& Bao (1999) and Andreas (2003) parameterizations used in hurricane models.
Because of its self-adjusting feedback parameter the Kepert, Fairall & Bao (1999)
form did relatively well in predicting the sensible heat flux and consistently gave
total enthalpy flux values lower than but within 20% of the LES results, while the
Andreas (2003) forms for the fluxes did not perform as well, particularly as wind
speeds increased above 40–50 m s−1.
The total vapor flux—and hence the total latent heat flux HLtot —is difficult
to parameterize in terms of near-surface variables, because of the aforementioned
thermodynamic feedback spreading over a greater depth of the HABL as wind
speeds increase. This behavior inhibits the ability of both the Kepert, Fairall &
Bao (1999) and Andreas (2003) parameterizations from adequately estimating H Ltot ,
and precludes attempts to prescribe total fluxes of vapor or latent heat based on
low-level fields.
The need to parameterize the latent enthalpy flux due to sea spray seems to
be outweighed by the efficacy and convenience of using the tested and ‘known’
spray generation function of Andreas (2004), in conjunction with a budget for
liquid or total water. Considering the difficulty of creating an accurate parameterization for spray-related latent enthalpy flux—and the current reality that most
hurricane models compute at least one prognostic variable for liquid or total water, including (or amenable to) a bulk-microphysics scheme for evaporation and
condensation—it appears more reasonable to forego parameterization of sprayinduced latent heat flux, and merely parameterize the sensible heat flux due to
spray. As in our large-eddy simulations, an ocean-air flux of liquid or total water
could be calculated in hurricane models through translation of the spray gener-
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ation rate dF/dr0 to a spray influx (wq` )sfc , with the corresponding latent heat
fluxes due to evaporation diagnosed and tracked by the hurricane model through
its phase change scheme. A simpler method would be to use a multi-level scheme
to parameterize spray-induced latent heat flux, but further work is necessary to
investigate the validity of such a scheme.

6.1.2

Specific contributions to the state of spray-hurricane
research

Having made conclusions about the performance and utility of accepted sea spray
parameterizations used in hurricane models, and having discussed the results and
implications of our large-eddy simulations of non-precipitating hurricane atmospheric boundary layers, we now briefly list the contributions of this work to the
current state of knowledge of sea spray in hurricanes:
• performed the first large-eddy simulations of the HABL, and added sea spray;

• demonstrated the need for large-scale subsidence and radial advection of
warm air in the simulation and maintenance of non-precipitating HABL, and
implemented both using values consistent with observations and large-scale
hurricane simulations;
• showed relative insensitivity of HABL enthalpy fluxes to variations in the
spray generation function;
• demonstrated the establishment of thermodynamic feedback as winds grow
to hurricane speeds—with evaporation of smaller spray droplets cooling the
lower HABL, increasing the air-sea temperature difference, and augmenting
heat transfer from both the ocean and sea spray to the air—and consequent
adjustment and evolution of thermodynamic HABL pseudo-equilibrium during hurricane intensification;
• designed, built, and implemented LES model for moving three-dimensional
sub-hurricane ocean-air interface;
• found the dynamic influence of the ocean to limit the effects of spray, as well
as total ocean-air enthalpy flux;
• showed that contemporary spray parameterizations (Andreas, 2003; Kepert
et al., 1999) cannot predict latent heat fluxes because they do not account for
vertically distributed thermodynamic feedback, sometimes leading to misprediction of total sea-air enthalpy flux;
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• showed increase in ocean-air fluxes of temperature (sensible heat), vapor (latent heat), and enthalpy due to sea spray, over ranges of wind speeds and
conditions which were also representative of intensifying hurricanes;
• created new parameterization for enthalpy flux exchange coefficients which
implicitly accounts for spray-induced feedback(s), based upon temperature
and wind speed dependences of both spray-air and ocean-air fluxes.

6.2

Future work

Several components of the LES model, which have yet to be tested extensively,
should shed more light on the spray-HABL issue. The first is the estimation
of subfilter stresses in the vicinity of the simulated ocean-air transition. The
horizontally-averaged log-law boundary condition used in this work can artificially
diminish local and dynamic effects of simulated waves, and assumes similarity theory to apply in two-phase flow over a wavy ‘surface,’ in essence representing an
emulsion-like transition. Instead of relying on horizontally- or wave-averaged similarity theory, a better option for calculating air-sea momentum flux and treating
spray-induced buoyancy effects may be to modify the single-equation eddy diffusivity model for subfilter fluxes and use it to treat the interfacial fluxes. Such
a method has been implemented, but requires more testing and adjustment, including alteration of the subfilter energy budget and eddy diffusivities to deal with
localized spray generation and non-vertical re-entry of spray into the ocean. Treatment of the stably-stratifying influence of spray can also be more directly handled
by the subfilter model, instead of an implementation of Monin-Obukhov similarity
theory, which necessarily limits buoyant effects for the sake of numerical stability
when effective virtual potential temperature fluxes fall below a certain level.
Adapting a second-order closure for subfilter fluxes, such as the rate equation
model of Hatlee and Wyngaard (2007), may be more appealing than the above
suggestion. To this end we implemented the Hatlee and Wyngaard (2007) model for
subfilter scalar fluxes in the LES code, but have not consistently ensured numerical
stability in the corresponding implementation of SFS momentum fluxes in the
presence of waves. Further, in reality the momentum transfer involved with wavebreaking may account for the bulk of wave-induced and spray stress (Melville,
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1996). While we refined the model for local air-liquid momentum flux within a firstorder closure framework, it might be more reliable with concurrent use of a secondorder closure model for SFS stresses; such refinement could be further modified to
include aspects of wave breaking and the injection of spray and spume, including
initial spray velocities. At higher resolutions, however, the computational cost of
a second-order rate equation model may not be justified, especially since more of
the wave-induced momentum and scalar fluxes will be resolved. The resolution
dependence of parameterized spray drag and spray-induced stratification has yet
to be thoroughly explored, and also depends upon the treatment of surface and
subfilter momentum fluxes.
The LES subroutines were altered to allow a wave height that depends on the
mean wind speed, hwave (U ). This has not been extensively tested, but the diffusive
flow-through model of the ocean-air transition is amenable to using hwave (U ), which
offers an extra degree of realism without much numerical complication. Using
such a velocity dependence in the LES treatment of the ocean-air interface allows
for an implicit dynamic feedback between wave growth and low-level wind speed,
although we note this is not a model meant to explicitly treat resonant wind-wave
interaction or wave growth.
While the LES produced realistic, pseudo-steady state HABLs for only a narrow
range of large-scale heat advection, the values of ADV(θ)LS could be varied along
with the augmented near-ocean heat capacity ctot
p (modified to account for the
ocean’s larger cp and keep viscous dissipation from overheating the HABL) to
explore their mutual parameter space and their affect on enthalpy fluxes. Further,
domain-scale fluxes of vapor and/or liquid could be prescribed and their effects
tested, although there is yet little observational data to support such exploration.
For better parameterization of exchange coefficients, use of a statistical method
such as the so-called bootstrapping technique (e.g. see Angelini et al., 2005) would
be beneficial to isolate the strongest dependences of ABL-integrated enthalpy and
heat fluxes upon resolvable and domain-size variations, as well as modeled fluxes
based on resolvable fields. Such a technique could help identify which fields—
and their location in the HABL—are the most significant in dictating ocean-air
enthalpy fluxes with spray.
In summary, future use of the LES model for the HABL should include use of
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the local momentum flux boundary condition above simulated waves with complete implementation of the second-order Hatlee and Wyngaard (2007) subfilter
flux model, along with wind-dependent wave heights in the modeled ocean-air
transition. More cases need to be run at high resolution and over a broader range
of conditions, including runs with waves traveling at an angle to the mean wind
direction.

Appendix A
Bulk microphysics derivation for
multiple droplet ranges
The derivation of a bulk-microphysics form to represent phase change is given here
for a second range of droplet sizes, i.e. for another liquid water specific humidity variable. This can be extended to an arbitrary number of specific humidity
variables representing different droplet ranges.
For the initial and original case of one liquid ‘species,’ the size-distribution
of spray was approximated by n(r) = δ(r − rc ), with rc the characteristic ra-

dius; this allowed simple evaluation of the specific liquid humidity, q` = 34 πrc3 N ρw ,
R
where rn(r) = rc N (3.24). Using a simplified droplet growth equation (3.25)

and rate of phase change integrated over all droplet sizes (3.23), the rate of phase

change for a single species was expressed in terms of q` (3.26). The generalized
expression for a liquid water species (q` )n having characteristic radius rn and range
from rnmin to rnmax is
(q̇`CE )n =


(q`r )n  r
qv −qs (T r )
(tEC )n

(3.30)

where the evaporative time scale is defined

(tEC )n = tEC (rn , rnmin , rnmax ) = rn2

cN (rn , rnmin , rnmax )
.
3G(T r , pr ; rn )

(3.31)

For two species the LES code must calculate rates of phase change associated
with each droplet size range in order to calculate the evaporative or condensa-
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tion source and sink terms q̇jCE and q̇`CE in the specific humidity budgets ∂qjr/∂t
and ∂q`r/∂t. The smaller-droplet liquid specific humidity variable used in the twospecies LES of this work, denoted by qj , represents droplets from 15 to 100 µm.
Using the crude estimate1 n(r0 ) = Cr0−1 in the expressions
rj N j ≈

Z

100

rn(r)dr

and

rmin

Nj = C

Z

100 µm
rmin

r0−1 dr0 = C ln(100 µm/rmin )

gives rj Nj ≈(100 µm)C and Nj ≈ 2C for rmin = 15 µm, so that rj ∼ 50 µm; using this

along with the radius-dependent ventilation factor fv (r) in
q̇jCE

=

4πρw G[qvr −qs (T r )



Z

rmax

fv (r)rn(r)dr

(A.1)

rmin

produces a ∼7% increase in the evaporation rate, so that q̇jCE ≈ 3qj rj−2 GS r , where a

factor of 1.07 is included in G along with fv (rj ), and S r is the saturation represented

by the bracketed term in (A.1) above. Evaluating G(T r , pr ) in the lower HABL
translates roughly to q̇jCE ≈ qjr S r /40 s, with deviations calculated by the code at

larger T r and lower pr further up in the HABL.
Larger spume droplets

As in the derivation above for ‘small spume’ droplet species, the radial dependence
in the ventilation factor fv must be accounted for when calculating the average rate
of phase change for a species in a specific droplet size range. In the two-species LES
results presented in chapters four and five, the second species of liquid droplets
has rmin =100 µm and rmax =500 µm, with q` and r` =200 µm.
Using the dependences r0−2.8 and r0−8 from the Andreas (1992) spray generation
function (3.64) for droplets smaller and larger than 220 µm, respectively, then the
droplet number density N` in the 100–220 µm range is roughly 2C100 r`−1.8 and in
the 220–500 µm range is ∼18C220 r`−7 where (C100 , C 220 ) are defined like C above.

With fv (r0 ), these lead to an increase in the rate of phase change of a factor of 2.3
1

For spume having r0 . 80 µm, the generation rate has a r0−1 dependence (Andreas, 1992).
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due to the ventilation, i.e.
q̇`CE ≈ 4πρw GS r

R 500 µm
100 µm

2.3r n(r)dr

' 9.2πρ2 wGS r r` N` /18

' 0.38q`r r`2 G(T r , pr )S r .

(A.2)

This is equivalent to q̇`CE ≈ q`r S r /300 s. Interaction between the different species

through phase change, such as q`r and qjr via negative q̇`CE and positive q̇jCE , is

neglected for the time being but may be included in the future.

Appendix B
Temperature variables; entropy
The intent is to develop a useful temperature variable for large-eddy simulations
including large amounts of liquid water, on the order of 100 g per kilogram of air
or more.
We begin by defining a liquid potential temperature θ` in terms ofthe specific
entropy s of an infinitessimal volume of a mixture of air, water vapor and liquid
water:
cp

ds
d ln θ`
≡ ,
dt
dt

(B.1)

where cp is the heat capacity of the mixture. The specific entropies of air, water
vapor, and liquid water are
sa (pa , T ) = sref + cpd ln
s` (TL ) = sref
sv (e, T ) = sref



T
Tref



− Rd ln



pa
pref



Z TL
Lf (Tref )
+
+
c` d ln T 0
Tref
Tref




T
e
Ls (Tref )
+ cpv ln
+
− Rv ln
Tref
Tref
es (Tref )

(B.2)

where TL is the liquid water temperature and (sref , Tref , pref ) are reference values.
The specific entropy of the mixture is
s = (1−qt )sa +qv sv +q` s` ,
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where qv ≡ mv /Mmix and q` ≡ m` /Mmix are the specific humidities of water vapor

and liquid, qt ≡ qv+q` is the total water specific humidity, and the subscript a refers

to dry air. For a constant amount of total water in the defining volume (dqt/dt = 0),
taking the total time derivative of s gives
ds
dsa
dsv
ds`
dqv
dq`
=
+ qv
+ q`
+ sv
+ s`
.
dt
dt
dt
dt
dt
dt

(B.3)

Using (B.2) for the entropy derivatives in (B.3), the budget of specific entropy of
the mixture becomes
d
d
d
dqv
dq`
ds
= cpm ln T − Rm ln p + q` c` ln TL + sv
+ s`
dt
dt
dt
dt
dt
dt

(B.4)

where cpm ≡ (1−qt )cpd +qv cpv and Rm ≡ Rd +qv Rv (1−ε) are the gaseous-phase heat
capacity and gas constant. Fallout terms are neglected, and can later be included

along with source terms such as dissipative heating and diffusive heat transfer.
Keeping c` constant, setting Tref = T in (B.2), and noting a constant total water
amount gives q̇v = −q̇` , the budget (B.4) or first law of thermodynamics for the

mixture is

ds
d
d
= cpm ln T − Rm ln p
dt
dt
dt

 
 
Lv
TL
e
dq`
d
−
− c` ln
− Rv ln
+ q` c` ln TL .
T
T
es
dt
dt

(3.53)

For an air-water vapor mixture without liquid (q` = 0), only the first two terms on
the right hand side remain, and (3.53) reduces to the definition ds = cp d ln θv for
virtual potential temperature (3.76), but where cp and R are the heat capacity cpm
and gas constant Rm of the air-vapor mixture.
With the aim of putting the first law (3.53) into an integrable form, exploiting
the temperature dependence of the enthalpy of vaporization
(cpv −c` )dT = dLv
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and defining a heat capacity
cpc ≡ cpm +q` cpv = (1−qt )cpd +qt cpv
and gas constant
Rc ≡ Rm + q` Rv (1−ε) = Rd +qt Rv (1−ε) ,
the entropy equation (3.53) becomes
 
ds
TL
d
d
q` dLv Lv dq`
d
= cpc ln T − Rc ln p −
−
+ q` c` ln
dt
dt
dt
T dt
T dt
dt
T
 

 
d
e
dq`
TL
+ q` Rv (1 − ε) ln p.
+ Rv ln
+ c` ln
T
es
dt
dt

(B.5)

Since cpd , cpv , Rd , and Rv are constant in time, if conservation of water holds so
that qt is also constant, then cpc and Rc are also constants. But the latter assumption is likely violated in the lower hurricane ABL, where position-dependent spume
generation and wildly varying liquid amounts in a nearly-saturated environment
may cause significant fluctuation of qt .
It is not possible to rewrite the right-hand side of (B.5) as a single derivative
without making further assumptions, so we cannot directly integrate to obtain an
expression for a liquid potential temperature. But the right-hand side of (B.5)
can be rearranged to be a derivative minus a nonlinear term of order q` d(ln qv)/dt.
Using the Clausius-Clapeyron relation in the form
d ln es =
along with
d
dt



Lv
q`
T



=

Lv
d ln T
Rv T

q` dLv Lv dq` Lv q` d
+
−
ln T ,
T dt
T dt
T dt
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the first law for the mixture becomes

 
 
Lv
e
d
ds
TL
cpc ln T − Rc ln p − q`
+ Rv q` ln
(B.6)
'
+ c` q` ln
dt
dt
T
T
es
+ R v q`

d
qv
ln
.
dt  + qv (1 + )

The last term in (B.6) is obtained through ideal gas law manipulations relating e
to qv and p; ignoring this remainder term and integrating produces an approximate θ`
θ` ≡ T



p0
p

Rc /cpc 

TL
T

q` c` /cpc 

e
es

q` Rv /cpc

exp



−q` Lv
cpc T



(B.7)

which is essentially identical to the θ` derived by Emanuel (1994) and the θil of
Bryan and Fritsch (2004) without ice. Ignoring the liquid flux terms and q` dln qv
term, this approximate θ` satisfies (B.1). Thus if ds/dt = 0, entropy is conserved
and the θ` defined by (B.7) is ‘almost’ conserved for an infinitessimal volume of
the mixture—assuming the total water specific humidity does not vary much. It
is possible in principle to treat the remainder terms as entropy sources, instead of
neglecting them; however, the untenability of the constant qt assumption is another
reason to not use the θ` of (B.7).
Linearized liquid potential temperature
If the mixture is nearly saturated and the liquid water temperature is close to the
air temperature TL ≈ T , then the first law (3.53) for the mixture simplifies to


d
Lv
ds
'
cpc ln T − Rc ln p − q`
,
dt
dt
T

(B.8)

which is equivalent to equation (5) in Betts (1973). Then (B.7) simplifies to the
exact solution of (B.8),
θc ' T



p0
p

Rc /cpc

exp



−q` Lv
cpc T



,

(B.9)

which is a liquid-water analog to the oft-used equivalent potential temperature θ e .
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For q`  cp T/Lv , or q` less than about 20 g kg−1 , θc (B.9) is equivalent to the

linearized liquid potential temperature of Betts (1973),
θ`in



q ` Lv
≡θ 1−
cp T



.

(3.51)

As mentioned in Section 3.3, adapting the linearized θ`in to use in LES entails
r
filtering the variable to obtain θ`in
, which leads to unwanted subfilter covariance

terms which must be modeled in the temperature budget. Specifically, taking the
time derivative of (3.51) with cp = cpm while assuming constant Lv θ/cp T yields
dθ`in
θ`in ds
=
dt
cp dt

(B.10)

" 
2
 #
Lv θ dT
c`
TL
c` θ`in dTL
Lv
+ q`
+ θ`in ln
− q`
− q̇` q` θ
2
cp T dt
cp TL dt
cp T
cp
T
where we again have neglegted the entropy changes due to slip (fallout) of liquid
and ignore subsaturation in the phase change term. For liquid water amounts
greater than 10 or 20 g kg−1 , the last three terms of (B.10) need to be modeled.
Equivalent potential temperature
The relationship between θc (q` ) of (B.9) and its analogue θe (qv ) can be seen
by assuming (local) conservation of total water dqv/dt = −dq`/dt and using the airvapor heat capacity cpm in place of cpc in (B.8); the solution of (B.8) is then the
equivalent potential temperature
θe ≡ T



p0
p

Rm /cpm

eqv Lv /cpm T .

(B.11)

There is more than one way to derive an exponential form for liquid water
potential temperature (or θe , for that matter). For example, to get (B.5) cpc and Rc
were defined to depend on total water qt ; we could have used a more physically
meaningful heat capacity of the mixture cp ≡ cpm +q` c` and then accounted for cp

variations in the budget, obtaining a different θ` than in (B.7). The wet-equivalent
potential temperature variable θq used in the LES is derived in such a way, but in
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terms of qv (derived similarly but without context by Hauf and Höller, 1987).

Appendix C
Dissipation and effective liquid
capacity estimate
The heat capacity c` of liquid water is modified to ceff
` in (3.56) to account for
several factors, the first being preferential dissipative heating of water (due to
locally enhanced shear (Shaw, 2003) as well as the activity of droplets’ boundary
layers (Burton and Eaton, 2005) acting to increase the probability of intermittent
dissipation events near the droplets). Modeling this effect begins with an estimate
of the total surface area A` of droplets with radius rc that are represented by a
specific humidity q`r in a grid volume ∆3 = ∆x∆y∆z. The total droplet surface area
is A` ∼ 4πrc2 n` ∆3 , where n` is the droplet number density. Using the definition of
specific humidity to express the total mass of liquid per volume as
q`r (ma+mv )
1−q`r
and noting that the mass per volume must also be 43 πrc3 ρw n` , the droplet surface
area per volume is

3q`r ρa
(1+0.61qv ) .
A` ∼
r ρw

(C.1)

Loosely adopting the Tennekes (1968) construction that regions of dissipative
activity are essentially tubes or ‘vortex filaments’ of diameter η and length equal
to the Taylor microscale λ, distributed on average with one tube per volume λ3 ,
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an estimate of the area of dissipative regions per volume is
π
η
A ∼ π 2 ∼ Re−1/2 ∼ π
λ
η



e1/2
ν∆3

1/4

(C.2)


where we have used  ∼ e3/2 ∆. Since the kinematic viscosity of air is ν ∼ 10−5 m2 s−1

and liquid water is about one-thousand times denser than air (ρa/ρw ≈ 10−3 ),
and because subfilter velocities e1/2 do not exceed 10 m s−1 —even in hurricane
conditions—for LES resolutions (∆. 33 m in our work), the ratio of droplet surface
area to vortex tube surface area can be estimated as


3/4
A`
ρa ν 1/4
r∆
∼ q`
A
rc
ρw e1/8
∼

3/4
r∆
q`
rc


5×10−5 m1/4 .

(C.3)

The ratio (C.3) is conveniently expressible using the characteristic spume radius
of 200 µm and a reference scale of 5 m,
(∆/5 m)3/4
A`
∼ q`r
.
A
(rc /200 µm)
Now using (C.3) to model the fractional increase in liquid heat capacity due
to the presence of spray produces an effective liquid heat capacity ceff
` that allows
larger amounts of water to absorb heat:
ceff
`

∼ c`



A`
1+
A





∼ c` 1 + Dε q`r ∆3/4 rc−1 ,

where the constant Dε is 5×10−5 m1/4 . For multiple species (q` )n with corresponding rn this can be written
ceff
`

"

= c` 1 + (∆/5 m)

3/4

X
n

#
(q`r )n
.
rn /200 µm

(3.57)
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